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SUMMARY
A mathematical model of the three-dimensional dynamics of
a high-altitude scientific research balloon system perturbed
from its equilibrium configuration by an arbitrary gust load-
ing is developed. The platform is modelled as a system of
four coupled pendula. The equations of motion are developed
in the Lagrangian formalism assuming a Bma-11-angle approxj--
oration. Three-dimensional pendulation, torsion and precession-
al motion'due to Coriolis forces are considered. Aerodynamic
	
.4
and viscous damping effects on the pendulatory and torsional
motions are included.
A general model of the gust field incident upon the ball-
oon system is also developed.
The report is concluded with a description of the digital
computer simulation program and a guide to its use.
INTRODUCTION
The use of high-altitude balloon systems as stable platforms
for scientific studieZ of the earth's atmosphere requires a
knowledge of the dynamics of the system for proper data interpre-
tation. This knowledge. is especially critical in studies of the
vertical distributions of atmospheric trace constituents and	 esi
temperature, since data interpretation is highly sensitive to the
attitude of the data-collecting instrument. It is well known that
most systems remain stable at float altitude, but we need a math-
ematical. model which can predict the attitude and motion of the
system with sufficient accuracy to assure accurate interpretation
and reduction of data.
In reality, the motion of a perturbed balloon system at float
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altitude is extremely complex, involving interactions between
several different types of oscillation such as bounce, pendu-
lation, rotation and precession. Further complexity may be intro-
duced by such factors as damping (boundary layer) forces, air
turbulence, cable elasticity and motion induced by the support
mechanisms of the system ( i.e., independent motion of a partic-
ular system element).
A number of models have been proposed to account for some of
these factors. Morris and Stefan (ref. 1^ have: studied plane
pendulation, bounce, plane torsional motion (including damping)
and the atmospheric environment for a two element system (ball-
oon and gondola). Emslie, et.al . (ref.2) have analytically and
experimentally considered balloon bounce, the thermodynamics of
the enclosed gas, and heat transfer between atmosphere, balloon
fabric and enclosed gas. The azimuthal rotations of a balloon-
gondola system have been studied in detail, both theoretically
and experimentally, by Germeles, et.al . (ref-3), with particular
emphasis on the aerodynamic damping and inertia of the system.
Further study of the aerodynamic parameters of a rotating sphere
has been done by several investigators (refs.4,5,6, 7, 8 and 9).
To date, there appears to have been no serious effort to
develop a detailed general model defining the gross motions of a
balloon system in three dimensions. This report is intended to
develop such a model. Admittedly, the model will not be completely
general, but as further work is done on this subject, we may ex-
pect further sophistication and generality in a three-dimensional
model. The balloon system considered in this report is the NASA-
Langley/AFGR1
 LACATE (Lower Atmosphere Composition And Temperature
Experiment) system which is to be flown at 150 km altitude. The
system consists of a 39 million cubic foot capacity balloon, a
"load bar" containing balloon control equipment and cable reel, a
gondola recovery parachute package and a research payload.gondola.
This system is configured as a system of four coupled pendula.
A cursory derivation of the equations of motion (EOM) for
plane damped pendulation for this system was done by Hinton of
NASA--Langley. This report will investigate (1) three-dimensional
pendulation, (2) torsional motion, (3) aerodynamic and viscous
damping effects on pendulatory and torsional motion, and (4) pre-





lto develop a detailed general model for gust loading in three
dimensions and study possible gust loading configurations. Since
we are concerned primarily with the gross motions of the system,
3 !	 we will not investigate such factors as cable elasticity, static-
`	 tical variation or turbulence in the gust field, bounce or atmos-
pheric thermodynamics. This is done in the interest of keeping
the analysis mathematically tractable.p
SYMBOLS
a	 balloon--to loadbar cable length = 72 feet
A 	 surface area of kth element
[ A ]	 dynamic coupling coefficient matrix
[B]	 static coupling coefficient matrix
c	 parachute package--to-payload cable length = 5 feet
C 	 drag coefficient of kth element
[ D]	 d&mping matrix
f	 loadbar--to--parachute package cable length = 1310 feet
Fcor	 Coriolis force
g	 gravitational acceleration at float altitude
h 	 length of kth cylinder
Ik 	moment of inertia of kth element
J	 impulsive torque
mk
	mass of kth element
ml	 e
m2 	me + mp
M3	 me + mp + ms
m4 	 T 6a + mp + MS + m
N	 torque
Po„	 linear impulse
Rk radius of kth cylinder
t time.
kinetic energy
vk linear velocity of kth element
V potential energy
x,y,z Cartesian coordinates,
distance from element center of mass (azimuth plane)
"^k damping constant of kth element
Ck deflection angle off vertical, kth element
geocentric latitude
µ viscosity of air at float altitude
P density of air at float altitude
`Tk torsional constant of kth element
I?] torsional coupling coefficient matrix
(Pk azimuthal deflection angle, kth element
x angle of rotation about azimuth plane
gust axis incidence.angle relative to horizontal
Wo rotation rate of earth











The analysis will be carried out using a spherical polar 	 ;{
coordiiate.system and an idealized model of the balloon system
as shown in Figure le The origin of this coordinate system is
taker_ to coincide with the geometric center of the balloon. The
fi
z-axis is taken as the local vertical and is positive downward.
Similar systems are set up individually for the load bar, para-
chute package and gondola, each with the z-axis as the local
vertical and the same positive sense as the balloon z-axis. This
system facilitates the definition of angular deflections for
each element of the system, since, proceeding down from the
balloon, the total angular deflection of the system down to the
•	 element in question is additive with respect to the balloon cen-
ter. This also makes algebraic work considerably more manageable.
With regard to the system model, we make some basic idealiza-
tions. Since the moment of inertia of the balloon alone is much
greater than that of any of the other system elements, the balloon
is assumed to be a spherical shell with an extremely small thick-
ness-to-radius ratio(ref.3). Elastic deformation of this shape due
t.o gust loading will be neglected. Secondly, we idealize the load
bar, parachute package and gondola as right circular cylinders;
these are not necessarily their actual shapes, but they will be
defined as cylinders with moments of inertia equivalent to the
actual shape to simplify rigid body computations. Analysis in a
Eulerian system was considered, but was deemed too difficult to
attempt for the problem at band; the Euler approach may, however,
be more general and should be studied in the future.
The equations of motion are developed in the Lagrangian form-
alism. Since angular deflections due to gust loading are antici-
pated to be no greater than 0.01 radians during flight (ref.10),
the small-angle approximation is invoked to simplify the mathe-
matics somewhat. We will no consider bounce in this report; trans-
lational motion of the balloon center of mass (CM) is included
while assuming the balloon CM to remain at its initial equilib-
rium (float) altitude. Thus, we must deal with a system having
eight degrees of freedom. The Band Y deflections and their corres-
ponding angular velocities are found for each system element
individually; obviously, moving down from the balloon toward the
payload, the gross motion of the system becomes more complex due
to the motions of the elements above the one under study. Pendu
lation (with and without damping), torsional (azimuthal) motion
(with and without damping) and precessional motion will be con-
s:.dered separately. In this manner, we will be able to examine 5.
!F
the character of each type of motion alone; then, when we con-
sider various combinations of motion, we will have some means of
judging the degree to which each type of motion contributes to
the overall motion of the system,
The laprangian EOBT are derived in the standard form
d8T	 aT + aV	 = Qk 	{ 1)
dtagk
where, for the problem at hand, the generalized coordinates qk
are the eight angles ® b' T b' A s' T s' 9 p , ^o p 4 kl e and T e . The
generalized nonconservative forces Qk take into account the aero-
dynamic and viscous damping terms. We should note at this point
that the EOM developed in the following sections are not carried
to a closed form analytical solution. Solutions could be found in
closed form in principle, but the algebraic work required to do so
would be prohibitive. Hence, the Bold are developed to the point
where they are easily integrable numerically. Terms due to sepa-
rate motion types may be added together and then integrated as a
whole to obtain the overall motion.
Af tee the EOM are derived, we then address the problem of
defining the gust loading model, since the gust velocity field
configuration incident on the system will define the. initial
conditions for solution of the EOM, No attempt will be made in
this report to define the stability criteria for system motions;
this problem will be taken up in a future study.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Pendulatoxa Motion
We first consider pendulation without the inclusion of damp-
ing terms. The.total kinetic and potential energies are
T = r k lmkvk + Ik( L' k + k)1	 , k = b, s, p and e	 (2)
and	 k
V = msgrb(1--cosOb)+a(l-cosO.) +
mpgrb('_coseb )+a(i--cose )+f(1-cos9p) +
me6rrb(1-cosob)+a(l-cos®s )+f (1--cos®p)+c( 1-costa)
(3)
'1he linear velocities vk are first defined in a Cartesian coord-
inate system: by their x, y, z components and then: transformed to
the sphexical.polar representation. In Cartesian coordinates
v = i
	






 =all +^i +Y.
	
s Wp = vrp^+vpy+vpz.
vet =d, A4- +tai	 v. = '^;t ^-^T +vez
where i = x,y,z successively. Transformation to spherical polar
aoordinatea, is made through the variables 	 For the
balloon, we have
	
O( x = rb;(9bcosdbcos'Pb -- 'f bsixn"bs.in'?b)	 f
o(zrbebsin b
The transformation relations for the load bar(F ),Parachute
package(Y.) and' gondola( g' ) are. of the same form as Equation (8).
with r^ replaced by a,f.,c and the angle subscripts replaced by
s,p,;e respectively.
With T and V now completely specified, the: EOM can be devel-
	
oped From Equation (1). Taking the app=opriate derivatives and 	 s
after considerable. algebraic manipulation.,we obtain eight EOM
correspond.in to the eight degrees of freedom8g	 g	 b.j' b,- 0 at p 51% 9
eandy e.° We find that these EOM are represented in the format
of a system o£ eight simultaneous linear equations, i.e4l,
A11 Al2	 °	 A18 0'h.
-A21 A 22 r a a A2B curb,	 B'2
A81	 t
A41	 e	 GPs;	 _	 (9}A51	 ° g P
A&1	 a	 °	
'Pp	 eA71	 e	 .
A81 A82	 A88 s , V,&	 B8
v{ y = rb^ (9bcosObsin:Tb +Y bsinebcosf b)
1
or in more. compact mataixs notation
[ Al [q] = LR]	 (10)
where; CA3 im the dynamic. coupling; =efficient matri^-c containing
the coefficients of all terms involving the second derivative
with respect to time; and LB	 is the: static: coupling coefficient
matrix containing all other terms(including damping terms). The
I elements of [A] and ^B] are given iii the~ AppendixA .
It is clear that the pendulation EOM exhibit rather strong dy-1A
namic- coupling for the entire balloon system; CB7 indicates the.
presence of static coupling as well. This is not surprising,con--
^' sidering the complexity of the problem. Equation:(10) may bey
solvedi for the desired solution matrix
	
using the: Gaussian:
i, elimination algorithm(or method, of detached coefficients ll), and
the resulting equations integrated directly to obtain [g3and
The extremely high degree of dynamic and static coupling,however,
makes direct anatic closed-form solution and inte grationa.o  pro--
h.ibitively cumbersome: as. far as algebraic work is concernecl.
Torsional Motion.
The torsional EON! derivation will be: confined. to motion in the
azimuth plane:. This is done: to avoid: using a Eulerian angle
f ormalism, f or the same reasons as mentioned before. This is not
restrictive for our purposes; since we bs use a small-angle approx-
imation,motion in the 0-direction will^sma11 compared to the mo-
tion in the azimuth plane. When pendulation and torsion are con-
sidered together,the torsional motion may be considered superim-
posable onto the pendulatory motion.
The kinetic and potential energies are writtenl2'13
♦ 	 ^	 f
= 2(
=bqb xs^S -a+ "it p -E* =eke}
(ll)
^r = 2	 (q,7V2 +7'p 	 ^Pp )^- + ,r-^(^p_cp^)2"
where: the, torsion constants I"k are) defined by'
rrs - m^,^ f t ' +^)	 rrp -- _Mpg'P 2/(Z-;b+a+f+h j (12)




The Lagrangian. FOR for- the undamped case are^2
Tb"i^ + 7 a( ^ s )	 = 0
Tiffs
 •- Ts(?b^ 5^ + 7P (^- p^) = o
^i
1pgp - 
'Tp s^' p ) + T ( p--^^) = 0
	
i
Ie^'e - 'Te(Tp-!?e)	 = 0
In order to include viscous., and aerodynamim damping .- effects,we
define the, damping constants, ^ k l
17 b
-r^,- 2,5(p, )SRp
'^ s = 2.5 ( p -) 2^	 2
e = 2.5 If
(l4)
so that the EOM for the damped case: are
./
1b1bu - Vb -'Ts;(gb-?s;)
l s^s	 s^s; + 	 (rl p+Tw);PS + ? p9P
1pyp
 = - p. p + ^p^s -^ (7-p+7,dl?p + `T^` .
..	 s	
C^ cp
S A,, ` ^ ! e^e + `r eO,-T e)
(l5)
i_
The EOM foxy both the: undamped and damped cases show the exist-
ence of only static coupling; hence the-, sys tear of equations; in
both cases may be: integrated:. directly. Notes, alas that for each
case a system. 0' only f.ou.r EOM is; obtained ' in keeping; Stith our
consideration of motion in the: azimuth plane.
In the digital computer program,the EOM are solved in the




hese EOM may be obtained by assuming solutions of the,foxm
71 = Ei t, i=bp s,p, e;. Yore nontrivial solutions, the EOM must
satisfy the: condition
8 fzki = 0	 (.16)
i = 1
where the fi are constant, coefficients of the the y kZ ;this equa-
tion is of eighth degree in k and thus has eight roots. Since the
fI> 0, there exist no real rootm'> 0 , but, real roots < 0 may ex-
ist. Complex roots are also admissible and would occur in conju-
gate. pairs. Sinee we: require: 0 as t a o&, the real parts of
complex roots must be: < 0. If we assume: the existence: of a( mom--
Alex roots of the form. k=p+iq and 9 real negative roots u(u> 0),
we may write the solutions as
1	 f^y
^.	 Fjje-pjtssn(q-t + ^^ .) +
	 G eft'	 (17)7 i j =1 a^	 m 3. zm
so that solutions avim be, constructed once the ki
 are known, but
the algebraic work would become extremely cumbersome. That sinu-
soidal solutions of this form do indeed exist ie; verified by the
computer program results, which will be-discussed later.
IxLorder to superimpose "torsional motion upon the pendulatory
mot:'Lon, we must, define the analogous. forms of the matrixes LAB'
and [B] as defined in Equation (9) • We set A il=A i3, Ai5 Ai7=0 and
B -B3 5 B7= 0; also, Ail=Ib'Ai4,-=s'Ai6-Ip'Ai8'Ie. B2 ,B4 , B6 and
B8 will correspond to the right hand sides of the EOM; thus,the
elements Bi corresponding to torsional terms can be added to the
pendulation CB] by introducing a new eight-element torsional
coupling coefficient matrix JT],which is also a column. matrix.
Inc lusion of Damping Effects;
Damping forces are nonconservative in nature and are included
in the Qk term of Equation (1). The work of this section is appl-
icable to both pen.dulatory and torsional motion. Following the
lead of Germeles, et.al. 3 , wei assume: viscous damping on the ball-
oon proper, and with spherical symmetry for the balloon,we have
Qbe =	 12.5( 14)	 gb Qb: (18}
Aerodynamic damping is assumed, to affect the other system ele-
m.ents^ and, im derived from the def inition of the aerodynamic
drag; coefficient,. Drag on supporting cables is neglectec14 since
V
D
the surface area of the cables--is small compared to that of the






Qp =	 pAp%vr^ (nb+a+ )	 = 2 Ap
 Opvrp vrp (r.,.j+a+E)	 (19)
Q
e
 = wfAeC ev^rb±a+$+m) = 2 A e 
,_,rre Wes(: h+a+ff+e}
To be properly added to ' the= matrix EQ , Equationa !
 (19) must be
separated into their G and
	 momponents„ Transforming the vk by
the relations14
vs,6 = rb0b+a8e 	va	 = .cbtpbII_eaTsQs
cp	 ( 20)
vp	 = rb'gb., -aB ^ 
f p	 'rp	 = rbyb&b+ads 	 ±f p^^ Pe y




 b+a } ( belb+a@s,) 2Qs; - 2	 r	 r
Qp	 -- 
zJ AP	 (rb+a+f) (3 bey-a& +fop) 
2	 (21)
Q e^ = 2 pA	 a+f--+a) ( 3. 6-eabea-fop+CbL")
Jand
Qs;, = 2^A C^(r. +a) (rb:p jbta9sys)2
/ .r
Q	 A C (	 ^ a+$') (r 6	 +ae ^p ±^ ^) 2	 (22)P._	 SPP	 bbb	 s s	 pp>
Q	 z A C (r +a+f+c) (r {^ ^p +a8^	 a-f9 4p +c 0	 } 2e' e e'	 b	 b b b	 s s	 p p	 e e
Tb properly introduce these terms into the [B] matrix,we define
E	 a =1-	 n.. damp ing matrix [D] whose elements can be shown to be
"I `Qb S	 m4rb 	 ^. 'Qp Sp/m f.^96)
D2 `Qb Sbb/M4,49bD6 =Qp APP/m2f	 p
_)D	 -Q	 S; /m3a	 DID =Q E a /m:,c
k ;^.
e	 b
-Q ry^ y^	 /m a28 2	 =Q	 Si	 /	 C: 2& 2
^{	
I	








where the Si parameters; are: given in the Appendix. Thus, the:
1
+ ® p (rb+a^,s+f'p) cos;
O p= 2 (mb+mom+mp ) fcoo^ 2 [( rbgb a^,+$5p
inclusion of damping terms: can be. accomplished. by adding the.
damping matrix [D] to [B].
 , i & e * q
[Bl damped - [Bl undamped + 1111	 (24)
Precessional Motion
Precessional motion in this paper is modeled after the stand-
ard Foucault pendulum artalysis found in many classical mechanics
texts(e.g..,Marionl5 2:Symon16 ^Becker1%or Goldstein 18 ). In this:
framework,we consider motion for the case where W y 0 and ^=O
(which is consistent with our neglect of balloon bounce)
The Coriolis force Fcor -2m(w x v ),when applied through a
distance. r, produces an amount of work W = 2m •
 v Uc x r), which
may also be written in the. Levi--Civita density formalism as
W. - 2m i l k E i j kriW-rk	 (25)
We consider Equation (25) to be the total energy due to Coriolis
f-brcea; so that.,in Cartesian coordinates,the Coriolis contribu-
tion to the. L agrangian is
Le or - -2mciag + ^(W,,z - wzX}]
	
(26)
Transforming to spherical coordinates and using the small-angle
approximation yields the precessional E.OM149^5
8 b= 2me r22 [2(5b ^fb^ b )sina. +- Obcos
fi b= 2m-0 orb[ -28b(s^bYb± b;sin,^,3
s= 2,(mb+ms ) a^c,^ 2 [(rb^b+ads) --(rbl4+bays) ^^ s:Ln. >t
+ 9 a(rb5b+a9,)aos,k j 	 (28)
If m +m ) a	 2^(r +a }^ + (r +a }sin ,ks- ^ b s: o	 s	 b b: s: s; bib. ^{a
p= 2 (mb+mr 	)R	 _iFP3^rbp b+aPs+f#P )] sin^,;Fm^d.	 -26(rP [ b5b^aSs+f	 )Y +{
e
_(rbAiFaU.+f/,<p+cg. )Tel sin
+ 6e (r4 b,+a ^ s+iTp+ c Tse ) c o s
P	 e.	 e	
(30)
2 (mli+,ns+mp+md &-	 1^Io	 29e[(rbb+a.5s+fF +c9 )Te
+ (rbA b+%+fPp+QAe)3sin X^
where for conventenae.and brevity we use the abbreviations
k	 k- klVk	 +	 k-- bp s $.p 9 e
As with the torsional EOMqthe precessional EOM exhibit only stat-
coupling and may be integrated directly. They are added to the
pendulation E0YT in a fashion similar to that done in the tors-
ional case; likewise,,an analytic solution is possible but pro-
hibitively cumbersome. Precessional motion is not expected to af-




The m:,st loading model may properly be considered to be the
most important aspect of the problem t since the character of the
gust field will determine the: initial "nditions(10) for solo
tion of the EOM. We. will try to define the IC in terms of the
gust velocity profile: incident on the system. Statistical var-
iation in the gust field or gust effects on supporting cables
will be neglected,since they are not expected to be significant
in a small-angle deflection analysis.
Gust loading is expected to occur suddenly and!to last for a
specified, f inite: time, interval before being "'turned off 	 If
this time interval is small c-ompared, to the time interval in
which the system is in motion after being loaded thegust model
14may be developed. as. an impulsive motion problemlo 	 Denote the
time of onset of the gust by t, and its "turn-off" tima, by t2.
The linear impulse is defined by
IL
i ( 34)
1	 I	 __.I	 I	 I	 I .___ 1
Z!2^(mv) -- m(V.2-vl) _ t2 F dt,	 (31)
ti
w
and the applied torque: by N,





9 dt. = I(W 2-tol) = IZ ^w
	 (32)
If the primary linear impulse: Pr is applied such that its line
of action is at distanc e. -Y from the CM of the element in quest
-ion, then N=YS and hence
J = -t2 P' dt = P^,,,, S	 (33 )
Equating, (32) and (33) ,the.angnalar velocity change produced by a
linear impulse acting at dis tanc:e X from the CM is nw = Pd z' /I
If a number n of different impulses P,,.i
 are applied simultane-
ously at different distances 	 ,thenynoting that the P,,i
 and
hence also & J, are now functions of i as well as of time, we
have in general
}
which gives the differential change in angular velocity pro-
duced during, the.time.interval in which the gust acts. We are
primarily interested in motion during a specified time interval
after the gust loading has occurred® Sinee.damping forces will
influence the motion of the system after gust loading,, then we
may expect dwto be diminished by some function of time(perhaps
an exponential decay type behavior) f( t) foar t>0 due to damp-
ing. The actual temporal-spatial inter-relationships are not
clear at this time and will require further study. Thus,fom t>t2
we modify B4uation (34) to read
x^.
0 w ( i) W y , l'('^y) ^i {`^)	 (35)Z i=1




Spatial Character of Gust Fields
Deferring for the present the question of the temporal factor,
let us consider the effects of the. spatial character of the gust.
field upon the system® Since: we have assumed s pherical symmetry
for the: balloon and cylindrical symmetry for the other system
elements, on velocity field profiles that are asymmetric with
respect to the element CM will yield a net rotational motion
on that element. Mh.e geometry of the problem for the. balloon is.
shown in Fig.2 for a profile whoE'.e peak is offset from the CM,
and similar geometries exist for the other system elements.
For the moment, confine: the analysis to a planar velocity pro-
file parallel to the azimuth plane. Then




l	 pk. :7 ) i f(t)	 (37)
Ik i__l
wh.ere^ k = b, s , p or e.e Substituting (36) into (40).
m	 n"
^w k( 51) - k 2:[_W( -5 i) - VCS i_1)^^i f(t} (38)I
k
Writing out the first few terms of (3$) will show that,upon add-
ing up all terms, we have
n,
cv Ek('S n) = tok( S o ) +	 (n-i+1) i v( i)--v( i-1f(t)Ik i=1
(39)
By Figs2 0 Y o is located at the CM(also the geometric e:enter),so
that no net rotational impulse is produced at that point;only
translational motion could be produced at ^f o . Thus, in all cases,
(v ( 's
o
) =0 so that (39) becomes
mk 
n
k ("° n) = —	 (n i+1) 5,[:97( S i)- V(,T i-10 ff(Q	 (40)
Z:k '=1
Rquation (40) thus gives the total accumulated CO out, to distance.
= ' ns but due to the symmetry of the system:, - this is only half
fof the total C) which must also include the contributions: from
^ =0 to r	 nQ,Hence we must sum. over 2n points and (40) now
reads
2n
S'k ^wk( fin) 1k j=l (n'-i+:.)!5^ iLV( ^ i)-v( ri_J f( t)
(41)
This expression provides the 10 for -the problem by defining the
net angular velocity change in terms of incident gust velocity
prof ile .
T170-- and Three-Dimensional Gust Configurations
The analysis above assumed a planar velocity profile.parallel
the azimuth plane. We might also consider planar profiles ro-
tated about the azimuth plane three-dimensional profiles normal
to the z-axis., or more generally,planar and three-dimensional
profiles incident on the system at angles off the horizontal(e:.g.,
a gust coning up from below at some specified angle). Consider
each case separately,assUmi.ng the system at rest prior to load.
We firs-b. study a planar profile rotated about the azimuth
plane by an angle% . Assume the characteristic length of the
element to be h^i and. the point of intersection of the profile at
T =0 and the system element occurring at distance hI from the CM
along the body axis. In keeping with the coordinate system defi-
nition, hIi  > 0 below the CM, At. angleX , the body will see a
different from what it saw in the azimuth plane, i.e...
:5^	 Tsec:'x	 (42)
This equation,however,becomes singular as'X -^ +1r/2. But we are
concerned only with the effect of the gust over hk. Denote I >0
by Y + . and ,S t 0 by r Then from F ig.3 , we find that as X -> + Tr'/2
the body effectively sees;





s+ - hk	 s =^ hk + *hk y ^1800) ^6700)
Equations (42) and (43) provide further generalization of (41),
i
as we can now specify S1 for any planar profile rotated about the
azimuth plane,observing the restrictions of Equation (43) ?the:
cases X =0 and X = Tt are included in this generality due to (42).
Now extend the analysim to a three-dimensional profile normal
to the z--axis(Fig.4) Such a profile may consist of a series of
identical parallel planar° profilem "stacked" one upon another and
either parallel to or rotated about the azimuth plane, or a pro-
file whose volume shape is that of a body of revolution. The ge-
ometry for a planar stacked profile is that shown in ftg.4 9 and
is an extension of the profile. shape used in the derivation of
Equation_ - (4l) . For the stacked profile. rotated about the azimuth
plane (Fig.5),we assume that there exist a number m of planar pro-
files parallel to each other totatecl about the azimuth plane at
angle X. For each planar the profile:, the element will see a dif-
ferent X! and hence: will experience a different net angular ve-





a	 - 1 >^ '^L	 (44)k	
m 
j=1	 kj
observing -the restrictions of (43), and with (42) modified to
5 1 _ S i sec. "(	 (45)
For the case of a profile: whose shape is that of a body of revo--
lution,regard the profile as a number q of planar parallel stack--
ed;.profiles^each parallel to the azimuth plane(Fig.6). It is
clear that the: spatial character of each such profile is depend-
ent on the distances z from the spherical coordinate system ori-









t (n^^.+1) z ^n(^isz)-V(5 jLlsz)]f(t)	 (47)	 :4
	
2k	^.	 !
In general, i- is possibla for any gust, to approach, the balloon
systems at some: angle CP relative to the horizoantal(Fig.6) . For a
given gust configuration,>he variable under study ( denoted arbi-
trarily here by A) will have a horizontal component Aaos; V , and
a vertical component Asin 9J . Those components must be taken into
account-,and defined before procerrding with a given computation.
For this study,we would be interested in the horizontal compo-
nent.
We have said nothing about the definition, of the velocity pro-
file itself. For the LACATE mission, Davis 19 indicates that a
gust may load the system for a. time interval of 6 seconds and
have a peak velocity of 4.0 knots. The time history of this load
would be a step functiont and the spatial shape is expected to be
a (1 - Cos 2 C
 type waveform, spread over a distance of about 300
meters. Thus4 we would define our velocity profile by
I beak Ll - cost (- i-^ -^)	 s	 < 0
V( -5 i ) =	 (48)
speak 11 - c.0s2 ( s ^^y )	 ,	 0
where V is the distance 5 at which the peak of the profile oc-
curs and is the profile quarter--wavelength.
Indeed, other balloon missions may use other velocity profiles.
They may also anticipate gust field configurations other than
those discussed in this papery but most of them will probably be
reducible to one of the cases discussed here. Aa more knowledge
of the nature of gust fields that occur in reality is gained, it
will be possible to make this gust loading model more general and
better able to describe the gust as it occurs in nature.
CONCLUSIONS
We will deal with no lengthy conclusions in this report, as it
is felt that such conclusions should be backed up with more in-depth
study, particularly with respect to the stability criteria for the
system. Therefore, we will defer such discussion until the follow--up
study on the stability criteria has been completed. Here, we will
make obay passing mention of certain observations that may be made
from the study and computer program. results.
The motion of the system is extremely complex, as we might intu-
itively expect. This is definitely borne out by a number of test
cases run on the computer program. ku we noted in the analysis
section of this report, strong static and dynamic coupling between
the various elements of the system is evidenced by the computer
program, we also Tina That the contrIbutions due to the Coriolis
effect are very small indeed, as we would expect. Damping effects
appear to be negligible for approximately the first three minutes
in any given test case; after this time, these effects gradually
begin to be more sii gmificant, although they do not appear to become
an overriding or even major factor in the overall system motion,
However, when we condider torsional motion alone, the damping effects
do appear to become a significant part of the motion after a few
minutes.
The most significant type of motion appears to be the pendula-
tory motion. The magnitude of this motion varies from component to
component of the balloon system. The balloon exhibits, in a typically
convergent set of solutions, the most pronounced degree of pendulation.
This would be expected from our current model, since we have assumed
that the gust is applied spatially only over the dimensions of the
balloon; subsequent motion of the other system components is assumed
to be induced by the motion of the balloon. We find that the balloon
may take rather large excursions in both the 6 and ^P directions;
in the same test case, the load bar made major excursions only in
the q direction, although to a lesser degree than did the para-
chute package. The payload made only small excursions in the & di-
rection; this fact is further backed up by preliminary data from
the actual LACATE flight, which indicated very little motion in the
payload package.
of simple damped pendula,
alts obtained in this study
any really concrete con-
accurate and meaningful
conclusions can be drawn after further study into the stability
question, and after LACATE flight data are available to verify the 	 z
correctness of the model proposed here.
It may also be noted that for the case
tort' motion in a plane, the analytical res-
reduce to those obtained by Hinton 10
Although we have been remiss in making
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COMPUTER PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND USAGE
Program. LACATE consists of the driver program LACATE and
attendant subroutines GUST, DIFSUB, PEDERV, MATINV, DIFFUN, PEDTD,
TORS, CORL, DA14P, BOSS and PLOTS, The basic program structure is
shown in Figure 7 . The program has been modularized by function
to facilitate its use so that only those modules that are desired
for a particular run are executed. The gust model module, which
provides the b and b initial conditions, constitutes subroutine
GUST. Subroutine DIFSUB is the main integrating module, and has
subroutine DIFFUN as an externally defined argument. DIFFUN is used
to define the derivatives of the equations of motion to be inte-
grated. It contains logos used to call up the pendulation module
PEND, the torsion module TORS, and/or the Coriolis module CORL
as desired. The module PEND also has a logical flag that may be
set to call the damping module DAMP if desired. A short discussion
of each module follows; for more detailed information, the user
should consult the program listing documentation.
Under the current program configuration, motion of the balloon
simulated over a 30 second time interval requires approximately
60 seconds of CPU time to compile and execute; it requires 45KB
locations of core and expends 400 O/S calls, and is designed for
use on the CDC 6600.
LACATE
This is the mainline program which reads all NAMELIST inputs,
calls the gust module to set up initial conditions, sets up the
inputs for DIFSUB, and makes the call to DIFSUB, which integrates
the equations of motion. This routine also controls all printed,
punched and plotted output functions.
GUST
This subroutine computes the initial conditions for the.angu-
lar velocities of the balloon. It requires as inputs the following
variables read from cards:
ALPHA - the quarter wavelength of the sinusoidally
shaped gust velocity profile.
	
NU	 - the distance S at which the peak of the gust
velocity profile occurs.








It provides as output the values TDOTB and DOTB, which are the
initial conditions on Bb and b , respectively.
DIFSUB
This subroutine integrates the system of first order differen-
tial equations of motion. In oix case, we have a "system of systems"
of ordinary differential equations. It requires as inputs the data
in NAMELIST /DIFI/ . The equations to be integrated are defined
and set up in DIFFUN.
DIFFUN
Subroutine DIFFUN computes the scaled derivatives and sets up
the equations of motion to be integrated by DIFSUB. By setting the
logical flags appropriately, the user may choose any desired com-
bination of the modules PEND, TORS and CORL. After this has been done,
the total contribution from each module is added up to give a
cumulative total due to the combinations before returning to DIFSU:B
for integration. If a module is not used, its contribution is
automatically preset to zero.
PEND
Subroutine PEND sets up the pendulatory equations of motion.
The damping module DAMP may be called, if desired, to add in the
contributions of viscous and aerodynamic damping.
TORS
This subroutine sets up the equations of motion for plane
torsional motion. This module already contains its own damping
terms.
C ORL
Subroutine CORL sets up the equations of motion for inclusion
of the Coriolis effect on the motion of the system.
DAMP
Subroutine DAMP computes the viscous and aerodynamic damping
terms to be added into the pendulation module. The damping terms




Subroutine BOSS is a SNOBOL 4.O generated routine which solves
a system of linear equations represented by the matrix equation
[A]
	 [8] . BOSS is v_.tilizea only by subroutine PEND to <solve the
system of eight linear equations of motion. The algorithm employed
is the method of detached coefficients, alternatively called the
method of Gaussian elimination.
PLOTS
This routine calls up the Calcomp plotting routines TPPLOT
and AVPLOT .
Sample inputs, outputs and a program listing are given in
Appendix B.
PLOTTING ROUTINES FOR LACATE
Two post-processor plotting routines have been written to
provide plots for program LACATE. These are programs TPBLOT and
AvPLOT.
PROGRAM TPPLOT
This program uses the punched output of the angles A and LP
for each component of the balloon system from program LACATE to
provide a plot of THETA versus PHI. A point is plotted after each
pass through DIFSUB, so the user may observe the spatial motion
of each component as seen from above that component. All four plots
(balloon, load bar, parachute package and payload) are plotted
together, with the same scaling factors, to provide a comparative
view of the magnitude of each component's motion relative to the 	 `.'.
other components.
The program is written for the Calcomp plotter and requires
as inputs the punched output,of the angles from DIFSUB..The num-
ber of passes through DIFSUB, and hence the number of punched
r,
'i
cards, zs denoted by the variable NB, which is set by the user.
	 i
The scaling may also be reset by the user by changing the adjust-
ed minimum MAIN and scale factor ASCF as dictated bjl the range of
data being dealt with; this will allow the user to use as much space
on the plotting paper as possible in order to obtain the best
detail.
=i
The program may be run successfully in 50 seconds, 50K 8 core	 i
and 700 0/S calls; No. 301 Red plotting paper is recommended.
PROGRA29 AYPLOT
Program AVP.LOT is a Calcomp routine intended to provide plots
of the solutions of the equations of motion as a function of time.
It requires as inputs the punched card output from LACATE for the
angular velocities as well as the angles. At this writing, however,
AVPLOT has not been completely debugged and tested, and thus further.
discussion of it will be deferred until future updates on LACATE.
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ELEMENTS OF THE DYNAMIC AND STATIC COUPLING
COEFFICIENT MATRICES:
For brevity in writing out the terms of the [A] and ,B] mat-
ricesq we first introduce the following expressions:
.	 Sb = (lb/m4rb + 1) -1 . Sbb = (Ib/m4rb" b	 + l) ^1
S s = (Is/m3a2 + 1) -1 Sss = (I /m ae 2	 + 1)^l
Sp = (IA/m2f2 + 1) -1 Spp (ip/m2f g 2	 + 1) -1
S (I /m'lc 2 + a-) _l =S'e (I /mlc G e	 + l) -1e a e e
The elements of the dynamic coupling coefficient matrix ^A^ are
then written
°i
Al2=A, 4=A21-A32=A34`A43`A56=A 58=A65 A76-A78 A87 - 0




A16 = m2f p ("pb- .?p) 3b/m4rb
A17 = m ICS b/m4rb
= 1
A
36 = m2f©p (^s--"'^p Ss/m3a
A37 mleSs/m3a
A3 8 = mlc pc (%- C? e ) S
,9/m3 a
A41 - rb7 boss/aes = A42
A45 ` A46 _ m2f TpSss/m3aos
4	 A47 - A48 - mlc sSss/m3aO
1 ;S




 b® b (yp-yb )S p d
A 53 - aS Ifp
I^	
A54 a9s (yp
-ys )Sr /f 4	 .:f
A57 - m1eSp/m2f
A 61 ' A62 - rb,ybS.pp/f8p
A63 - A	 = a64	 sSP.P 	 Bp
1
A67 A68 — mlc TQSPP/m2f ep
ii
F	 A71 - rbSc% }




A?3 - as s/c




-- is e/c I.:.
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A85 A86 fc? S e e/c 4)p	 e
and the elements of the column static coupling coefficient matrix
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE INPUTS AND OUTPUTS AND LISTING
OF PROGRAM LACATE
PRE DOM PAGE BLANK NOT FZ=
This appendix provides data inputs and output for a typical 30
second run, as well as a complete listing of the LACATE program.
Inputs
All inputs are made through the use of NADI.ELIST statements set
up according to their functional use. The following tables describe
these inputs in more detail.; unless a value is otherwise specified,
a particular variable is to be set by the user. All inputs are made
















MB IMS,MP,ME,RB,Al,L,Pg	 Inputs constants used
RS,RP,RE,G,RHO,MU,N,HS,HP,HE 	 in program
"S
IPEND,ITORS,ICORL,	 Inputs logical flags
IPLOTS,IDAMP
	 for module selection
H,JSTARTsHMIN,HMAX,EPS,	 Initialization con-
MTH,MAXDER,TO9TF9PV	 stants for DIFSUB	
`i






s	 Program LACATE provides both printed and punched output, Printer
^.	 f
output consists of the THETA and PHI angles and their corresponding
angular velocities for each component of the system, i.e. $ the
solutions of the equotlons of motion. These values are printed after
each successful pass through DIFSUB at intervals of time determined
by the step size chosen by DIFSUB. Printed output is also punched
on cards to be used as inputs to the two post--processor plotting
routines. Output from a typical test case follow. For each time
indicated, the top line gives the values of the angles, while direct-
ly below.each angle value is given its corresponding angular veloc-
ity at that time. The case shown was run for TF = 30.0 seconds.
At the end of this time, DIFSUB was still providing convergent
solutions and a normal termination occurs. In the case of a non-
convergent solution, output would continue as in the convergent
case, but when the minimum step size specified by DIFSUB is reached,
program execution is halted and an error code and worming storage
	 j
array are dumped for diagnostic purposes. The angles have units
of radians, and the angular velocities are given in radians/sec.
Also shown are representative gust model computations for the
velocity profile (A) of Equation (48) in the text. Referring to
Figure	 , we interpret this data as follows:
I	 -» the value of	 ,i.e.,the distance outward from
the center of the balloon.
	
AA(I)	 -- the velocity at station I for < 0.
	
BB(I)	 - the velocity at station I for > 0.
	V(J)	 -- the velocity at station I considering both 5<: 0
and 3!:,- 0, i.e., V(I)=AA(I)+BB(I). These values
of V are used to compute the rotational impulse
at station I due to V(I).
The computation of the net rotational impulse produced by the 	 -
gust at each station I, i.e., the computation of !S1 , is also shown.
Note that as one proceeds from I=1 to 1=150, the net impulse is
^A
accumulating. In other words, W:($) is the net change in angular
velocity that has been produced by all velocity components from
I=1 to I=I(current). Thus the final value mf W(I) (here, W(150)) g
is the net change in.:angular velocity over the entire balloon, and 	 !
it is this value that is taken as the initial condition(s) for E9 b.;
•
i and/or	 b	 y
Iij
THETAS radians load bar theta deflection
THETAP radians parachute package theta
deflection
THETAS radians payload theta deflection
PHIB radians balloon phi deflection
PHIS radians load bar phi deflection
PHIP radians parachute phi deflection
PHIS radians payload phi deflection
TDOTS rad/sec load bar angular velocity in
theta direction
TDOTP rad lsec parachute package angular
velocity, theta direction
TDOTE rad/sec payload angular velocity,
theta direction
DOTS rad/sec load bar angular velocity,
phi direction
DOTP real/sec parachute package angular
velocity, phi direction
DOTE rad/sec payload angular velocity,
phi direction
OMEGA 7.27 x 10-5rad rotational velocity of the
sec earth; used only in CORL
LAMDA 5.7305 x 10-1rad geometric latitude at Holloman
Air Force Base, New Mexico; used
only in CORL
MB 861.82 kg. mass of balloon
MS 112.94 kg. mass of load bar
MP 37.194 kg • mass of parachute package
ME 214.095 kg. mass of payload package
M Ml)=214.095 kg. An array dimensioned M(4) such
M 2 =251.29 that:
M 3 =364.23 M 1 =MEM 4 =1226.06 M 2 =ME+MF
M 3 ] P+MP+MS
.
M 4 ME+MP+MS+MB
RB 64.00 meters balloon radius
Al 23.16 meters length of cable between balloon
attachment point and load bar
L 396.24 meters length of cable between load
bar and parachute package
P 3.3527 meters length of cable between parachute
package and payload package
ASCS
	
1.03085 m2 product of load bar surface
area and drag coefficient
same for oarachute package




RS	 0.6096 meters radius of load bar cylinder
RP	 0.4572 meters radius of parachute cylinder
RE	 0.9244 meters radius of payload cylinder
G	 9.656 n/sec	 acceleration due to gravity at an
altitude of 50 km;resettable













H, JS TART ,HMIN,MIAXtEPS,
MTH,MA.XDER,TO,TF,PV
viscosity of air at 50 km
altitude ; user resettable
number of differential equations
to be solved
=4 for TORS
=8 for PEND and CORL
length of load 'bar
length of parachute package
length of payload package
pendulation module flag
=0 $, module not used





refer to subroutine DIPSUB
aTHETA6. O.LE-05.	 ...._	 _.
THETAP _. = n. I E-05.
TI{ETAE 6. iE-05..--
PHLE O.LE-
JnOTS , .- o.o.
DOTS_
P. led
.LAMDA--.-^- n. 5T3135E+00 * •.._	 .	 #
MR	 = 0.861825564+03.
_	 0. 11 29 445 0 7.6S+03.
_ MR-__ _ = 0.3715245768E+02.
0.214095bLZAF+03.












_ RH1a_.2-_	 0. 1027665726E-02.•
__^.H13-..-^-- 0. 169496074855E-1]4.. ._	 _
0.6046E+00.
,,,HP	 0.9144F+00.
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5.42732E-06 -8.68739E-G6 -9.21215E-05 -8.23688E-06 4.96453E-07s
4.54312E-06 -1.1136dE-05 2.54219E-06 -1.10382E-05 rr.51186E-i()•
5.89282E-06 -9.84385E-06 -8.90141E-06 -9.33439E -06 9.96515E- 07.
4.77062E-06 -1.19893E-05 3.65929E--06-- -1.13Cd6E-05 7.8071E-LO
6.Vl )z.9E-06 -1.L3864E-05 --8-47712E-06 -1.06197E-05 9.96612E-:17
4.95433L-Ob -1.28574E-05 4.80989E-U6 -1.27943E-05 1.13523E-017
6.83911F-06 -1.24163E-05 - -7.93693E-06 L.14442E-05 9.96743E-07
5.18217E-06 -1.3737t3L-05 5.91412E-06 -1.36922E-05 1.48923E-09
7.41643E-06
-1.38347E-05 -7.28062E-06 -1.335439E-05 9.96910E-07
5.36224E-06 -1.46270E-G5 7.12873E-06 -1.45987E-05 1.84196E-Og
7.96077E-06 -1.53423E-05 -6.51050E-06 -1.486456-059.97112E -07
5.522d4E-06 -1.55217E-U5 8.24713E-06 -1.55107E-05 2.18491E-09
8.52010E-06 -1.69395E-05 -5.63168E-06 -1.64615E-05 9.97347E-07
5.6624BE-06 -1.64186E-05 9.29965E-06 1.14248E-05- - 2.50887E- 0R
9.09229E-06 -1.S6Zb3E-U5 .-4.6523SE-06 -1.81498E-05 9.97613E-07
5.77997E-06 -1.73146E-05 1.02538E-05 -1.73377E-05 2.80347E-09
9.67505E-06 -2-04C25L-05 -3.58422E-06 -1.99291E--05 9.97tU?C-07
5.67436t-06 -1.82065E-05 1.10747E-05 -1.82462E 05 3.05765E-09
1.0266LF-05 -2.22675L-35 -2.W lbf-D(j - 2.179t39f -05	 '?.')ti22 1T-O7
TIME THETAS PHIS THETAS
ANGLE _..2:902500 _ -7.53160E-04 -9.047L4E-05
___RATES_. _. -2.0095E-04 -2.59829E-04 -5.10286L-05
_ANGLE	 ..3.002530..._ -7.L2771t-04 -7.79143E-04 -9.54793E-05
RATES -- --- -1..9 7066E-04 -2.59828E-04 -4.91521 L-05
__ANGLE__-.3.102500 _	 -7.32287E-04 -8.05126E-04 -1.00292E-04
RATES _. -1.93257E-04 -2.548213E-04 -4.6932Y1-05
ANGLE - - 3.2,J2500. -- -7.51417E-04 -8.31109E-04 -1. 04847F-J4
__.RA TES ._. -2.119369E-04 -2.5982dE-04 -4.44047E-05
ANGLE 3.3.)2500 __ -7.70154E-04 -8.57091E-04 -1.09140E-34
RATES	 _._ ___ ._.. - 1.85372t - 04 -2.59848E--04 -4.16061E- 05
ANGLE.- 3.4J2500_	 -__ -7.88437E-04 T -8.83074E-04 -1.13153E-04
__KATES^_ -1.81298E-04 -2.59626E-04 -3ad5tf3JE-05
ANGLE._. 3.50Z500_____.-8_06409E-04 -9.09057E-04 -1.163fr8E-04
- RATES_..- ___.._ .-1.77136E-04 -2.59827E-04 -3.53726E-05
ANGLE.-__. 3.632500._W.__ -8.23910E--04 -9.3504CE.-04 -1.202161 -3+r
_._-IATES__ __ _-1.72888E-04 -2.59827E-04 -3.20332E-05
ANGLE'_ 	 -8.4u9t32t-04 -9.61022E-04 -1.23246E-J4
__RATES __ .-1.0 554E-04 -2." oRVE-04 -2.861271:-05
T__ANGLE-	 -- 3.802500. -8.57617E-04 --J.	 iU35E-04 -1.25932F.-34
RATES _^. _ _ -1.64135E-04 -1.-.54827k-04 -2.51635E-05
_ANGLE-.__. 399OZ500- -8.73805E-04 -1.01299E-03 -1.2b215E-34
-„_.RATES__	 _._. -1.59631E-04 -2.50826E-04 -2.11383E-05
-ANGLE-- 4-002500_.- _-8.89539E-04 -1.03897E-03 -1.30278E-.14
__RATES---- __..- 1.55343E-04 -2,59826E-04 -1.83594E-35
ANGLE_.__4.132500_ _ _-9.04809E-04 -1.Ob495E-03 -1.3L954E-04
f3ATE5_ .-._. _.,. _	 -1.5G371E-04 -2.59826E-04 -1.5L6T1t-05
II :: ANGLE __4.202500 ___ -9-19609E-04 -1.09094E-03 -1.33316E-04
RATE$....- _ -1.45618E-04 --2.59826E-04 -2.21223E- 35
AP;GLE'_^.4.302500___. ~ -9.33929E-04 r1.11692E-03 -1.34384E-04
RATES _ .. _. -1.4u7t32E-O ft -2.59826E-04 -9.29923E-0b
ANf'.E
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TIME THETAS PHIB THETAS
ANGLE. a.102500 _	 -I1_10154E-03 -1.58460E-03 -1.42426E-L)4
__..-RATES,_ -4.24u78E-05 -2.59523E-04 -1.67970E-05
-	
-ANGLE ^ 6.Zv2500 --1.13549E-03 -1.61058E-03 -1.44467E-44
_RATES- . . -3.66133E-05 -2.59513E-04 -2.19694E--05
_-- ANCLE-_ 6.3.32h00 -1.10886E-33 -1.63657E-03 -1.4u827E-34
RATES_ -3.07500E-05 -2.59823E-04 -2.51690E-35
ANGLE 6.402500 -I.1L164E-03 -L.utj255E-03 -1.49505E-04
.	 ____RATES -2.4t1832E-05 -2.59812E-04 -2.53431E-05
JANGLE- 6.502500 - -1.11383E-J3 -1.68d53E-03 -1.52497E-04
- .RATES-.-- -_ _....71...90.166E-05 -2.59821E-04 -3.14394E-35
_-.ANGLE.____ -1. L1544F-03 -1.71 1t5LE-03 -1.55792E-04
.. _.RATES _-_. - _-	 -1.31316E-05 -Z.59t12ZE-O4 -3.44J6tiE-05
_	 ANGLE_.6.702500. -1.11647E-03 -1.74049E-03 -1.59374E-04
_RATES.-__..- __ -.. •-7.31759E-06 -2.51822E-04 -3.71956E-05
..ANGLE___ 6.807500-__ - -1.11691E-03 -1.76648E-03 -1.b3424E-04
RATES __ __	 -1.49176E-06 -2.59622E-04 -3.97598E-05
.ANGL_w.6.3J2500 -.^ -1.11677E-03 -1.79246E-03 -1.61317E-04
RATES.-. -___-.__.4.31U75r-Ob -2.59822E-04 -4.20562E-35







- 1 .04097E-04	 9.75287E-07












A r:GLE	 7.5Q2500 -1_1'Q369E-03 - 1.9 13335E -03 -1. 1 5137L-04 2.20513E-05 -1.16C79L-u4 -1.061138L-04
R IDES 3+i1S755L- 35 --2.591322E -04 -4. 11855t-35 -5.12744[-07 -3. 73183E-Ub -1.2u8ildE-04
ANGLE	 T.c, ;?15Li:3	
_
-1.1.1 ,977E-03 -1.97433E -03 -1. t!•rvi)3F- i t* 2.1 1853 r- T 05 --1-1 00 401 -04 -l.ltj5d2f-O4
1	 t




































































2.17030E-05 -9.32734E-05 -4.54680E-05 -9.29755E-05 	 9.83797E-07
1.63638E-Ob -3.62399E-3U5 -8.10896E-05 -3.62074E-05 .-2.54076E-08
	
2.18530E-05 -9.69263E--35 -5.39177E-05 -9.66248E--05 	 9.81156E-07
1.30163E-06 -3.68,203E-05 -8.78720E-05 -3.67808E-05 -2.73985E-08
---ANGLE,._,7.132500 .-_- _-L.1L475E-03 -1.84442E-0 -1.71j113[-J4 2.19629C-05 -1.013638E-04 -6.30440E-05
_ _.RATE5.__- 	 ___ 1.58263L-05 -2.59822E-04 -4.56942E-05 9.5684LE-07 -3.14064E-05 -9.46244E-05
..ANGLE:_.	 7.202500	 _. .-I.11288E-03 -1.87041E-J3 -1.807 ,tSE-34 Z-20408E-05 -1.04406E-04 ^-7.28425E-05
___A ATFS _.. _2.15301E-05 -2.59822E-04 -4.69726E-05 6.02711E-07 -3.79988E-05 -1.01319E-04
ANGLE _...7.30250J -	 -1.11045E-03 -1.89639E-03 -1.65491E-04
RATES.__. 2.719ZZ£-05 -1.59822E-04 -4.7J575E-05
ANGLE.	 7.402 KOO-- -1.10745L-03 -1.91237E-03 -1.933JLF-04
PATES 3.Z8Ud6E-05 -2.59822L-04 --4.333241--35
2.23329E-05 -1.03238E-04 -8.33362E-05
2.39514E-37 -3.55982E--05 -1.07929E-04
2.29883E-05 -1.12125L• -04 -9.4%Z54E-05
-1.32429E-07 -3.92041E-05 -I.I4432E--04
e
IOF ^ PAGE L^P RQU LITi
TIME THETAS PH 18 THETAS PHIS THETA? PH.1P 7HETAL- PHI 
ANGLE 7.70750) 11.09511E-03 -2.00032E-33 -2.047L9E-Or4 2.ld754E-05 -1.241570-34 -1.31590E-04 -1.23835E-44 9.57494E-07
RATES 4.93478E-05 -2.59822E-04 -4.72169L-05 -1.29675E-06 -4.10644E-J5 -1.33106E-04 -4.LJ312E-J5 -3.95215E-08
ANGLE 7.33.1.500 -I.J3991E-03 -2.02630E-03 -1.J9383E-04 2.11255E-05 -1.28305E-04 -L.451`)5E-0 1► -1.2797JE-04 9.53475E-07
RATfS 5.47471E-35 -2.59822E-04 -4.66059E-35 -1.64947E-06 -4.169SOE-05 -1.38999E-04 -4.16699E-05 -4.08588E-08
ANGLE 7.''02501 -I.Od'.lSE-03 -2.05228E-03 -2.13d99E-04 2.15351E-05 -L.32506E-04 -1.593d1C-04 -1.31169E-04 9.4932SE-07
RATES. 6.03u51F-05 -2.59822E-04 -4.43-)52E-05 -2.1081 .5E-06 -4.232851-05 -1.44707E-04 -4.23132E-05 -4.20595E-06
..ANGLE 6.:%37500^ -1.07749E-03 -2.07d26E-03 -2.10234E-04 2.13035E-05 -1.36771L--04 -1.7412BE-04 -1.35433E-04 9.45069E-07
RATES __._ 6.535`j5E-05 -2.5vd22E-04 -4.24J63E-05 -2.52371E-Ob -4.29644L-05 -1.50221[-04 -4.2v595E-05 -4.31221E-08
ALAGLF 8.1,)7503
	 .-- -1.J7110E-03 -2.10425E-03 -2.22360E-34 2.133JOE-05 -1.410'19E-.,4 -1.89416E-04 -1.4J761L-04 9.407LCE-07
_- 7.056BZE-05 -2.59822E-34 -4.03654E-35 -2.9442SE-06 -4.35993E-05 -1.55536E-04 -4.36066E-U5 -4.40445E-78
^
_RATES
^4tdGLE 8.2.17500._ -1.0637BE-03 -2.13023E-33 -2.26232E-34 2.07143E-05 -1.45491E-04 -2.05226E-0'► -1.45154E-04 9.3626BE-07
_	 RATES_..._ _	 7.57095E-05 -2.59822E-04 -3.7•.,)58[--J5 -3.36970E-06 -4.42313L- G5 -1.u"c.4t)C-34 -4.42523E-05 -4.481,2E-08
ANGLE. d.3JP5O0_-____- 1.35595E-03 -1.15621E-J3 -2.29324E-04 2.03558F-05 -1.49946E-04 -2.21536E-04 -1.:1612E-04 9.31756E-07_-
-
.RATES _..
__w 8.01819E-05 -2.59822E-04 -3.44647E-35 -3.7995aE-06 -4.43579E-05 -1.65551E-04 -4.48938F-05 -4.54284E-05
ANGLE __d-402500.____ -1.04763E-03 -2.18219E-03 -2.33139E-04 1.99542E-05 -1.54462E-04 -2.39326E-04 -1.54133E-04 9.27189E-07
RATES._.. _. 9.57641E-05 -2.59922E •-04 -3.12434E-05 -4.23349E-06 -4.54764E-05 -L.7C253E-3R -4.552114E-05 -4,58953E-78
_ANGLE -.. 8.532500__ -1.0341:0E-03 -2.26817E-03 -2.36366E-J* 1.953d9E-05 -1.5904LE-04 -2.55575E-04 -1.53717E-04 9.2,2584E-07
RATES..._ 9.07150E-05 -2.59822E-04 -2.79092E-05 -4.671IOF-06 -4.60836E-05 -1.74744E-04 -4.61530E-05 -4.62LIbE-u8
Y_4AGLE__ 8.u07500 . - 1.02949E-03 -2.2341bE-J3 -2.38u79L-J4 1.90L97E-05 -1.63679E-04 --2.73264E-04 -1.63363E-04 9.17955E-0l
_ RATES	 .._ 9.55736E-05 -2.55322E-04 -2.43863E-35 -5.11213E-Ob -4.ub7u7E-05 -L.79037E-04 -4.67642E -OS - 4.63a24F - O8
1. 
--ANGLE 8.737500	 -. -1.01969E-03 -2.26014E-03 -2.40934E-0ti 1.8481.3E-05 -1.68375E-04 -2.91373E-04 -1.6dOb9E-04 9.13315E-07
_.RATES ___.	 _.. 1.00359E-04 -2.59822E-04 -2.07uH6E-05 -5.55641E-06 -4.72522E-35 -1.63133L-04 -4.73585E-05 - 4.6414CE-08
-_ANGLF,__.3.B025ao	 ___ -1,00942E-03 -2.28612E-03 -2.42825E-04 1.79083E-05 -1.73124E- 04T -3.09881E-04 -1.72834L-04 1.08679E-07
RATES.-.. _.._.. 1.0507LE-04 -2.59822E-04 -1.71J68F-35 -6.00383E-36 -4.7807LE-05 -1.87U37E-04 .-4.79325E-05 -4.63162E-08
_ANGLE_..___8.902500 __._-9.96682E-04 -2.31210E-03 -2.44351E-04 1.72354E-05 -1.77936E-04 -3.2677CE-04 -1.77655E-04 9.04059E-07
RATES 1-09708E-04 -Z.59822F-04 -1.341330-05 -6.45440E-06 -4.83380E-05 -1.9075oE-O4 -4.14823E-05 -4.61JLbE-08
ANGLE. 9.002500._.-_ -9.87483E-04 -2.33809E-03 -2.45514F-04 1.66172E-05 -1.82795L-04 -3.48023E-04 -1.82530E-04 3.991► o5:-07
_	 RATFS __.1.14270E-04 --2.59822E.-04 -9.86.332E-36 -6.93819E-06 -4.88416E-05 -1.94298E-04 --4.93045E-05 -4.57862E-08
ANGI E 9.102500. ___.. -9.f5d31L-34 -2.36407F.-03 -2.46323E-0 1► 1.59336F.-Ub -1.87703E-C4 -3.67620E-04 -1.37455E-04 8.94907F-37




119 .:AA- --- _^	 4..I. r. r- . ► l. -'f	 14.:k	 . 1. i - -11 ..7	 7.1'*V	 n. 1	 41 1. 1. 1a-n .61.-r. I 	 r. .l	 .7.. .. 11	 ._\.. -	 ^	 J . I.	 • I!	 ..	 .. . 	 ..,	 .	 ...
[OR GD n ^ P
OF .POOR QU Gm
^,
TIME THETAB PHIS THETAS PHIS TRETAP PHIP THETAL PHIE
ANGLE 7.702.500 1.09511E-03 -2.00032E-33 --2.047 B E-91. 2.18754E-05 -1.24157C-04 -L.31590E-04 -1.23835L-04 9.57494E-37
RATES 4.93478E-05 -2.598Z2E-04 -4.72169L-05
-1.29675E-06 -4.10644E--05 -1.33106E-04 -4.10312E--05 -3.95275E-08
ANGLE 7.1)?500 -1.0d991E-03
-2.02630E-03 -2.J9380E--04 2.17255E-05 -1.28335E-04 -1.45195E-04
-1.27473E-04 9.53475E-07
RATES 5.47471E-05
-2.59622E-04 -4.60059E-05 --1.69947[-06 -4.16950E-05 -1.38999L-04 -4.16699E-05 --4.08588E-08
_. ANGLE 7.['O?liOC -1.08415E-03 -2.05228E-33 -2.L.3B95rL-04 2.15351E-05 -1.32506E-04 -L-59381E-04 -L.32169E-04 9.49328E-07
-- „ PATES.- _	 6.03851E-05
-2.59822E-04 -4..43952E-05 --2.108f-5E-06 -4.23289L-05
-1.44707E-04 -4.29132E-05 -4.20595[-08	 f
!_ANGLE
-
8..;a2500 -1-077d9E-03 -2.071326E-03 -2-ld23r3E-04 2.13035E-05 -1.36771L-O ft -1.74L28E-04 -L.35433E-04 9.4506*9E-07
_-.RATES __.	 6.53595E-05
-2.59622E-04 -4.24363r-05 -2.52376E-06 -4.29644L-05





8.102.50.0	 ._.. -1.37113E-03 -2.10425E-03
-2.22360E-34 2.133OOE-05 -1.41099E-04 -1.89411E-04 -1.43761E-04 9.4071GE•-07	 I;.-RATES..,... -..._.7.05682E-05 -2.59822E-04 -4.00654E-J5
-2.94428E-06 -4.35993E-05 -1.55535E-04 -4.36066E-05 -4.40465E-08
	 i
: ._ANGLE 8 . 2-12500._ _ -1.06378E-03 -2.13023E-03 -2.26232E-J4 2..07143E-05 -1.4549LE-04 -2.05226E-04 -1.45154E-04 9.36268E-07 j
_. RATES._ _. _	 _ _. _.	 7.57475E-05 -2.59822E-04 --3.74458E-35 -3.36970E-06 -4.42313L-05 -1.uOu46E-04
--4.42523E -05 -4.48102E-08
ANCLE d.307500__- k.O559bt-J3 -1.15621E-03 -2.29824E-04 2.03559F-05 -1.49946E-04 -2.21536E-+14 -L.:16L2E--04 9.3,1756E-37
-RATES_. ---^- 8.07819E-05 -2.59822E-04 -3.44647E-35 -3.79956E-06 -4.43579E-05 -1.6555LE-O ft -4.46938F-05 -4.54284E-08	 l
ANGLE..__.8.432500
-^




-3.12838E-05 -4.23349E-06 -4.54764E-05 -1.70250E-04 -4.55284E-05 -4153953E-08
ANGLE	 .-, 13.532500 _
-1.038t;0E-03 --2.2t)dUE-03
-2.36066E-J4 1.95Od9E-05
-1.59041E-04 -2.55575E-04 -1.58717E-04 9.225E4E-07 i,._..





.ANGLE:.:_ B.a0250.0 .-1.02949E-03 -2.23416E-33 -2.38u79E-J rt I.90197E-05 -1.63679E-04 -2.73254E-04 = 1.63363E-04 9.17955E-07
_.RAT.ES. 9„55736E -05 -2.5S322F--04







 71.01131,9E-03 -2.26014E-03 --2. It0934E-04 1.84863E-05 --1.68375E-04 -2.91373E--04 -1.611069E-04 9.13315E-07
RA T _	 _ 1.00359E-04 -2.59822E-04 -2.07u86E-05 -5.55641E-06 -4.72522E-05
-1.83L33L-04 -4.73585E-05 -4.64140E-08
4...BANGLE..^.--8.602500__.__.- L.00942E-03 -2.2861ZE-03 -2.42825E-04 L.79083E-05 -1.73128E-04^-3.0988LE-04 ^-1.72834E-04 9.08679E-07	 {
_RAT1_S...Y_.




-2.44351E-04 1.72854E-05 -1.77936E-04 -3.28770E-04





















i-04_ -2.59823E-04 -6.3f9JIE-06 -7.3u538F-06 -4.931413E-05 -1.97669E-04 -4.94955E-05 -4.53881,E--0ii
A{	 ire




	 .,l! ^7	 r	 7.f^1'	 nr 1	 47L:. li	 .. ra r. u't	 .e 7L
	 I. f	 :f	 ir.	 +rf	 ..•'•r .[	 n,	 [	 o	 •	 1
S
F
TIME THETAS PHIS THETAS PHIS THETAP PHIP THETAF PH1E
C.4t;LE	 9.302.500 -19.512G2E-04 -2.41303E-03 -2.4694JE-04 1.43362E-J5 -1.97652E-04 -4.07787E-04 -1.97444E-04 8.95925E-0T
__RATFS-- 1.27500E-04 -2.59823E-04 5.41878E-08 -d.291J5E-Jb -5.01576E-05 -2.03933E-04 -5.03704E-05 -4.44385E-W3
--ANGLE r^ 9.4U2500 -9.38239E-04 -2.44201E-03 -2. •.679GE-04 1.3485oE-05 -2.02680E-04 -4.28326E-04 -2.02500E-04 9.81508E-07
__..,.RATES.____ 1.31756E-04 -2.591323E-J4 2.91o1LL-J6 -8.76J23L-06 --5.05219E-G5 -2.06844E-04 -5.07483E-05 -4.393SIE-CS
-_	 ANGLE-..-	 9.532500,-___ -9.24854E-04 -2.46800E-03 -2.40367E-04 1.25859E-05 -2.07755E-04 -4.49149E-04 -2.07591E-04 8.77135.E-07
RATES-.-	 -______ 1.35933E-04 -2.59d23E-04 5.4d784E-06 -9.23421L-06 -5.Od444E-05 -2.096181-04 -5.10829E-05 -4.34639E-08
ANGLE
	
9.602500.____. -9.L1J5bE-04 -2.49398E-03 -2.45705E-04 1.16386L-05 -2.12853E-04 -4.70242E-4)4 -2.12714E-04 d.?2915E-07
RATES _-	 _ - _..1.4UU3UE -04 -2.59823E-04 7.73475E-06 -9.71345E-06 -5.11229E-05 -2.12264E-0.4 -5.137201:-05 -4.30465E-38-
_ ANGLE----9.702500 	 _ -8.96852E-04 -2.51996E-03 -2.44d35E-04 1.0643JE-05 -2.17977E-04 -4.51594E-04 -2.17a64E-04 8.613529E-07
_..-RATES__	 _ _ 1.44047E-04 -2.59823E-34 9.62734E-06 -1.01945E-05 -5.13557E-05 -2.14789E-04. -5.16134E-05 -4.27226E-08
_._._ANGLE____9.80?500 -8.82251E-04 -2.5459 t E-03 -2.43795E-J4 9.59d63F-06 -2.23122E-04 --5-13194E-04 -2,23035E-04 8.64268E-07=_
RATES,-. 1.419d2E-04 -2.59823E-04 1.1 lit 18E-05 -1.068974-05 -5.1540'Jt-05 -2.17203E-04 -5.ia n 5bL-05 -..25363E-08
ANGLE-- -9.902500- -8.67260E-04 -2.57193E-03 -2.42o24E-04 8.53475E-06 -2.28283E-G4 -5.350:.9E-04 -2.._822?E-04 8.60018E-07
RATES-..	 _ __..- 1.5ld33E-04 -2. 59823E- O ft • 1.22602E - 05 -1.LLJ7dE`05 -5.1o773c-u5 -2.1951tE-04 -5-19472E-05 -4.25Or.9E-C8
.___ANGL E...1 0.032900 _._ -8.51898E-04 -2.59791E-J3 -2..41362E-04 7.36077E-06 -2.3345:E-04 -5.57090E-04 0 --2.33422E-04 8.55% GE-01
_...RATES_-.	 ___ 1.55599E-04 -2.59823E-04 1.2911LE-05 -1.16932E-05 -5.17638 7 -US -2.21720E-04 -5.20372E-OS -4.269701.-08
'ANGLE -10.102500_-._ -8.36144E-04 -2.62369E-03 -2.40053E-04 6.16578L-J6 -2.3db34E-04 -5.793o8E-04 -2.33627E-04 8.51470E-07	 `!
_ RATES _ _ 1.551278E-04 -2.5v824L-04 1.32694[-05 -1.22063[-05 -5.1dGC0L-05 -2.23837E-04 -5.20749E-05 -4.31419E-08
_- ANGLE'-_1J.LJ2500	 __.-8.2CPO M -04 -2.64987F-03 -2.313129E-a 4 4.9191OF-06 -2.43813E-:14 -6.C1853E-04 -2.43834L-04 8.47121E-07
_..RATES_._... 1.628odE-04 -2.59824E-04 1.31565E-35 -1.27277E-05 -:;.I7855L-05 -2.23867E-04 -5.2J602E-05 -4.3878YE-08
--A!4GLE.._10.3J2500	 _ -8.03575E-04 -2.675b6E-03 -2.37439E-04 3.619d4F-06 -2.48Om8F--04 -6.24536E-04 -2.47037E-04 3.4260FIE-07
__..RATES_	 _ i.bu3b7E-04 -2.59824E-04 1.26404E-05 -1.32579E-05 -5.17204E-U5 -2.27814E-04 -5.19929E-05 -4.495iJUL-08	 --
_	 ANGLE
	
10.402500 -7.86768E-04 -2.701114E-03 -2.3622LE-04 2.26712E-06 -2.54154E-04 -6.47411E-04 -` 2.542331=-04 3.3dll6E-07
T. RATES...	 _.____. 1.b9771E-J4 -2.59924E-04 1.17353E-05 -1.37971E-05 -5.16053.E-05 -2.29o84E-04 -5.18736E-05 -4.63976E-08
ANGI_E__.10.5J25QQ ___ .-7.69325E-04 -2.72782E-03 -2.35112E.-04 8.59992E-07 -2.593;,7E-04 -6.734a9E-34 -2.59409E-04 8.33385E-C7
RATES
	
__ 1.7308OL-04 -2.59824E-04 1.1,4623E-35 -1.43453E-05 -5.14406E-05 -2.31478L-04 -5.17030E-05 -4.8257bE-08
ANGLE Y.10.b02500 _ T- 1.52157E-04 -2.153dOF_-03 -2.3414dE-04 -6.02507E-07 -2.64440!=-04 -6.937a3F-34 -2.6'5c,dE-04 8.23946E-07
1.76284E-04 -2.59804E-04 8.84651L-06 -1.49045F-05 -5.122b1L-:75 -2.332JUE-04 -5.148.23E-05 -5.05672E-38
ANGt.F	 10.71:500 -7.34372E-04 -2.7797'IE-33 -2.33361E-34 -2.12136E-06 -2.o955JE-04 -7.L7105E-04 -2.69103f-04 9.3151E-u7
_	 RATES 1.79396E-04 -1.59824E-04 o.97JV4t-U6 -1.54134F-05 -5.0966TE-05 -2.34853F-J4 -5.11130E-05 -5.33642E- 4L'
A ► :1.11	 !0.` .12^iu0	 -7.1u,.!lll -04	 -2.AJ577F-J3	 -2. 377!111 -04	 697n7f. -05 	?. 141, 11 L-J 1.	 -7.40:. rut -0 11	 1 11'.1 - `7
TIME THETAS PHIS THETAS PHIS THEIAP PHIP -HETAE PHIE-
ANGLE 10.902500 26.97499E-04 -2.83L75E-03 -2.32433E-04 -5.33244E-Ob -2.79680E-04 -7.54380E-04 -2.7983JE-0(p 3.11893E-J7
_	 RATFS 1.852411E-04 -2.59825E-04 2.29017k-06 -1.-664ZdF-05 -5.01165E-05 -2.31953E-04 -5.05367E-05 -6.05159E-08
A 11GLE- 11.0•.12500 - -6.7')23)E-04 -2.85773E-03 -2.31337E-34 -7.02616r-06 -Z.r: 4 b92L-u4 -7.bd257C-04 -2.64913E-U4 8.05622E-J7
RATFS I.88u73E-04 -2.59625E-04 -3.29137E-07 -1.71439E-05 -4.992.09E-l1S -2.39402E-J4 -5.01342E-05 -u.49299E-U8
AN6LF 11.102500 -6.6021s9E-04 -2.dd372E-03 -2.32513E-34 -6.18176E-06 -2.89664L-04. -8.L126bE-04 -2.d 7)904L-J4 7.93980E-07
^4TE5 1.9C740E-04 -2.59825E-04 -3.08837E-06 -1.785bIE-05 -4.95OC7E-J5 -2.40183E-J4 -4.96923L-05 -6.99292E-03
ANGLE ^11.702500 -6.41UH7E-J4 -2.9u9TOE-03 -2.321cj4E-0 y -1.05)951-05 -2.94591E-c,4 -8.36410E- 04 -2.94d49E-34 7.916CdE-07
RATES 1.932d9E-04 -2.59d25t-04 -5.93747L-06 -1.64796E-05 -4.90374E-05 -2.4209bL-U4 -4.92133E-0:) -1.515297E-J9
ANGLE 11.312500 -6.21637E-04 -2.93568E-73 -2.33105L-34 -1.2478ZE-35 -2.994u9E-04 -8.60b82L-04 -2.99745F-34 1.83745E-C7
RATFS - 1.95716E-04 -2.59825E-04 -d.d2494E-06 -1.91144F-05 -4.85404E-U5 -2.4334GE•-04 -4.87016E-05 -8.L7433E-G8
ANGLE- 4.1.412500 -6.01950E-G4 -2.9610bE-33 -2.34733E-04 -1.44220E-05 -3.0*2 y7E-J4 -8.95075E-34 -3.04583E-04 7.75229E-07
RATFS I.`333161-34 -2.59825F-04 -L.Lb98bE-05 -1.91606E-U5 -4.dJL25L-05 -2.44513E-J4 -4.111586E-U5 -6. Lit)
AV[;IF 11..):;7500 -5.32036E-04 -Z.b67b5E-03 -2.36046E-04 -1.64339t- • 05 -3.09070E-04 -9.G)SmIE-04 -3.01375E-04 7.6599vE-07
RATES 2.00193E-04 -2.59d25E-04 -1.45063E-05 -2.041SOt-05 -4.74564E-05 -2.4561.3E-04 -4.75876E-05 -9.60369E-08
_	 ANGLE Il.n)2i00 ....	 --5.61918E-04 -3.01363E-03 -2.37634E-J4 -1.85062E-05 -3.13787E-04 -9.34194E-04 -3.14104E-04 7.5599CE-07
RATES 2.02236E-04 -2.59826E-04 -1.71972E-05 -2.1Jdb6E-05 -4.63745E-05 -2.46639E-J4 -4.69914C-05 -L.041.16E	 07
_ ANGLE _11.702500 _-._ -5.415')8-04 -3.339ii1E-03 -2.39482L-04 -2.0b488L-J5 -t.ld44 yc-u4 -9.58906E-04 -3.18772t-04 7.45142E-3I
_._RATES _.	 _ 2.04L46E-04 -2.5982bE-04 -1.97217E-05 -2.17661E-J5 -4.b2695E-05 -2.47588E-04 -4.63729E-05 -1.12636_-07
ANGLE...1.L.dJ2500 -5.21095E-04 -3.06559E-03 -2.41512E-04 -2.28599E-05 -3.23C39E-04 -9.8310dE-J4 -3.23377E-LI . 1.33391E-07
RATES 2.05919E-04 -2.5987,6E-U4 -2.2033LE-05 -2.2+5631-05 -4.5543nE-05 -2.4h459L-04 -4.57345E-05 -1.22171E-07
ANGLE -11.9D2500 _ _ -5.00421E-34 -3.09158E-03 -2.43681[- r)4 -2.51436E-35 -3.27571E-J4 -1.0O359E-03 -3.27918E-04 1.20676E-0l
RATES._. 2.0755'#E-04 -2.59826E-04 -2.40879L-05 -2.3156IL-05 -4.4999bE-05 -2.49248E-04 -4.53787E-05 -1.32124E-07
--ANGLE _12.002500	 _. -4.79591E-04 -3.11756E-03 -2.40379E-04 -2.7491 0F-05 -3.32038E-04 -1.03355E-03 -3.32392E- J's T.Ob935E-07
RATES.._. _.. 2.09047E-U4 -2.5982bE-04 - 2.564b5£-J5 -2.3d670E-05 -4.4339LE-J5 -2.49955E-04 -4.44077E-05 -1.42683E-07
ANGLF_.12.132500 -4.58619E-04 -3.14354E-03 -2.49037E-04 -2.99145E-05 -3.35438L-04 -1.05d58E-03 -3.36799E-04 6.92L09E-07
RA TES 2 1U397E-04 -2.5 yy 26E-04 -2.1213dE-05 -2.45866F-05 -4.36641E-05 -2.50575E- 04 - 4 . ?7235E-u5 -1.53847E-07
.ANGLE 12.132500	 _ -4.37519E-04 -3.16952E-03 -2.51819L-34 -3.24396E-J5 -3.40770E-04 -1.CJ)bbE-0! -3.41136E-04 o.7u136E-31
RATFS 2.11bG2E-04 -2.5982oL-34 -2.83399E-05 -2.53149E-05 -4.29762E-U5 -2.51109E-04 -4.3027dE-05 -1.65o08E-07
AYGI.E _12.307500 -4.163UbF-04 -3.19551E-03 -3.49780L-U5 -3.45033E-v4 -1.1388CE-03 -3.45403E-04 6.569571---11
RITES 2.iZ66LF.-J4 -2.59677E-a4 -Z.9QZu5F-05 -2.69514E-G:p -4.227o9L-J5 -Z.51554E-G4 -4.23222E-05 -1.71'9041--.7
A iVA F 1. . • 175uQ -4.9x•4 ;at - , 14 - i.) )I '.'s1-01 - •7.57rn141 -.)4 +.71,' 1 t!	 -0°, - t.4's	 ...	 1	 -	 14 - 1	 .	 1	 S'. TI	 -11 t - 1.4w./1^1 -041
n
TINE- THETAS PHIS THETAS PHIS THETAP PtIP THETAE PHIE
ANC.IF
	 12.502500 -?3.7359RE-04 -3.24747E-03 -2.60529E-04 .-4.03374E-05 --3.53340£-04 -1.15917E-03 -3.53724E-04 6.7.0744E-07
_	 RATES 2.14336E-04 -2.59827E-04 -2.01576E-05 -2.75461E-05 -4.09418E-05 -2.521b9E-04 -4.013855E-05 -2.04462E-07
`ANGLE^12.607500 -3.52134E-04 -3.27345E-J3 -2.63417E-04 -4.31299E-05 -3.57394E-04 -1.1844CE-03 -3.51776E-C4 5.99591E-07
RATES 2.1495LE-04 -2.59827E-04 -2.85962E-05 -2.83032E-05 -4.01192E-05 -2.52319L-04 -4.01500E-05 -7..18614E-07
ANGLE _t2.702500 -3.30616E-04 -3.Z9944E-03 -2.oe,2Z1L-04 -4.599] ,4£-05 -3.ol3L9E-34 -1,ZC464E-03 -3.61755E-04 5.76991E-C7
RATES.. 2.15417E-04 -2.59827E-J4 -2.76138E-05 -2.90b59C-05 -3.93815E-1,5 -2.52414E-04 -3.94191E-35 -2.33389E-07
ANGLE_12.632500 -3.0905t3E-04 -3.32542E-03 -2.68918E-04 -4.d9434E-05 -3.o5270E-i,4 -1.23438E-03 -3.85660E-04 5.52663E-07
RATES
	 .-_ 2.15736E-04 -2.598271-04 -2.bZ177E-05 -2.98338L-05 -3.85346L-J5 -2.5[37bE-0* -3.8c,752E-05 -2.48794E-C7
__ANGLE W-12.902500 ..	 -2.07476E-04 -3.3514JE-03 -1.71450L-04 -5.11654L- -G5 -3.6 ,7095E-C4 -1.Zb0IIC-J3 -3.67490E-04 5.272G2E-C7
__RATES ___	 2.15907E-04 -2.59827E-04 -2.44215E-05 -3.06364£-05 -3.78779L-G5 -2.52285E-04 -3.79232E-05 -2.64648E-07
._	 ANGLE .13.032500 -2.65884E-04 -3.37738E-03 -2.73182E-04 -5.5Ou5OE-05 -3.72145E-C4 -1.2d533F-03- -3.73244E-04 4.99876E- 07
R ATF_S__- 2.15931E-04 -2.59521L-34 -2.22452E-05 -3.13831E-35 -3.71135E-05 -2.5208CE-04 -3.71625E-05 -2.81640E-07
r	
ANGLE-,11.102500 -2-4429.7E-04 -3.40337E-03 -2.75d79E-14 -5.82424E-35 -3.76517E-J4 -1.31052E-03 -3.1 ,,922E-04 4.70841E-01
RATES_._ 2..15811E-04 -Z.59817E-04 -1.97145E-05 -3.216.)3E-05 -3.63315E-Us -2.51784£-04 -3.63916E-05 -2.99153F-07
ANGLE ----.13.1J2500_ _.-2.22729E-J4 -3.42935E-J3 -2.17706L-04 -6.149L'2E-05 -3.80111L-U4 -1.33568E--b3 -3.80522E-04 4.403L3E-07
RATES_- 2.15547E-04 -2.59621E-04 -1.btsbu6E-35 -3.29514E-05 -3.55394L-1;5 -2.51696E-04. -3.5o091E-05 -3.17458E-C7
_._ 4;^6LE._-.13.3J250C ___-2.01195E-04 -3.45533E-03 -2. 79233E-04 -6.48319E-05 -3.83624E-04 -1.3bO8OL-03 -3.840 ,.3E-04 4.01312E-4)7
_ _RATES.___. _ 2.15191E-04 -2.59827E-04 -1.371.iF-05 -3.37421E-05 -3.47326E-U5 -2.5092UE-04 -3.48132E-05 -3.36610E-C7
^ANGLE-._13.402500 -1.77708E-04 -3.4bE32E-03 -2.83434E-04 -6.82469E-35 -3.d705uE-L4 - -1.3858GE-03 -3.87484E-C4 3.72551E-07
R A TES._... _	 7.14596E-04 -2.59828E- 04 - 1.0332ok- J5 -3.453ti0E-05 -3.39094L-U5 -2.50356E-04 -3.40017E-05 -3.5668CE-07
ANGLE._1 3.502500_ -1.58283E-04 -3.50730E-03 -2.31285E-04 -7.17407E-35 -3.93405£-C4 -1.41031E-03 -3.9]R43E-04 3.35934E-07
_ RATE.S.-.- __	 2.13914E-34 -2.59828E-04 -6.74351E-06 -3.53394E-05 -3.30671E-05 -2.491U1E-04 -3.31724E-05 -3.77140E-07
ANGLE--13.602500 - ----1.36932E-04 -3.53328E-03 -2.81770E-04 -7.53150E-05 -3.93669E-04
-1.4358CE-03 -3.94[-18E-U4 2.97052E-07
__. RATES. _	 _	 _ ____.2.13097E -04 -2.59828k-04 -3.01.002E-06 -3.61471E-05 -3.22054E-05 -2.48975E-04 -3.23230E-05 -3.99874E-07
ANGLF-- 13.702500 ..._._- 1.15670E-04 -3.55926E-03 -2.811175E-04 -7.89704E-05 -3.96846L-J4 -1.4006bE-33 -3.97307E-04 2.55910E-07
RATES---	 _____ 2.12149E-J4 -2.59028E-04 8.46JLdE-07 -3.69619E-05 -3.13202E-J5 -2.48164E-04 -3.'45L1E-05 -4.23169,E-07
_	
ANtiLE
	 13.832500.___ -9.45092E-05 -3.58525E-03 -2.81,593E-04 -8.27077F-05 -3.99932E-04 -1.48543E-03 -4.OJ407E-C4 2.12370E-0T
_	 RATES 2.11472E-04 -2.59d2dE-04 4.74919E-06 -3.77848F-05 -3.04099E-05 -2.47277E-04 -3.05540E-05 -4.47719E-0T
ANC,'E
	
13.902iU0 -7.34623E-05 -3.61123E-03 -2.dC920t-04 -8.65?7dF-05 -4.0292bE-a4 -1.51011E-03 -4.03416E-04 1066308F-J7
_	 RAT'S _.	 2.09869E-04 -2.593Z8E-04 8.05129E-J6 -3.8t,16dL-05 -2.94721L-05 -2.46315E-04 -2.96293E 05 -4.73625£-07
AN;.'E	 14.Q1:175Ul -5.25419F-05 -3.6371TF-03 -:.79x1601-.74 -9.041151 -J`s -4. U #)
	














































TLME THEY B PHIS THETAS PHLS THETAP PHI P THETAE PHIE
ANG1F . 14.132500 13.17600E-05 -3.1.6320E-03 -2.7842JE-34 -9.44200E-05 -4.08626E-04 -1.55916E-03 -4.09150E-04 6.60424E-08
RATES 2.07098E-04 -2.59828E--04 1.b25DSE-05 -4.03122::-05 -2.75050E-05 -2.441135E-04 -2.76871E-05 -5.29911E-07
ANGLE. 14.?02500 - ----1.11285E-05 -3.66918E--03 -2.78612E-04 -9.64944F-05 -4.11325E-G4 -1.5B35-F-03 -4.11867E-04 1.15270E-08
RATES 2.05536E-04 -2. 59823E-04 1.94j4b7E-- 05 -4.11776F -05 -2.64713E-05 -2.43012E-04 -•2.66649E-05 -5.6050.2E-07
ANGLE 14.302500 9.34125E-06 -3.71516E-03 -2.74455E-04 -1.02656E-04 -4.13913E-G4 -1.63776E-03 -4.14481E-04 --4.6136GE-08
RA1FS 2.03862E-04 -2.59828E-04 2.32434E-05 -4.20550E-J5 -2.54015E-U5 -2.4L?99E •-04 -2.56057E-05 -5.92861E-07
ANGLE 14.4,2500 2 . 963130E - 05 -3.74114E-03 -2.71971E - 04 -1.06936F-04 -4.16403E - U4 -1.b3188E-03 -4.16987E-04 -1.07129E-07•
RATFS 2.02077E--04 -2.59328E-04 2.63967E-05 -4.79482L-05 -2.42937E-05 -2.40516L-34 -2.45074E-05 -6.27090E-07
ANGLE 14.502500 4 . 975u9F-05 -3.76713E -03 -2.69LBuE- 04 -1.11246E-04 -4.1.8776E - 04 -1.65586E - 33 --4.19381E- 04 -1.71642E-07
_	 RATES. 2.OU185s--114 -2.5982BE - 04 2.92u62E-05 -4.3d549F-05 -2.31465E-05 -2.39183E-04 -2.33682E-- 05 -6.63284E- 07
w^ ANGLE - 1 It. 6'02500 6.96695E-35 -3.79311E-03 -2.u813JE-34 -1.156711E-04 -4.21031E-04 -1.67971E-03 -4.21659L-04 -2.39879E-07
RATES_. 1.9bL89,	 04 -2.59828E - 04 3..18163E - 05 -4.47765F - 75 -2.19584E -05 -2.37796E - 04 -2.ZL861E- J5 -7.01531E-07
-	 ANGLE 14 . 7J2500 13.y3a33t_	 05 -3.61909F- 03 -2.62837E - 04 -1.23232E - 04 -4.231 u 5E-04 -1.70342E -03 -4.23816E - 04 -3.2Z047E-07
RATES,_. 1.96091L--04 -2.59d28E-04 3.4u163E-05 -4.5113IL-05 -2.U7284E-iu5 -2.3u36DE-04 -1.09615E-05 -7.41912E-07
ANGLE. .14.h02500 1.08882E-04 - 3.84501E - 03 -2.59943E - 04 -1.24821E - 04 -4.25174E - 04 -1.72618E- 03 -4.25849E - 04 -3.88364E-07
RATES .- 1.y3G:	 ! .-04 -2 . 59828E-04 3.5dr.OdE-05 --4.66648E-05 -1.9 1.557E-05 - 2-34807E-04 - 1.96517E-05 - 1.3449&E-07
_	 ANGLE 14.902500 1.2015+t-04 -3.87106E-03 -2.n5686E-04 -1.2953ff: -04 -4.27054E-04 -1.7503 ri1:-03 -4.27752F-04 --4.69353E-07
1tAT;:S 1-916OIE-04 -2.59828E-04 3.72706E-05 -4.763L4E-05 -1.814.,0E-05 -2.33349E-04 -1.83769E-05, -8.29.140E-G7
ANGLE 15 . 002500 1.47199E-04 - 3.697u4E-03 - 2.51907E-04 - 1.343413E - 04 -4.25800E-U4 -1.7736SE - 03 -4.29522L-04 -5.54342E--07
RATES 1.89214r-04 -2.514828E-34 3.,32925E-05 -4.86124F_-35 -1.67612E-05 -2.31177E-04 -1.73169F-05 -8.764814E-07
ANGLE _ 15.107500. 1.65995E-34 -3.923U2E-D3 -2.4e6047E-34 -1.3 .7259F-04 -4.3040BE-i4t -1.79674E-03 -1.31L53L-04 -6.441164E-07
RATES-- 1.86735c-04 -2.59828E-04 3.88998E-05 -4.96071E-05 - 1.53794E-05 - 2.30163L •- 04 -1.5E118E-05 -9.25970E-07
ANGLE 15.2J2500 1.84540E-04 -3.14431E-03 -2.4414dE-04 -1.44270E-04 -4.31874E-04 -1.8196tiE-03 -4.32642E-U4 -1.39651E-07
RATES 1 . 84166E--74 -2.5'd817E-04 3.9U9 ZZE-05 -5 . 06146E - 05 --1.39355E - 05 -2.28508E- D4 •-1.41624L -05 -,.77798E-07
ANGLE _.15.312500 2.02824E-04 -3.97499E-03 -2.4D250E-04 -1.49333E-04 -4.33193E-04 -L.64Z-4E-D3 -4.33984E-04 -8.40146E-07
RATES 1 . 81506E-04 -2.5 1 827E-04 3.88759E-05 -5.16340E - 05 -1.24502E - U5 -2.26811E- 04 -1.16697E - U5 -1.93197E-06
-+ ANGLE 15.43?500 2.208371r-04 -t.0u0WE-33 -2.36393E-04 -1.54596F-04 -4.34361r-04 -1.86504E-03 -4.3517 1rL-04 --14.46162E-07
_.	 RATES 1_7s763E-i:', -2.59827E-04 3.d2bi6E-05 -5.2b64OL-05 -1.09250E-05 -2.25073E-04 -1.11351E-05 -1.03d46E-Ob
_	
AN,
-,LE' 15.502500 2.38512E-- 04 -4.32c95F - 03 -2.32311E - 04 -1.51916E -0 rs --4.35376E-34 -1-88746E-03 -4.3b208L - 04 -1.C5795F-Ot,
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- =_-	 .w..^.^,.yr.i^ ILjy. 4._Y.	 .-+rota.-.r-e-'.-,xe.....-x-w.r..._v-......_.:Y,.w.-...^.rnw.+ sna.e-........,.y,...^r....r..cvn
f
TIME THETAS PHIS THETAS PHIS THETAP PHIP T4ETAE PHII.
!E
ANGLE 15.707500 t2.73171E•-04 -4.07992E-03 -2-25450E-04 _--1.10861E-04 -4.3S927E-J4 -1.93175E-03 -4.3779bE--04 -1.29970E-JG
R ATES 1.70018E-04 -2.59827E-04 3.42675E-05 -5.59040E-05 -6.12813E-06 -2.19603E-04 -6.29986t--06 -1.27134F-Jt,
^i
-	 ANKLE 15.11l2540 - _ -2.90019E-04 -4.10490E-33 -2.22123E-04 -1.7u5JJE-04 -4.3745tE-C4 -I.3 5361t-03 .3	 "0`s-4.342E- -1.43JLCE-06
PATES ._ 1.6o936E-04 -2.5980E-04 3.23160E-05 -5.68o24E-05 -4.4b2'j9E-U6 -2.176b8E-04 -4.61YOuL-06 -1.33651F-Ot
ANL1LE .15.9025JO 3.36554E-04 -4.130d8F-03 -2.19J33L-04 -1.82243F-04 -4.3161BL-34 -1.9f52BE--03 -4.36118L-04 -1.5o71}.C.-Ob `I
R ATES__ 1.63773E-04 -1.59827E-04 3.01170E-05 -5.79241E-05 -2.75924E-U6' -2.15729E-04 -2.90851E--06 -1.4C362E-06 i
ANGLE Lb.OJ2500 3.227 9E-04 -4.15687E-33 -2.16114E-J rt -1.b9385L-34 -4.38008L-34 -1.9'3676F-33 -4.36922E-34 -1.71-393E-36
RATES _ 1.60527E-04 -2.59827E-04 2.71141C-05 -5.A98tbE-05 -1.04992E-C6 -2,13710E-04 -1.17143E-06 -1.47254E-06
ANGLE 16.10500 3.3F:u55E-04 - 4.13285E -03 -2.13472E-34 -1.94037E-04 -4.380261-04 -2.018112E-03 -4.33951E-04 -1.d6172L-L'6
RATES 1.57201E - 04 -2.598Z6C - 04 2.5L541E -05 -6.00513E -05 6.9176IL- 07 - 2.11640L- 04 5.889C7E - 07 -1.54312E- 06
ANGLE 16-1 .05 00 _	 3.54285E-04 -4.20883E-03 -2.11093L- -04 -2.OS.) ,)	 L-O rr -4.37869t-04 -2.0.39ORE-03 -4.39993E-34 -2.O1^.e4E-06
RATES 1.53794F -04 -2.59826E-04 2.21t359E-05 -b.L1137E-05 2.4524,.L-'v6 -2.09512E-04 2.368656-06 -1.61571F-Of:
Ar1GLE..16.3.11.500 3.o94LJt:-34 -4.23482E-03 -2.0d •783F-04 -2.00260E-04 --4.37535E-34 -2.05942E-03 --4.46416E-04 - 2.184t:4E -C6
__RAYS __ 1.5J3u7F-04 -2.59826E-04 1.9760iiL-J5 -6.21732L-05 4.22813E-U6 -2.07320E-04 4.1.8443E-05 -1.68864E-06
"luo 3.34262E-04 -4.2ciDBOE-03 -2.07146E-J4 -2.12530E-'04 -4.37022E-04 -2.08354E-03 -4.379b3E-04 -2.35?4hE-Ob
___.RATES.. 1.48743E-04 --2.59826F-04 1.70294E-05 -6.32293E-05, 6.0170y L-06 -2.05Cb2E-04 5.9724tt-Ob -1.16323E-06
_ _A f4GLE _-16,7 •:2503_ 3.98754E-04 -4.2uuI8E-03 -2.05580E-04 -2.1B906E-04 -4.3633JL-04 -2.10093L-03 -4.3725IE-04 -2.5375tF-O&
__-..RATES.._ 1.43094E-04 -2.59826E-34 1.434,14E-05 -6.42776F-05 7.813.ME-06 -2.02731E-04 7.73691E-06 -I.83661E-06 1_
'
_. _A`dGLE_1:5 tjjZ5OG___ _ _ 4. 12877E-04 -4.312 76F-03 -2.04279F-04 -2.25336E-04 -4.35459E-04 -2.12139E-03- -4.36411E-04
1
-2.72527E-J6
_- .RATES_ __.	 1.39370E-04 -2.59826E-04 1.17563E-35 -6.53194E-05 9.61595E-06 -2.00324E-34 9.6LOLZt-06 -1.91516E-06 j
ANGLE- 15.732500 _.	 4.24624E--04 -4.33875E-03 -2.03227E-04 -2.31969E-04 -4.3*4JIE-04 -2.14099L--03 -4.35358E-04 -2.42064E-06
-__RATES __ _	 1.3556BE-04 -2.5g8Z5E-U4 9.31464E-76 -6.63523E-05 1.14 i9uL -G5 -1.57d35l_-O(& 1.14324L-05 -1.99216E-06
ANGLE. 16.8r:500 4,37937E-04 -4.3u473E-03 -2.02410E-34 -2.38656E-04 -4.33175E-04- -2.16065E-03 -4.34124E-U4 -3.1237rrE-06
R ATES.__ 1.3lbdfiF-04 -2.59d25E-34 1.06635E-06 -6.73747E-05 1.3Z216E-05 -1.95259E-Q4 1.32521E-05 -2.76955E-C6
ANGLF 16.7:)Z500 -_	 4.52958E-04 -4.39071E-03 -2.018306E-04 -2.45 1t44E-O rt -4.31762E-04 -2.16C04E-03 -4.32708E--04 -3.334 LIE-06
RATFS^ --__	 1.27733E-04 -2.59825F-04 5.05543E-06 --6.8385UE-05 1.5CI88E-05 -1.92564E-04 1.58660E-05 -2.14718E-06
j	 ANGLE
-
_17.f7)2500 ..4.65530E-04 -4-41669E-03 -2.01389E-04 -2.52332F-04 -4.3017LE-04 -2.19916E-33 -4.31111E-04 -3.55319.E-06
[!'	 R4TES _ __._..	 1.23703E-04 -2.59ue5L-04 3.32209E-06 -6.93817E-35 1.b80i13L-u5 -I.8962UF.-04 1.68709E-05 --2.22486E-06 ^--
A NGLE 17.1J2500 4.77615E-04 -4.442u1iE-J3 -2.0113Jr-J4 -2.59319E-04 -4.2t3401L-04 -2.2180OL-03 -4.2 .1334E-04 -3.77957E-U6
R1TFS 1.19oOOL-34 -2.5902'5L-J4 1.9J7.15L-Ob -7.03837E-05 1.85bI2E-U5 -1.86146E-04 1.86637E-05 --2.3021.1L-L,6




_	 F1ME THETAB PHIS THETAS PHIS THETAP PHiP THETAE PHIE
ANGLE 17.112'iO0 '5.00776E-04 -4.49464E-03 -2.00949E- 04 -2.73534E •-34 -4.24331E-04 -2.25479E-03 -4.25246E-04 -4.25549E-a6
RATES 1.11180E-04 -L.j9824E-04 1.20535E-07 --7.2274ZE-05 2.21G41£-05 -1.83B56E-U4 2.22032E-05 -2.45649E-06
--	 ANGLE__L7. y 025D0 5.11679E-:74 -4.520o2E-03 -2.00953E-04 -2.k3D.°.58E-04 -4.22C34E--04 -2.27271E-03 -a.ZZ939L-04 -4.50497,E-J6
RATES 1.06868F-04 -2.57824E-04 -1.96112E-07 -7.32005E-05 2.38319E-05 -1.7762t1E-04 2.39455E-05 - 2. 153 2 73E- 06
ANGLE 17.50 7 500 5.22146E-04 -4.54661E-03 -2.30'369E-04 -2.98223E-04 -4.19564E-04 -2.29031E-03 -4.20458E-04 -4.7uZ 02E-06
RATFS. 1.02490E-04 -2.59824E--04 -1.0 yv95F-07 -7.4LU53L-U5 2.55533E-05 -1.742GSE-04 2.56673E-05 -2.60d26L-06
-_ ANGLE Y17..5:12500 5.32173E-04 -4.57259F--03 -2.0JJ5GE-04 -2.95678E-04 -4.16924E-04 -2.33756F-03 -4.17606E-04 -5.02a59L-06
_.RATES 9.805GOE-D5 -2.59824E-04 3.659d?E-07 -7.49973E-35 2.724BLE-05 -1.7U769L-04 2.73672E-05 -2.bd2:7E-Cb
ANGLE 17.702500	 -- _...5.41753E-04 -4.591957E-33 -2.008121-04 -3.03220E-34 -4.14115E-04 -2.32445E-03 -4.14985E-04 5.29859E-06
R4TFS. _ ..-9.35503E-G5 -2.59823E-04 1.21247E-D6 -7.58452E:-05 2.89224E-05 -1.67124R-04 2.90444E-05 -2.75671E-L6
ANGLE 47.? 1 2500 5.508i33E-04 - •r.62455E-03 -2.00677E-04 -3.10846E-04 - rr.It14DE-v4 -2.34J98E-03 -4.i199BE-04 -5.5770E-D6
RATES 13.89944E-05 -2.59823E-04 2.Uu360E-06 -7.6677dF -05 3.05753E-u5 -L.63376L-04 3.05983E--05 -2.1i29!j7L-C 6
4Ni:LE L7.4a2500 .5.59549EE-04 -4.65053E -03 -2.00331E-04 -3.18554E-04 -4.08001L-04 -2.35711E-03 - 4. :t847E-04 -5.86445E-C6
RATFS 8.43860E-05 -2.59823E-04 4.30716E-06 -7.74843E-05 3.22064L-05 -L.59367L-04 3.23287E-05 -2.90131E-06
ANGLE IB.002500 5.57755E-04 -4.t,7652E-33 -1.99795E-04 -3.26342E-04 -4.047COE-Z4 -2.37284E-03 -4.05534E-34 -6.15811E-06
RATES 7.97287E-05 -2.598ZH-04 6.319473E-06 -7.826'r0E-05 3.381ybL-U5 -1.55238E-04 3.31357E-05 -2.97195E-06
ANGLE- 18.1)2500	 _. 5.75492E-34 -4.70250E-33 -1.9 1J03 rsE-34 -3.34206F-04 -4.OL239E-04 -2.39BL5E-03 -4.02061E-04 -6.458TSC-46
_	
.RATES. 7.50268E-05 -2.59823E-04 8.61183E-06 -7.90163E-35 3.54039E-U5 -1.50931E-04 3.551913E-05 -3.04L45E-06
--V A'1GLE ._18.?02500 -- 5.82757E-04 -4.72848E-03 -L.9bJl4E-04 -3.42144E-04 -3.97620E-u4 -2.4J302E-J3 -3e9d rr31E-04 -b.T6635E-G6
RATFS 7.02046E-G5 -2.591122E-04 1.155boL-05 -7.97411E-05 3.69714E-05 -1.46437E-04 3.701418E-05 -3.1098CE-Jo
ANGLE 18.3JZ500 5.89547F-04 -4.75446E-03 -1.'1o705F-04 -3.501 t331-04 -3.93845E-04 -2.41743L-O3 -3.94646E-04 -1.08369E-06
RATES- 6.55067L-05 -2.59822E-04 1. i5 •)05L--J5 -B.043d4L-05 3.85192E-05 -1.41746E-04 3.862271--05 -3.17698E-06
-ANGLE 18.4JZ500 5.95857E-04 -k.78045E-33 -1.9508JE •-04 -3.58230E-04 -3.899113E-04 -2.43136E-33 -3.9alVE-Oli -7.401E)9E-Ob
RATES_	 __.__-__ 6.0697BE-05 -2.59822E-04 1.78o ME-05 -9.11084E-05 4.004d3E-U5 -1.3E84BE-04 4.01438E-05 -3.24301E-C6
	 -
i
' ANGLE - 18.502500..._.. - 6.01665E-04 -4.80643E-03 -1.93117E-04 -3.66373E-O rs -3.85837E-04 -2.44479E-03 -3.8'.,619F.-04 -7.72923E-06
	 a
RATES _- 5.58628E-35 -2.59822E-04 2.13460E-05 -8.1751TE-05 4.15603E-05 -1.31731E-04 4.'.646?E-05 --3.30790E-06
ANGLE 18+507500. 6.37775E-04 - 4. t3 32 it 1 E- 0 3 -1.90799F-04 -3.74579L-O4 -3.581607E-U4 -2-4577DE-03 -3.8Z37"JE-04 -3.C6321E-06
	 i
RATES 5.LJ069E-05 -2.59621E-04 2.4960•1E-05 -8.2363 ,9E-05 4.33565E-05 -1.4084E-04 4.3133DE-05 -3.37168E-Ob
.Tl	 ANv,LF 18.702503
	
_ 6.11d85C-04 4.858.3-?L-03 -1.88111L-04 -3.92845F-O lt -3.77227E-04 -2.47006E-03 --3.77992E-04 -B.40351[-06
RATFS 4.613')LE--05 -2.59d71E-U4 2.a7Z141-J5 -6.290	 =_1^-05 4.45388L-05 -1.20793L-04 4.4uO47F-05 -3.4343t F	Ub
AN..: lti.11125f1;1 G- l(..	 4F-r1r. ITC-1'1 -1	 1..7i- -3.v1:rl"114 -I	 I)pT".,r-... -^	 ..tt.tr.t-1: -t	 r^•.,..,
4
TIME THE TAB PHIS THETAS PHIS THETAP PHIP THETAL P141E
AN 61.1' 18.902500 16.20134E-04 -4.91036E-03 -1-61602L-04 -3.519550E-04 -3.6802bC-04 -2.49303E-03 -3.68784E-04 -9.10265E-06
RATES 3.63651E-05 -2.5982LE-04 3.63164E-05 -8.407341_-05 4.74681E-05 -1.08820E-04 4.75124E-05 -3.55660E- 06
ANGLE -19.002500 - -- 6.2352SE-04 -4.93634E-03 -1.777JOE-04 -4.01933'L-04 -3.63247E-U4 -2.50359E-03 -3.639571-04 -9.45129E-36
_.RATES__. 3.14774E-05 -2.59821E-04 4.00671E•-05 -6-45160E-05 4.89td9E-05 -1.02435E-04 4.47524E-35 -3.61622E-06	 1. -
AYGtE _19.1?2500 6.2643JF-04 -4.96232E-03 -1.7358)E-04 --4.16 1.66[-04 -3.58243E-04 -2:51350E-03 -3.53997E -04 - 9.925135E -06
RATES 2.65950E-05 -2.59820E-04 4.37180E-05 -8.5797bE-05 5.0362tiL-05 -9.5b7d5E-05 5.03860E-05 -3.674tie'E-36
ANGLE 19.202500 6.28845E -04 -4.983JOE - 03 - 1.6 10339L - 04 -4.?5302t: - 34 - 3.53134E - 04 - 2.52271E- 03 - 3.538n0E - 34 - 1.319b2E -05
RATES _ 2.11231E -05 - 2.59620E - 04 4.72193E-05 -8.557-12F-35 5.16G15E-05 -8.66193E- 05 5.1815LE -05 -3.73kt,0E-U6
ANGLE 19.2102500 ._Y 6.36774E-04 -5.0L428E-03 -1.6415CF-04 -4.33583E-04 -3.47881E-u4 -2.53121E-03 -3.49623E-04 -1.057231:-05
__RATES --	 _- -	 l.b8667E-05 -2.5 y8ZOF-04 S.35l12E-35 -8.60416E-05 5.32366E-05 -8.12329E-05 5.32415E-05 -3.78939E -13.6
ANGLE -_._19.402500 6932ZL9E-O4 -5.04027E-03 -1.551342E-J4 -4.42109E-04 -3.424 y 7E-04 -2.538"4E- 03 -3.43232E-04 -L.09541E-05
RATES - , 1.203JBE- 05 -2.39820E-04 5.35452E-05 -8.64855E-05 5.41,696E-05 -7.3YJ201.-05 5-466b9E-05 -3.84527E-06
ANGLE ._19.h02500.. 6.33ld1E-04 -5.Ob6ZhE-03 -1.53443E-94 -4.50879E-04 -3.31,949E-U4 -2.54587E-03 -3..7694E- •04 -1.13413E-05
RATk• 4- _ . 7.221124E-26 -2.59d20E-04 5.1,3643E-05 -8.691141:-05 5.61C17r-05 -6-51863t-05 5.GJ928L-05 -3.90022E-06
_ANGL.E._19 .60?500_.. 6.33664E-04 -5.09723E-03 -1.416dl F -174 -4.59510E-34 -3.3L2:.7E-54 -2.55L96E-03 -3.32314E-04 -1.17341E-05
--.	 RATES _ 2.43962E-06 -2.5314E-U4 5.e8239E-J5 -8.73197L-05 5.15340L-05 -5.65212k-05 5.752021'-135 -4.95424E-U6
ANGLE ._19.1+02500. 6.3367LL:-04 -5.i18ZLE-33 -1.41,692.E-04 -4.66342E-04 -3.25442E-04 -2.55715E-03 -3.26190E-04 -1-2L32LE-05
RI1iES._., -7-30665E-06 -2.5Y8L9E- y 4 6.0932LE-05 -B.711wlE-05 5.89613L-u5 -4.73661E-05 5.895011-05 - 4 -00149E-JG
ANGLE' 19.2a7500 6.337_34E-04 -5.14419E-03 -1.3551LE-04 -4.77131E-04 -3.L9474E-04 -2.5b141E-33 -3.232241`-84 -1.25355E-05
RA TES - 7. 01441E-06 -2.59dl9E-04 b.Z6626E-45 -6.80631E-U5 6.U`sQZOE-05 -3.7bd32E-05 6.03d32F-05 -4* 051)
ANGLE_-L9.9025aO 6.32269E-04 -5.1701BE-03 -• 1.29177F-04 -4.85958E-04 -3.13362E-i]4 -2.56467F-03 -3.14114E-04 -1.29434E-05




-5.19616E-03 -1.22731E-04 -4.941318E-04 -3.07106E- L4 - -2.56637E-J3 -3.0TB67E-04 -1.33575E-05,
RAM - 1.62990E - 05 - 2.59819E -04 6.49139F -05 -8.87740F - 05 6.32763E -05 - 1.6512dL - 05 6.32591E - 05 - 4. 16013E- Oft
ANGLE - 23.102500 6.29017E-34 -5.22214E-03 -1.16214f-04 -5.03711E-04 -3.01706E-G4 -2.56794E-03 -3.0146LF-04 -1.37759E-Oi
HATES..._ -2.0116117E-05 -2.5941BE-04 b.5 1#1 1')L-35 -8.939J')F-05 6.47155E-05 -4.93731E-06 6.41027E-05 -4.20373E-00
AV13Lk LO.2)250 1] 6.2ua9-Jf.-04 -5.24812E-33 -1.09664E-J4 -5.12635E- • 04 -2.94163E-04 -2.5b7d2E-03 -2.949190-04 -1.41942E-O!i
AAFES -2.53659E-05 - •2.59818E-04 6.54d71E-05 -8.93ts79E-05 6.61552E-G5 1.477.42E-06 6.b1,*79E-05 -4.Z5oOlE-Jo
NGLF 20.30?.5017 6.23y 37C-04 -5.2741JF.-03 -1.031ldL-04 -5.215 .1aF-04 -2.874151-04 -2.5to641C-03 -2.8d232L-04 -1.46271E-133
u4TFS -7.4841Ri-U5 -2.59ts113E-J4 6.514391-35 -8.9',:,41F-J5 6.7594Zk-05 2.01094E-05 6.75944E-U5 -4.30184L-4;ta
- ^A%jF Tti..11.500 6.204?f-04 -5.3	 U,,', r: -9.4;,:,15F- '35 -5.3?';u 71:-J4 -2.n3144L-04 -2.Se.161F-03 -2.914JUI -04 -I.50119'iS-4)'i
10V 
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T14E THETAS PH18 THETAS PHIS THETAP P .H1P 7 4 ETAE PH`E
_ ANGLE 22.102500 15.04689E-04 -5.74177E-03 -2.04927F-05 -6.85L05E-04 -1.43765E-04 -2.13131E-03 -1.44274E-04 -2.28711bE-05
RATES -9.8941SE-05 -2.59817E-04 2.29146E-05 =^-08743E-05 9.06660E-05 6.44443E-04 9.09509E-05 -4.696,01E-06
4NGLE 422.702500 - 4.94636E-J4 -5.7 p776E-03 -1.132816E-05 -6.94L65E-04 -1.3465LE-04 -2.35250E-33 -1.3513ZE-04 -2.33418E-05
_.	 RATES -L.OZL07E-J4 -2.59817E-04 2.13524E-05 -9.07536E-05 9.L601.::--05 7.31575E-04 9.ld9n1E-05 -1.68429E-06
_..ANGLE 22.3d2500 4.84270E-04 -5.79374E-03 -1.62089E--05 -7.03255E-04 -1.25446E-04 -1.98455E-03 -1.25897E-04 -2.38152E-05
RATES -1.05197E-04 -2.59817E-04 2.014311E-05 -9.06149E-05 9.2',81LE-i;5 8.31345L-04 9.27861E-05 -4.66371E-06
ANLU F 22. ,r]2500 ^. 4.73599E-04 -5.81972E-03 -1.42342E-35 -7.12319F-04 -1.15157E-04 -1.89503L-03 -1.16576E-C4 --2.426t3E-J5
RATES. -1.06210E-04 -2.59817E-04 1.93101L-J5 -9.04582E-05 9.=3	 51E-il5 9.45802L-04 9.36172E-05 -4.63673E-C6
ANGLE 22.532500 4.62631E-04 --5.84570F-03 -1.23332E-05 -7.21346E-04 -1.06787E-G4 -1.74483L-03 .-1.07176E-04 -2.4 Vo24E-05
_,RATES._ -1.11146E-04 -2.59817E-04 1.db679E-35 -9.41844E-05 9.4u712E - 05 1.07724E- 33 9.43886E-05 --4.60275E-06
4WL.E _.22.6V 00. _ _ .	 _.4.51373E-04 -5.6710BE-03 -1.04517E-05 -7.30365L-04 -9.73444E-05 -1.67973E-03 -9.77006E-05 2.51306E-05
RATES _.__ .	 . -lml40C2E-04 - 2.59817E - 04 1.b8240L - 05 -9.03953L - 05 9.41787E-Jh 1.22801L-03 9.53994E -05 -4.56118E-56
ANGLE 2Z . IJ250J 4.39433E-04 -5.89766E-03 - 6.55450E-06 - 7.39364E-04 -8.78335L-u!) --1.54819E- 03 -3.P1577E - 05 -2.56543E-05
AATFS_.__ _.__ .._- 1 .16778E-04 -- 2.59dldE-04 1.9ldl6E- 05 -8.98 9 54E •-05 9 . 542r0F-U5 1.40035L-03 9.57490E-05 - 4.51151E-06
_._ANGLE___22.802500 T .. 4.211020E •- 04 -5. ,32305E -03 -0.60173E - 06 -7.48344E - 04 -7.82610E - 05 -1.39886E-^3 -7.85529F - 05 -2.613 ? aE-05
._RAMS.--_ -1.19470E-04 -2.59818E-04 1.99366E-05 --8.96937E-05 9.60159E-u5 1.59565E-03- 9.633?1E-05 -4.45339E--06
ANGLE, 22.9,12500._. 4.15943E-04 -5.94963E-03 •-4.551 0 1E-06 -7.573J4E-04 -6.85321L-- u5 -1.22833E-03 --6.86929E-05 -2.654,6E-05 
RATES.-- __.._. -1.22077E - 04 -2 . 59818E - 04 2. LOME - 05 -8.95082E - 05 9.65454E-05 1.81465E- 03 9.68639E- 05 -4.38698E-06
_.	 ANGLE. . - 23.0025L)0 __.	 5.03609E-04 -5.97561E-03 -2.36769E-06 -7.66248C-04 -5.u9549L-05 -1 . 03488L-03 -5.91832E-05 -2.6,3717E-05
RATES..._ 7-1. 24597E-04 -Z.59819.E-04 2 .256o9 E-05 -8 .93656E-05 9.101t2c-U5 2.05426E-03 9.73300E-05 -4.3L32IF-06
_.. ANGLE _ 23.1-32500 3.91028E-04 -6.00159E--03 -1.00349E-08 -7.7518LE-04 -4.9232t,F •-05 -8.I6741E-04 -4.94299E-05 -2.7407LE-05
RATES __	 -1.77026E-04 -2-598 19F-04 2.44434k-05 -8.93p 8F3[-05 9.74290E--05 2.30814E-03 9.77363E-05 -4.23432C-06
^_.ANGLE ._23.20?500 __. 3.711206E-34 -6.02757E-03 2.53719L -Of, -7.84117E-04 -3.94719L-'05 -5.731790E-04 -3.96389E-05 -2.78264E-05
_ RATES __ - __ -...-1.20364E-04 -2.5982JE-U4 2.661134E--05 -8.93194E-05 9.77849E-05 2.56429E-03 9.60842E-05 -4. 1542 LE-116
ANGLE 23.332500._ _.	 3.65160E-04 -6.35356E-03 5.322L2E-06 -7.93072E-04 -2.96764E-05 -3..	 660E-04 -2.981.59E-05 -2.82381E-G5
RATES__. -1.31606E-04 -2.59821E-04 2.9078'3E-05 -8.97102E-05 9.80854E-05 2.80394E-OJ 9.,3150E-05 -4.07907E-.0ti
ANGLE 23.402500 -_ 3.518's2E-04 -b.07954r •-03 B-3654LE-06 -8.02075E •-04 --L.99515E-05 -1.43040E-05 -1.99665E-05 -2.84429E-05
RATES, --1.33750E-04 -2.59821E-04 3.L7369F-05 -9.C3457E-05 9.8332CE-35 3.00316E-03 9.8u1G8E-05 -4.016313E-OG
ANGLE..23.502500 3.38414E-04 rb.LC552F-03 1.16673E-05 -6.11156E-04 -1.03143L-05 4.93539E-04 -1.03958E-G5 -2.9G421E-05
RA"FS -1.35793E-04 -2.5 r1F312k-04 3.47061E.-s?5 -9.1>>39r 05 9.i1S2641-05 3.13588E-U3 9.879.3,E""E	 05 -3.47325c-'>6
A Pi	 ,. F 2 i. t7 0T5017 3.L47361 -J4 -6.L itS,;L- .ii 1.511 JjE-.]'j -u.7t'.ia^ t -7 r. -L.73t,1J:-ul 6.10770 -O i -1.C) 4 3tlt -07
iT14E	 THETAO	 PHIS	 THETAS	 PHIS
ANGLE 73.707500 #3.10871E-04 • -6.15749E-03 1.91475E-35 -8.197213!-04
RATES L.395u5E-04--- -2.59814E-04 4.09747E-05 -9.46356E-05
ANGLE 23.d32500 .2.96627E-04 -6.L8347E-03 2.35370E-05 -8-39296E-04
RATES -1.412117E-04 -2.59d15E-04 4.42267E-05 -9.67912E-35
ANGLE. 23. tiO2500. 2.826ITE-04 -6.23945E-03 2.SJ930E-05 -8.49092E-04
RAILS -1.418')bE-04 -2.59825E-04 4.74935E-05 -9.9132BE-05
ANGLE 24.3L)2'iOO 2.68252E-04 -6.23543E-33 3.3CO34E-35 -8.59124E-04
RATES - -1.44389E-04 -2.59825E-04 5.37319E-05 -1.015L2E-04 
ANGLE 24.102500 2.53743E-04 -6.26142E-03 3.41315E-35 -8.69392E-04
_. 
R ATES -1.45764E-04 -2.59826E-34 5.3dJ.b1E-JS -1.03811.1-04
ANGLE__24.102500- 2.39103E-04 -6.2a743E-03 4.37u53E-05 -8.79882F-04
RATES- --1.47016E-04 -2.59817E-04 5.06140E-05 -1.C59Jdt-34
ANGLE. 24.3t:2500 2.2-*3-'i4E-D4 -6.31336E-03 4.95879E-05 -8.93577E-Gfi
RATES -1.48145'_-04 -2.59817E-04 5.96323E-05 -1.07901t^04
ANGLE 24.'•.)2iCG0 2.09478E-04 -6.33936E-03 5.:ib77dF-05 -9.01455E-J4.
RATES -1.49145E-04 -2.i9817t-04 6.21517L-05 -1.09026F-04
ANGLE 24.50500 1.14519E-04 -6.36535E-03 6.10091E-05 -9.IZ495t-04
RA 'FS -1.50319F:-04 -2.59327E-04 6.44235L-35 -l.11l)6F-04
ANGLE' 24.602500 - . 1.719479E-04 -6.391 33E-33 6.85523F-05 -9.2.3616E-04
RATFS -1.5J762E-04 -2.59817E-34 b.63773E-05 -1.12441E-04
ANrLF. 24.IJ2530 1.64371E-04 -6.41731E-03 7.51729E-05 -9.34917F-04
RATES.. -1.51372L-04 -2.59828L-04 6.7981ZL-05 -1.13562L-04
-- ANGLE- 24. 11)2500._- 1.47239E-04 -6.4432.9E-J3 8.21355E-05 -9.4u3d2E-04
RATES -1.51t348F-04 -Z.59828E-34 6.92J73E-05 -L-14512E-34
ANGLE 24.402503 1.340C&E-04 -u.4692dE-03 8.91ULIL-05 -9.57875E-34
RATFS -1.52189E-04 -2.59828E-04 7.J03-55E-35 -•L.I53J7E-34
ANGLE 25.032500 1.18776L-04 -6.49526E-03 9.611a7.E-J5 -9.b9439E-U4
RATES -1.52395E-04 -2.^9d2dE-04 7.34404E-OS -1.159(,2E-04
_	
A N GLE 25.1X7500 1.	 L-04 -6.51!241-03 1.J3176L-04 -9.81363L•-ti4
4	 IES -1.5i^465t -04 -2.59,28E- v ii 7.343,591-J5 -1 . lb4d')E-04
A 1i1111 W -35 -a. 'i4l[3F - J3 1. Lu2Jlf - 04 - 1!.`1.1.7 iv: - 04
THETAP FHIP I4FTAE PHIS
9.71970E-06 9.2618LE-04 9.66765E-06 -2.98347E-05
9.816d3L-05 3.144J1L-03 9.9.^Oti5E-05 -3.97161E-06
1.95985E-05 1.23669E-03 1.95908E-05 -3.02337E-05
9.dd2J4E-U5 3.01138E-03 9.90464£-05 -4..1315E-06
2.94814E-05 1152829E-03 2.94955E-05 -3.05lt?OE-05
9.A3298k-^5 2.81087E-03 9.9.)413E-05 -4.07600E-U6
3.93631E-05 1.79755E-03 3.939771-05 -3.10493E-CS
9.87993L-05 2.56994E-03 9.89960E-05 -4.15147E-06
4•. ?240JE-O5 2.04173E-03 4.92935L-05 -3.14684E-05
9.87311E-05 2.31319E-03 9.89134E-05 -4.23170E-G6
5.91082E-05 2.26027E-03 5.91792E-05 -3.1d956E-05
9.9u201E-c,5 2.05987E-03 9.87961E-05 -4.31064C-06
6.69645E-GS 2.454111E-03 6.113516E-05 -3.23304E-05
9.84924E-05 1.112191E-03 9.Bb46dt-05 -4.38434E-06
7.113057E-05 2.625361-03 7.81076E-05 -3.27722[ 05
9.83263E-L5 1-b.584t-03 9.84681E-05 -4.45068E-06
8.85288E-05 2.77614E-03 9.87443E-05 -3.32203E-05
9.81.320E-u5 1.41392E-03 Y.82625L•-05 -4.50885E-06
9.8(*312E-05 2.90893E-03 9.85593E-05 -3.36737E-05
9.79114E-05 1.245d3E--03 9.8)320F_-05 -4.55886E-06
1.0821JL-04 3.02604E-03 1.08353E-04 -3.41318E-05
11.76462E-05 L.01987L-03 9.77786E-05 -4.6011LE-06
I.179L4L-U4 _ 3.11156E-03 1.18114E-01. -^.#59?TE-05
9.7397dL-05 9.7:i7L8E-04 9.75037E-05 -4.63639E-06
1.27699E-04 3.2Zi33E-03 1.27d5OF-04 -3.50589E-05
9.71074E-05 8.64928E-3'. 9.11086E-05 -4.06525E-06
1.37364E-04 3.333uJE-03 L.37555E-04
-3.55266E-05
9.67958E-05 7.71114E-04 9.68942E-0S -4.6R842E-06
1.47048E-0 li 3.37594E-03 1.47116E-04 -3.597!:-.:-OS
9.b463uE-U5 6.90157E-04 9.65b1Oh-05 -4.70640E-011
L-titif . 771 -C4 1.4411f.f-J3 t.	 .'.t1,.0 - C4 - I.b'.ui"W - 01.
TIME THETAS PHIB
ANGLE 25.302500 17.3056JF-05 -6.57321E-63
__..RATES -1.52194E-04 -2.59dZBE-04
ANGLE 75.4325G0	 - ^^5.73519E-05 -6.54919E - 33
RATES - 1.51862E - 04 - 2.59828E - 04
4N^-:E..25.532500 4.263h1E - 05 -6.62517E -03
4aTF 1;. - 1.513')2E - 34 - 2.59328E - 04
A'1GLF. 25...)?500 2.757JOU-05 -6.65116E-J3
_.. RATES - -1.5009E-J4 -2.59JZaE-04
_,ANGLE 25.7J7.500 1.25343E-05 -6.07714E-33




RAFFS _.. -1.49192E-04 -2.59828E-04
A'1GLE._ 7.5.972500 -1.72994E-05 -6.72910E-03
r .IFS__ . -1.48202E-34 -2.59818E-34
_ _ANGL.E.__26.J01500 _- ^_-3.2Jb44E-05 -6.75509E-33
RATES- -1.47087E-34 -2.59828E-34
ANGLE -26.102500- _	 -4.67128E-05 -b.T8107E-03
-RATES ___ __ _._._-1.45841E-04 -2.59zZ8E-J4
ANf.I.E 26.202500 -6.12311E -05 -6.807u5E-03
RATES _ -L.4449uE-04 -2.59818E-04
_	 ANGLL: _26.307500 -7.56080E-05 -6.83304E-03
_..RATFS _. -1.4302+L-04 -1.59323E-04
ANGLE .26.432500 -8.9932?E-0 -6.659J2E-03
_	 RATFS ,_ -1.4143')E-34 -2.59828E-U4
_	 4 11GLE 26.5:12500 -1.01892E-04 -b.8d5LGc-03
_	 RATES -1.39745E-G4 -2.59328E-34
A+1GLE 26.1.02500	 .. ^-1.17718£-04 -6.91098E-03
RATES -1.3794*3E-04 -2.59828t-04
A'!GLE .ku.707500 -1.31ti7BE-04 -6.93697E-J3
R..TFS -1.36041E-04 -2.5982uF-04
































L.R^)J25f:- O^i 	 - 1.16634E - 03
2. FIJ16L-d% 5	 -1. 11.863!•-04
I. II63ut - ^)4	 - 1. 1 773 f.1 - 0 S
T4ET49 PHiP TAEUE oHlf
1.65269E-04 3.50026E-03 1.66473E-04 -3.694C2F-u5
9.57381E-05 5.5115udL-04 9.583dJk-05 -4.7292SE-J6
1.75823E-04 3.55351E-03 1.76034E-04 -3.74135E-35
9.53444E-J5 5.06953E-04 9.54489E-05 -4.73471E-J6
1.853-%?L-U4 3.50185E-33 1.85559E-04 --3.76d111:-?5
9.49291E-J5' 4.61174E-04 9.50392E-05 -4.73660E-C6
L.94639E-G4 3.b4591L-03 1.95341E-04 -3.83b3lt-U5
9.44914E-J5 4.2125SE-04 9.4bO W -05 -4.73510E-u6
1.04235E-04 3.e.8125E-J3 2.J449JF-O4 -3.83340E-05
9.4331.0E-05 3.9.317E-04 9.4L553t-05 -4.73335E-06
Z.1361 4#k-J4 3.7ZJJ2E-J3 2.1le72L-J4 -3.93067E-05
9.35434E-05 3.55848E-04 9.36762E-05 -4.72242E-C6
2.22943E-04 3.75753E-u3 2.3214E-04 -3.97184[-065
9.33298E-05 3.Z9386E-04 9.31153L-05 -4.71132E-06
2.3121aE-J4 3.7d923L-33 2.32506F-04 -•4.02406E-05
9.24873E-05 3.05b01E-04 9.26446E-05 -4.697t.3t-06
2.41439E-04 3.61873E-03 2.41742E-04 -4.07117E-05
9.11139E-05 2.b4977E-04 9.2083dE-05 -4.67948E-06
2.5J60JE-04 3.84630E-03 2.5CWIE-O4 -4.11146E-05
9.13073E-05 2.66d62E-J4 -1.1490GE-05 -4.65857E-06
2.59649E-04 3.87217E-03 2.63039E-04 -4.16493E-05
9.06652L-05 2.50955E-34 9.U8622L-U5 -4.63417E--06
2.68732E-04 3.39655E-03 2.69092[-J4 -:.2l113K-05
d.4,,953L-05 2.37001E-04 9.01952E-05 -4.60611;L•-06
Z. $
	595E-04 3.9L9b2E-03 2.TP.077E-J4 -4.25704E-05
8. ze 653E-05 2.24779E-04 d.94898t-05 -4.5141YE-06
2.d65J4E-04 3.94155E-03 2.8u98)F-04 -4.33260E-05
S.85029L-05 2.14103E-J4 8.6l4v^t-05 -4.53823E-06
2.95394L- Li4 3.962ti9L -J3 2..95324E-34 -+.34179E-J5
8.1b95dt-tr5 ;.L14S1 OE- U4 8.1)45tli:-05 - 4.4979.01 -06
s.;) i 11I 1 - ;4 3.9825'1E -03 1. C'. 1077t -Q. .. 39"."f	 Ch
THETAP PHTP ViE-TAU. PHLE
3.12 7 61E--)4 4.00I87E-03 3.13243E-04 -4.43681+(--05
8.5 g 395C-05 l.a9d29E-J4 8.62107E-05 -4.40374E-06
3.21308E-04 4.02055E--03 3.21817E-04 -4.433b1F-05
8.49867E-05 1.83915E-04 9.52664E-05 -4.34926E-06
3.2.9756E-U4 4.038t.8E-03 3.3J294E-04 -4.5238CE-05
8.3982OL-05' L.7d924E-04 8.42685E-05 -4.28954E-06
3.331:2E-34 4.v5636F- 03 3.38669c'-C4 -4.56631;[-05
8.29243E-05 1.74715E-04 8.31159E-U5 -4.22436E-06
3.46339E-04 4.073u6F-03 3.45935E-04 -4.60827E-05
8.18126E-(.: 1.71398L-J4 8.21C74E-05 -4.L5349E-06
3.54463E-J4 4.09366E-03 3.57088E-04 -4.64943E-05
8.0:,4b2E-L)5 l.a8129E-04 8.0942bE-05 -4.07674E-06
3.62467E-04 4.10743E-03 3.03122E-04 -4.68479E-05
7.94249E-05 1.66715E-04 7.5121LE-05 -3.99391E-06
3.70345E-t.4 4.124J3E-03 3.71031E-04 -4.72929E-05
7.B148dE-U5 1.65305L-04 7.8442°E-05 -3.9C48i E-06
3.78094E-J4 4.1(*051E-U3 3.788UBL-04 -4.76786E-05
7.66ld4E-05 1.64452E-04 7.71084E-05 -3.89942E-0G
3.357J7E-04 4.15694E-L)3 3.86449f--04 .-4.80544E-05
7.54343E-05 1.64121E-04 7.57184E-05 -3.70751E-06
3.93178E-04 4.17337E-03 3.93949E-04 -4.84197E-05
7.39977E-U5 1.64276E-04 7.42T4JL-05 -3.5990'.PE-06
4.30504E-C4 4.18982E-03 4.01302E-04 -4.87739E-05
7.25101E-J5 1.648871=-04 7.27768E-U5 -3.48403E-06
4.0761dE-04 4.20637E-G3 4.3d502L-04 -4.91162E-05
7.09735E-05 1.o5923E-04 7.12286E-05 -3.36243E-06
4.14696E-04 4.22303E-33 4.15545F-04 -4.94461F-05
6.93898E-L5 1.673b1E-U4 6.96316E-05 -3.2343Ct-06
4.21553L-04 4.23986E-03 4.2Z425L-04 -4.976?8E-05
6.77616E-05 L.b9t74F-J4 6.79tid4L-05 -3.0)9711- 01,
4.r9246f - 04	 4.2568 ';1- J3	 4.291-o01--J4 - v.011a'pIf. -t"i
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
114E T H ETA13 PHIS THETAS ?FIIS
ANGI.E 26.912500 -?1.5825,-E-04 -6.98893E-03 1.93924E-04 -1.1,JB26t-03
RATES -1.31936E-04 -2.5982dE-04 2.13440E-05 -1.08347F-04
ANGLE 27.002500 -1.71361E-04 -7.01492E-03 1.95913E-04 -1.197J3F-03
RATES -1.29142E-04 -2.59828E-04 1.8,813E-J5 -1.069330-04
416..E 27.102500 -1.d4227L-04 -7.0409CL-03 1.97631E-04 -I.239a51-03
RATHS. -L.27458E-04 -2.59828E-34 1.59JB1E-35 -1.05415E-04
A'`Iii F 27.2J250G -1.96d55F-J4 -7.06698F-03 1.991G&E-04 -1.22011E-03
RATES -1.2508bE-04 -2.49628E-04 1.36579E-05 -1.03794E-04
ANGLE 27.332500 -2.09242E-04 -7.0928bE-03 2.00375E-04 -i.23040F-03
RATES -1.22630E-04 -2.59828E-04 1.17388E-05 -1.02.310E-U4
ANGLE 21.4J2500 - -2.21379E-04 -T.114385E-03 2.01471F-J4 -1.24352E-03
RATES -1.20091E-04 -2.59628E-04 1.02335E-05 -1.00243E-J4
ANGLE 27.532500.. -2..33256E-04 -7.144d3E-03 2.024351-04 -1.25045E-03
RATES -1.17474E-04 -2.59318E-04 9.09d29F-J5 -9.83143E-05
ANGLE 77.bOZ500 -2.44871E-04 -7.17081E-03 2.03305F-34 -1.26316E-J3
RATES_ -1.141181-04 -2.59828E-04 8.36355E-06 -9.62d:^CE-G5
ANGLE__27.702500 -_	 -2.56210E-04 -7.19679E-J3 2.04125E-04 -1.26970E-03
RAfFS... ___	 -1.L20JdE-04 -2.59828E-04 8.03367L-J6 -9.4L556L-35
,-	 ANGLE 27.902500 -2..67269E-04 -7.227.78E-03 2.04932E-04 -I.27,10LE-03
_-..RATFS. -1.09165E-J4 -2.59828E-04 H.10595E-06 -9. 1-)267F-35
_._ ANGLE -2.73039E-04 -7.24876E-03 2.05766E-04 -1.28808E-03
RATES -1.06250E-04 -2.59817E-04 8.570'44E-06 -8.959831-05
f ANGLE 28.002500 -2.88515E-04 -7.27474E-U3 2.Jbbb6L-04 -1.24692F-03
RATFS ._. _--1.J32ooj6F-04 -2.59827F-04 9.41Jd2E-Oo -8.=i722F-05
.- ANGLE __24.107500 __._ . -2.96689E-04 -7.3U073E - 33 2.07668E - 04 -1.3055LE-03
RA TES.. -1.30212(--34 -2.59827E-04 1.04056F-?5 -8.4b4_i7F-05
_	 Av;,LE 28.20?500 _ -3..)d554E-34 -7.32671E-03 2.08306E-J4 -1.31364E-03
RAT E S -9.7,9GdE-05 -1.59d27E-04 1.21271E-05 -8.20213E-05
AkGi . E 28.30?500 - 3.ld1 .74E-04 - 7.35266E-33 2.LG112t.-J4 -1.32141E-33
_--RATES -9.39Gt9E-05 -2. 1.69817E-04 1.3'04461-J7 -7.929H2F-05
A`3t:LF - 7R -3.27 "331F-34 -1 . 378G1F: - J3 2.114121 - .14 -1.3?WJE-31
xTI ME. _ THETAB PHIB THETAS PH.S THETAP PHI P THETAE PHLE
_._.aNGLP	 28.502500. _.-.-_-t3.3623JE-04 -7.40466E-03 2.13330E-J4 .-1.3377_0E-03 4.347b9E-04 4.27415E-03 4.35664E-U4 -5.03542E-JS
--RATES---. ___-8.733c)4E-05 -2.59827E-04 1.d3104E-05 -7.35473E-05 6.43823L-05 1.73847E-04 6.45750L-05 -2.81165E-C4
__ANGLE_W2it.GJ2500 -^- -3.44794E-04 -7	 -03 2_.15297E-0'* -1.34440E-03 4.41120E-04 4.29Lo7E-03 4.42053E-04 -5.06277E-05
R.ATFS __-	 ___- 8.39471E - OS - 2.59828E - 04 2.U773UE - J5 - 7.05176E - 05 6.26314E -05 1.7uob8E - 04 6.28113E -05 -2.65850E- 06.
--ANGLF-__Zi$.702500 ---3.53016E-04 -7.45662E-03 2.17496E-34 -1.35130E-03 4.47295E-04 4.3095CE-03 4.48244L-04 -5.08856E-05
_RATES__.- -8.04999E-05 -2.59828E-04 2.33597E-05 -6.73829E-U5 6.08598E-05 1.7979UE-04 6.1UL44E-J5 -2.4(j955E-06
__ ANGLE__28.8)2500___-__ -3.6J89LE-04 -7.48260E-03 2.19967E-04 -1.35788E-33 4.53290E-04 4.32765E-03 4.54254E-04 -5.11213E-05
---RATES_	 _ -.:--7.69894E-05 -2.59828t-04 2.63207E-05 -6.41411E-05 5.9353JE-05 1.83197E-04 5.91879E-05 -2.33563E-06
_.ANGLE__28.902500.._-_ -3.68'+11E-34 -7.50859E-03 2.227X.E-04 -1.36412E-03 4.59104E-04 4.34615E-03 4.60080E-04 -5.13523E-05
__.RATES_....._	 ___- .-.T.J4160E-05 -2.59828E-04 2.d7J52k-J5 -6.07900E-05 5.72205E-05 1.86876E-04 5.73355E-05 -2.16521E-06
_11N6LF_-19.0132500.._ _._-3.75571E-04 -7.53457E-03 2.25712E-04 -1.37:)33F-33 4.64733E-04 4.36504E-03 4.65719E-04 -5.15601F-05
_RAIES-__._ ------ - -6.918C4F-05 -2.59828E-04 3.1joISC-05 -5.73213L-05 5.53658E-U5 1.9C813E-04 5.54611E-05 -1.99039E-06
.-ANGLE.-.29.102500. - .__.__- 3.823a.4E-04 - 7.56055E - 03 2.28979E - 04 - 1.37ti5BL - 03 4.70176E - 04 4.38433E - 03 4.71171E - 04 - 5.1750LE-05
_-RATES
	
_	 ___ __-6.60830E-05 -2.59628E-04 3.39393E-05 -5.31503E-35 5.34925E-05 1.94948E-04 5..15685E-05 -1.81601E-06
_..ANGLE _ 29.202500 _-3.8d7d4E-04 -7.58654x_-03 2.32.498E-04 -1.38077F-03 4.15430E- J4 4.40405E-03 4.75432E -04 - 5.151220E - 05
-2.59628E-04 3.638191:-05 -5.005d1E-05 5.160313E-05 1.99420E-04_ 5.lb612E-05 -1.62695E-06
_ANGLE _29.302500.___ -3.94826E-04 -1.61252E-03 2.36253E-04 -1.3d559E-03 4.80490E-04 4.42413E-03 4.81562E-04 -5.207531-05
.__RATES -_--
	 ,___ -5.85062E-05 -2.59828E-04 3.do594E-05 -4.62472E-05 4.97G33E-G5 2.64069E-04 4.97428E-U5 -1.43897E-06
.__._ANGLE- 29.402500- __-r4.00463U-04 -7.63850E-03 2.402Z4E-04 -1.39,702E-03 4.85370L-04 4.44486E-03 4.86330E-J4 -5.22096£-05
___RA7ES______	 _.	 _..-_.__-5.4b284E -05 -2.59828E-04 4.J7081C-05 -4.23Lb2E-05 4.77942E-05 2.08937E-04 4.78168E-05 -1.24726E-06
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_ C.	 __._ _	 a
C*	 a
	—^ Cu##^*^^^^sx.za^xnxa##auat^ao-^aaaaaaaa#^aatassataxt ## a*amaaz^a#aa#t##*s^ka#t#	 _
C4'_--- ---- - _.	 ------- -----	 ----- -_ _ __-- .._
C l;. PURPOSE
C t ....	 _ .	 ..	 t
-_	 C^_ __.PROGRAM LAGATE INTEGRATES THE LAGRANGIAN EQUATIONS OF MOTION 	 a
.-..._...C# . _FOR _
 THE_ NASA-LRCIAFCRL LAGATE BALLOON SYSTEM IN RESPONSE TO
_. Ct
 ._.___A SUQJEN HINU GUST. THE PENDULATION MOTION IS HANDLED IN THREE
G#.—DIIIENSIONS BY SUBROUTINE PEND. TORSIONAL MOTION IS CONSIDERED.
.C a _AN_ AN IWO DIMENSIONS BY SUBROUTINE TORS. SU9RCIUT INE CORL TARES 	 a
C a __ _ INTO ACCOUNT CORIOLIS FORCE EFFECTS IN TWO DIMENSIONS. THE	 a
_Ca 	 _GUST LOADING Mr)DEL DESIRED BY THE USER IS CHOSEN THROUGH USE 	 a
-.._	 Ca_....__ OF SUBROUT INE GUST. THE SMALL ANGLE 54 + uXfiNIt UN FOR IHE
EQUATIONS OF MOTION IS EMPLOYED THROUGHOUT. SUBROUTINE PLIJTS
C#._.._..-PRUV . I0ES PLOTS OF THE SOLUTIONS TO THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
_ C a	 (ANGULAR VELOCITIES AND ANGLES). DAMPING MAY ALSO BE 114CLUDEDo
.C# PROPRIETARY	 a
C#	 ^'	 --
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-_..--C - — - __	 -- .. -
- -	
H	 H	 LENGTH =	 1.5240 M	 _..	
-	
..
- ____ .r 	 ...--	 ---_	 _ --	 --._._... HHHHH	 WEIGHT =	 37.!946 KG
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C I#	 #+	 THETAEaPHIE
G _ ._ __-
	
I	 ##	 t
_	 --	 __..0 #a^# ####^#; ^#a$###x##a####^####a###aaa###^x###s#^a*#a#aa###aaa#:xa##a#*##
...000.003—__. .._. _ Cn]!imcm_t CCNST / MB,MS9D4P,ME.M,RB,AL,L,P,RS.RP,RE,GoRHD,MU,N,
HS.HP.HE	
-	 -	 -	 - --
--000003- _ 'COMMON/ CORrO / UMEGA.LAMDA
__ .000003._- C{]tiY-11Id/	 DAMPC /	 ASCS,APCP*AECL-9D(8I,IDAMP
--000003._ COMMON/ GUSTA ! TDnlBdDC)TB
03001)3 CdMMON/ TESTC/	 (PL•NU,ITUKS.ICLERL
00000i - . REAL Ma.-.S.MP.ME.M.L.MU,LAMDA






nnnn0-4 N4I-4EL -L5Tl-00NS/ MB*MS,MP*ME*M,RB.AI.L.P.RS,RP.RE.G,RHC3.MUmN&. -.--
_ SlDOQD3 NAMELIST/ TEST/	 IPEND,IT0R5sIC0RL,IPL0T,IDAMP
^000003--.__._ . NAMELIST/ DIF1/ H,.7START*HMIN,HMAX,EPS,MT112MAXDEReTO,TF,PV
— 0pD03^.^.__ -._-.NAMELIST/ DRAG/	 ASCS,APCP,AECE
.^---_—, L#aaa#$^^a#+z###^#####azaaax^,##t#a^#a###a###aaa##a#x^xa+^####a#aaa#o^s^####
.._C--•- READ NAMELIST INPUTS
C
_-.__J]OG003..__... .. READ(5.ANGLI
---00000 & _. READ(5,CONSI
--._OQOOIL-_-,	 -	 --.-. READ{5.TEST)
_.._-













c---	 cnoose mkSzmso susr nooaL AND SET UP /mIiz4L comoLrIoms FOR .
c---	 axLLoom y sLncIrIss	 -
--_	 ___'z - ---'_- '.-	 _ 	 -	 -	 ' ---------------'-' ---	 '--'-	 '--	 -
---oouo+x-	 CALL auur	 .
C.	 INITIALIZE THE vxLuss FOR oIPsue




-c	 SET v VxLuss.4s ImPu/s FOR oIFSuu
--	 c

























--	 .	 - c	 INTEGRATE EQUATIONS OF morxom  ^	 '_	 !
'




CHECK; 1F-- . THE STEP - WAS SUCCESSFUL
._.. poilI 12 _.-_	 IF t IERRt:EU.I } GO TO. 50
C
'r 
._-_PR_MT._THE FULLOWING IF THE STEP HAS UNSUCCE55FUL-
_DOJ0114.—...	 __ WRITE16 .301 IERR
QQOJ22	 _ ._3.0. FORMATIIHO//5X.5HIERR=.12///2X93HWK=}




	 -	 - - - -	
_	 -	 -- ------	 —	 -	 __
	




. --40DL3&--	 50 IFiLNCNT.LT.161 GO TO 60









__(10014 S.-	 69 HRITLib.b5l T.IYII)9I=l*N1J
_.. 3 l)Q162 -	 65 FORMAT16H AVGLE . FLl.6 . 3X98I2X • EL2.5 J/6H RATESs14X*812X9E12.5J/1
_-. 0110162-_-	 PUNCH 68 .T•lYllJ.l =1s81
._n OL117k____.. ______ __ PUtdGH 68.T.1YlIJ . 1-9.16}
	
_	 --	 _	 __	 -, -•_---_--	
--___ _	 _-^-
—0002-12.. .	 68 F0Rf4AIlIX . F7.3.8E9.2J
—A0O2_l2_____ - .	 LNCNT= LNCNT41	 _ -	 - --	 --, . --, --
T	 C__	 CHECK IF THETIME LIMIT HAS BEEN EXCEEDED
_ -
._00^ t_4	 IFIl .L.l.TFJ G0_.TQ 20
--•	 - -- -- ---	 --	 ----
__ 	 WRITE16.701 H..JSTARTsIERR
	 ^M--
—DD D2-30 .._.-70 FORMATU//.5X.E25.151P2 (LOX e(2)1
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__ 	 Ca	 d
_G*	 SUBROUTINE GUST COMPUTES THE ANGULAR ACCELERATION PRODUCED ON
C*	 THE BALLOON BY A G I VEN GUST VELOCITY PROFILE. THE VELOCITY




_C#..__-FINAL VALUE OF THE W ARRAY IS TAKEN AS THE
	 INITIAL CUNOITION





THE ROUTINE ALSO UF.FINES THE EQUATION FUR THE GUST
	
a
0:	 _	 VELOCITY PROFILE.	 THE ARRAY AA RETURNS THE VELOCITIES FOR 	 #
__.C*	















CV, REQUIRED RDUT INES
Ca
__C*	 NONE
C* AUTHOR/ I MPLE14ENTOR





_.	 C*	 liPTEMBER 14.1473
--_ --._. Ca LATEST REVISION
	--_ .. C#


















	 - - --Lfl[4IO.%lJ-6lJSYA I _TODTB. DOTE . -
_ 0tl00f}?_ _-	 DI14ENS ION AA (151 } . BB(151 ) 9 VI 15I 19 H1 1511	 _ -
{;	 a*^anaaaar.^aRr*sa*^,##aaaaa**a##aa#aaa#a^,^ta^csaaac##a^kaa**##kaa*
	
_ L	 DEFINiDiE GUST VELOCITY PROFILE
_._ 000002._	 RFAi)l5.71 ALPHA9NU.NRB












— 000020 _	 3=NRB+-I
__..000031	 HRITE(6.10}
000014	 .I.Q..FORMATIINI, 9 30X,21HGUST VELOCITY. PROFILE .II} 	--------_	 _--_--	 ------. -^ - -	 -
- 	 C	 DEFINE CENTERL I NE VELOCITYICORRESPONOS TO X=01
__..	 C	 - -
_- .. 000034	 AAII1 = VM2*(I .0-CUSIPIA0ZNUAII
000042	 BBIII=AA^I)
_. 000044--- _ .	 V{ 11=AAI 11 +88111	 _	 ____-	 ------ — - -- - - --
_._ 00004b	 NRITEI69201 AAI1}.BBILl,Vt11




C	 DEFINt THE OFF-CENTERLINE VELOCITIES
-	 - C	 t








0011 +.06- WRITE16.33)	 1.AA(1).BBII).V[1)
__.OaG122. 30 FnAMAT[4X913.3{12X.E24.I5)1
..._..-.000122	 _ 40 CONT INUE
_ _.. C
_ ...... C	 COMPUTE T,-1E ANGULAR VELOCITIES
-- _-_ . - -C
--000125- 11RITF(6.50)
—_000130_ 53 FORMAT[IH1.30X923HGU5T ROTATIONAL IMPULSE.//)
0.0131L^--.-- _-^1{11=1.^lLRB	 RBI	 LV[2t-V[1))	 -••—	 .------ - -.- --.---
-_--00013<t._ WR TTE[ 6.601	 Will
-_.000142.__ 60 FORMAT[2dX.1Hw1/4X.3H	 1.12X.E24.151
_._ 000142 DO 80 K=2. NRB
000144. Z.N=FLOAT (K )
000145 wt K1=ntK-L1ti1.5/(RB*RBI*ZN#IV[K+•1)-V(K))
nrinIAr uP1TFra_7n1	 K.wfxf
SUBROUTINE DIFSUB(N•T.H•Y . WK:JSTART , HMIN.HMAXPFPS . MTH.MAXDER.IERR)
.. .__. ..._	 C^+$**^d* *^**^:********a**^***a* *r^aa*^$ aa*#^zru **x*4c^ ** ^#^#******o*********Op00D020
C*	 *00000030
C4 PURPOSE- __ .	 *0C_)0J040
------_	 C*	 aJOUJCR50
C*	 SUBROUTINE OIFSUB INTEGRATES A SYSTEM OF N FIRST ORDER ORDINARY * OGOu,)JoO
C*	 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OVER LINE STEP OF LENGTH H AT EACH CALL. 	 4:0CUC0070
_
r, C.
	H CAN BE SPECIFIED BY THE USFR FOR ANY OR ALL STEPS. BUT. IT MAY *=,33u60-
 
C*	 BE INCREASED OR DECREASED BY 0IFSUB WITHI&v THE RANGE HAIN TO fl4AX¢LC-U0090
C*	 _THc STEP AOJUS'INENT IS USED TO ACHIEVE AS LARGE A STEP AS	 *:CCJJloa
C*	 P0SSb3LE. WHILh NOT COMMITTING A SINGLL STLP EKRUR w.i[CH IS 	 *OGJJJIIp
__ ..._.._-__.. C*	 LARGER THAN FPS IN THE L-2 NORM. T NIE USER SPECIFIED PARAMETER MTIi*00_05120
Cr	 INVICATES WHETHER THE SYSTEM IS TO BE SOLVED BY NON-STIFF OR	 *JOLD0 130
C#	 STIFF METHODS.	 * C0;2IC0140
C ,;, 	*GCJDU15





...	 .__. ^° JSG	 b0i]UJJ^ui1
C*	 _-CALL- OIFSUB(14 * T * H * Y * WK * JSTARTe HMIN.HIIAX.EP59HTHtMAXUERPIERR]. 	 0,000U')220
C*	 *GODU13230
C* PARAMETERS	 410 0301)240
C*	 _	 *00000250
W 7----3HE NUMBER OF FIRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 	 *OC:i002L0
co	 *00CL3270
C*	 T---	 THE - INDEPENDENT VARIABL E. 	 VQJIf1,uZ80 _______
Ca	 *00J00290
—__ -	 G*	 H-------ON INPUT. THE STEP LENGTH TJ BE ATTEMPTED ON THIS STEP. 	 t,00DOJ300
C*	 ON OUTPUT. THE STEP LENGTH GIFSUB RECOMMENDS FOR THE NEXT * 00000310
— w_	 C*	 STEP. UIFSUB WILL USE ITS RECOMMENDED STEP LENGTH UNLESS *UCCOu320
C*	 THE USER MODIFIES IT.'	 *oGuoj333
C*	 --- _--.-	 *OCJJ0340
C*	 H MAY BE ADJUSTED UP AS FAR AS HMI4X OR OOWN AS FAR AS HMINO00300353
C*	 -	 BY DIFSUB IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE AN ECONOMICAL INTEGRATION. *00CD0360
HUWE0R. IF THE USER SPECIFIES AN H VALUE, IT WILL BE USED*00000370
C*	 _	 PR)VIDEU SUCH AN H DUES NAT CAUSE A SINGLE STEP ERROR	 0 00000360
fa	GPEATLR THAN EPS. THE USER IS REUUIRED TO SUPPLY H ONLY ON*000JU390
C. - -	 THE FIRST CALL. TU SAVE CUMPUTLk TIME * THE USER IS A0VISE0 * 00U004U0
C*	 TO USE A SMALL STEP (SAY .125E-0u) FOR THE FIRS[ CALL. 	 * 0LUO3410




C.# n TFSUa. *00000430
------_	 C* '. *00000440
C* Y------^11N ARRAY OF 8*N LOCATIONS CONTAINING THE .DEPENDENT * 00000450
C* VARIABLES AND THEIR SCALED DERIVATIVES. 	 YIN*1J-L)+1) *JOJJDy60
.C* ..
__---._CONTAINS J-TH DERIVATIVE OF Y{ I J SCALEU BY *0UGOD470 -
_ 	 Cap H**J/FACTORIAL(J).	 WHERE H IS THE CURRENT STEP SIZE. ONLY *00LOC463
—_ C* Y( 1 ), I=19N MUST BE PROVIDED BY
	 THE CALL IwG PROGRAM ON THE 46OJU0490
^-	 C* FIRST CALL	 [INITIAL VALUESJ.	 DERIVATIVES	 ARF CALCULATED BY*O:L0075i.0
C* DIFSUB BY NUMERICAL DIFFERE%CING AN D DU NOT NLEJ TO BE ¢OC:iJ0510
_	 C* _	 __.-	 PROVIDED BY THE USER. 	 IF	 IT	 IS DESIRED TO	 tNTERPOLATE
	
TU *UC0UJ52J
C*_ -	 NUN-MLSH POINTS,	 THESE VALUES CAN BE USED. 	 IF THE CURRE.%T 93C_0J530
_-_.-	 C* _..	 .STEP SIZE	 IS H AND THE






Ca _.	 YIIJ(T+E)=SUM Y[N *iJ-iJtl)*S#*J *00003560
-
--- - - - -	
J=0	 _ *C000U590	 .
C*
 __.	 WHENEVER DIFSUB IS CALLED WITH JSTART =O.	 YlI).1=N + 198*N *00000610
--._--	 C* IS	 SET	 TO 0. *OQUO0620
L' 0; *0003Uo30
Ca HK-.-^--A WORK STORAGE ARRAY OF DIMENSION N*INt14J. THE USER NEED *00:100640
_C* DIMENSION THE ARRAY CORRkCTLY.
	 THE ARRAY IS ZERO *Jc' uJU650
Ca FILLED OR	 INITIALIZkO AND USEEI.bf UIFSU3.	 THE USER	 SHOULD *J CL) 00oo0
_	 C* __.
	 NAT PUT ANYTHING INTO THE ARRAY. 	 THE ARRAY IS USED TO 460u00670
C* _	 . HOLD THE. FOLLOWING *J0030060
,. C# __	 - *00JoJ&90
CR ------._-. WK(l J-WK(8*N) *00000100
_	 C	 _
___THE_Y ARRAY VALUES ARE SAVED IN_THF- EVENT THAT A_STEP 4 003J0710-





C* _..____	 ..WK18*N+1}-WKI9#NJ *00000740
C a ___...	 HOLDS CORRECTION TERMS
	 IN THE CORRECTOR LOOP. *00000150
—._. C* _	 _	 __ --	 -. *uGL00160
•	 r p_ WK1 9#tl+1J-WK(LQVN)
	 _ *0000u170_-
Co _--...- -._- 	 HDLDS SUMS OF ALL CORRECTION TERMS
	 IN THE PREVIOUS *00000780
C*
 STEP AFTER THE SUMS HAVE BEEN ACCUMULATED IN *00300790
C# ____ _____....	 WK113 *N+Ii,l =1.N FOR THE CURRENT STEP.
	 THIS ENABLES * 000006GO
CO- ______-	 THE BACKWARDS DIFFERENCE OF WK(13*N + I)	 TO BE FORMED * 00300810
AND USED TO ESTIMATE THE STEP SIZE FOR ONE ORDER * 00000820
THAN CURRENT. *00000830__
*00000840
C* _	 _WK(10 s Ntl)-WKlll*NJ *00u0u850
r'
C* HOLDS THE DERIVATIVES OF Yl[) WITH RESPECT TO T WHEN *00000660




_.	 C* WK111*N+ll -WK(12*N1 *00000890
C* _ __	 __. _--- -MOLDS	 THE	 DERIVATIVES OF	 Y( I)	 111TH RESPECT	 TO .T _ _ * OOJOOV00
C* -	 _	 DURING JACEIBIAN EVALUATION. *aCJ0J910
..- _ _ .	 _	 C* . *GCJil0920
---	 --^	 C* WK112*N+1)-WK(13*N) *JC-1)930
C* HOLDS THE MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE VALUE OF Y(I) UP TO AND *OLuU0940
C* INCLUDING THE PRESENT STEP. 000300953
—C* ._ —	 _ *00JG39t'o
_-.__---_.___	 _	 C* WK(13*N+1)--WKt14#N) 430003970
HOLDS THE SINGLE STEP ERROR ESII MATES * 30000980
C*  WK(13*N + I)=YIN*(K-11+I1*H **K/(FACT(IRIALIK-11.*A(K)1 *00000990
co




Ct_. W&i-L4 *N+l)-WK ( 14*N+N** 21 *00001020
C4, _._-	 USES FOR STIFF METHOUS ( MTH=1,27	 TO HULD JACOB [ AN BY *00,01030
co CULUMNS.
	
WK(N*(13fJ)+1) = (0/DY(JJ)DY(lJ	 .l = 1.N J=I.N *0a0DIO40
1.0 *00001050
F_4 JSTART-Am INPUT/AUTPUT CURE USED AS FOLLOWS *003JI060
_.	 L* *CCoOlJ70
^.	 co -- -- --	 -INPUT *3Ci101U80
C* _ *oG.701J90
=-1	 REPEAT THE LAST STEP WITH A NEW H. 4000o11U0
—..___--	 c* __-.	 _ *ueaalllD 	 _	 . _
=0	 PERFORM THE FIRST STEP. IHE FIRST CALL BUST °E DINE *3C3 0 1120
C*
_..-	 _.	 WITH	 THIS	 VALUE TO	 PERMIT	 PROPER INITIALIZATION. *GCt;O1l3o
C* .__ — ---	
-	
_ *,70001140
___...._...--._	 _	 ..	 C* .=+1	 TAKE A NEW STEP CONTINUING FROM THE LAST. 4 0C101153
co *.1 COO 11 b0
G*  OUTPUT 000Ja1170
C* *000il1180
C* =NQ	 THE CURRENT ORUEk OF TIIE INTEGRATION METHOD ON RETURN*JODOL193 	 --^
_	 C*	 ..._ _.. _ _	 ALSO.	 THE MAXIMUM UEaIVAT IV !_ AVAILABLE, *00001200 _
-	 -	
C*, *3CO01210
C* HMIN---THE MINIMUM STEP SIZE THAT HILL BE USED FOR THE *00001220
C* INTEGRATION. NOTE THAT ON STARTING HMIN MUST 8E MUCH •00301230
C* SMALLER ISAY .125E-091	 THAN THE AVERAGE H EXPECTED SINCE *'0000114+0
_	 f.* A FIRST ORDER METHOD IS USED INITIALLY. *00G012Sa
(:* *00001260
C* HMAX --- THE MAXIMUM STEP SIZE THE USER WILL ALLOW. *00031270
L* *000ol28o
Cap EPS----THF ERROR TEST CONSTANT. SINGLE STOP ERROR ESTIMATES *00001290
C* .	 W w (N*13+11	 DIVIDED BY W1(IN*12+11 	 MUST	 BE LESS	 TFjAN	 EPS	 IN *00001300
C* rTHE EUCLIDEAN; NORM.	 STEP AND/OK ORDER I5	 ADJUSTEU TO *00001310
C* ACHIEVE THIS ERROR BOUND. *00001320
-	 C __	 _..__.	 _ *ILI-01330	 _	 _
C* MTH ---- THE METHOrJ	 INDICATOR. *'?WuI34J
Cj^ OCCO01350
C* =0 AN ADAMS PREDIC.TUR-CORRECTOR FOR 'VT)N-STIFF SYSTEMS. *00OU1300
_. -.	 C* *?CJJ1370
C* =1 A MULTI-SIEP METHOD	 FOR	 ^jT1FF	 SYSTEMS.	 IT	 d1LL	 ALSO *	 C	 013tsil'
C*	 .	 ._._ __ -- - a01tK	 FOR NU •I-STIFF	 SYSTEMS.	 A	 US[-(	 SUPPLIED kJUTIXE *JCJD139J
___-	 C* PL-DERV	 IS	 RFQUIRE1	 TO CALCULATC	 THE	 PARTIAL *JCOC14Lu
_..__	 C* _ DERIVATIVES	 (U/UY(J11DY(I).	 THAT	 IS,	 THE	 JAC7RIAN. n7L'J01410
(:*
_	 __..._. ANUIHER USER SUPPLIED ROUTINE MATINV	 IS PLUUIkED	 TO *OOuOL420
INVERT THE JALOBIAN. ODCCOO1430
*DC001440
E. a	_______ _? THE SAME AS MTH=1	 EXCEPT THAT THE PARTIAL 	 DERIVATIVES*JCt,JI450__-___--
ARE	 CALCULATED	 IN	 UIFSJB	 BY	 NJ4L-ZICAL *JC3014bU
-,	 C $ AND HENCE PtOERV	 IS NOT CALLED.	 HOiEV(R A J;l y 4Y *J-:iU1470
r=o StISAIJUTINE
	 NAMED PEUERV	 SHOULD	 BE	 SUPPLIED.	 MATINV	 1S*-)UJ014t10
.,I ILL
	




1; MAXDER-THE: MAXIMUM ORDER	 INTEGRATION THE USER N ISHES TO BL USED. *00001510
I'l l FOd Y-- '+-SIIFF	 MFTHUDS(4TH=0)	 11	 9UST	 SATISFY *7i'G01520
I	 GE. MAXDER.tE.I	 ANJ FOR	 STIFF	 HLWLJJS	 :TH=1.21	 IT	 MUST *0001530 
SAT ISFY	 1.6E.MAXUE4.LE.6. *00001540
*JODD1550
C* [ERR---A COMPLETION CODE WITH THE FOLLOWING MEAN(VGS *00001560
----------L a -- -. -- - - cQ 0 C J 15 7 0 .-. _-• 	 _ _ —_ ^	 _




= -I. T4E	 STEP	 WAS	 TAKEN	 dITH H=i r Mlk3	 OUT,	 THE REQUESIEJ *00001600
L= _...	 _ ERROR,	 EPS.	 WAS NJT ACHIEVFO. *000cIOIL)
— _	 C* _ 000001620
THE	 MAXIMUM URUER	 5PECI FI E:Ir	 MAXDER,	 WAS	 TOO LARGE.	 _ a3GJD1610_-
OBSERVE THE CONSTRAINTS 	 IN	 THE DEFINITION OF MAXDER. *00,)01640




-4 IHE RFOUESTED ERROR	 I5	 SMALLER	 T1lAN CAN BE HANDLED *00001690.------_	 ----w-- --_
C* FOR	 THE	 cij.%sfRAINTS PLACED ON THE PARAMETERS. 	 EXAMINE*00:301700
rs THE	 PARAMFTERS	 TP DETFRMINF	 IF	 SOME	 MAY HE RELAXED *00(!01710
_	
G* AND TRY AGAIN.	 - 0 00001720
C# #00031.730
C* NOTE:	 =THE FuLLUWING POINTS SHOULD BE KEPT




°— -	 Cs _ **3ou'l760
y_	 f* HIGOfR JRDEk [%TF6R4Tr0NS INAXDERI AND SMALL STEP SIZES #00001173
C# (H)	 NEUUIRE v LimE CALCULATIONS AND HENCE MORE
	 TIME.	 BUI *JOOO17bo
C* __-	 THFY RESULT	 IN GETTER ACCURACY. *00001790
C* #OL6018::0
C* _ ._	 SMALL ERROR	 TOLERANCES	 IEPSI	 REQUIRE HIGHER ORDER *JUO31t41C
C* _.^_.	 INTEGRATIONS ANDIUR SMALLER STEP SIZE. *30_31643
_	 C* _. 033301830
THE USER	 SHOULD NOT ATTEMPT	 TO CHOOSE THE HEST STFP SIZE *JGt0Ld40
RESTRICT	 THE J40ER	 TO ATTEMPT AN OPTIMAL COMBINIITIDN. *0._oGIa50
AS MUCH AS POSSIHLF, SJCH DLCLSIONS SHCULb HE LEFT	 TO 4,,OJOLt1b0
C # —._. -	 DIFSU';.	 OIFSu"	 BASES	 ITS
	
DECISIGNS
	 ON	 PRECISE.	 CALCULATIONS*3t,:)C1H70
C*
__
	 AND J P tIMIZES STEP SIZE AND UtGLR TO ACHIEVE THE ERROR QDCCG1880.----.-_--
_ .....	 C* __	 TJLERA •4CE	 WITH ECONdMICAL CALCULATIONS. OJODDId90
_	 ft *00uC1900
t' M NECESSITY MAY REQUIRE SOME
	 PARAMETERS TO BE *JiiC019I0
C # C,jNST-3A1'1fD:	 filLiSE	 NOT
	 CONSTRAINED SHOULD BE
	 FREE	 TO	 VARY *300U1420
_.	 G* AS	 1 0CH AS	 PUS^IOLL	 TJ	 PERMIT
	 DIFSUb	 TO	 OPTIMIZE THEM. *0CJC1930
___	 C0 #03„01940
L a REQL1IRE0 ROUT INES *70J01953
__..._	
co VJUD01960	 _..
C# ALL	 OF	 THE FALLOWING REQUIRED ROUTINES MUST ATE SUPPLIED BY THE *00031970




_._SUBROUTINE DIFFUNI T.Y.0Y3 	 - *J000zoo0
--- - 
C* *30002010
f.* T--1140EPENDE-NT VARIABLE *003G2020
f.* *00002030
_.._ G* Y--ARRAY OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES AND SCALED DERIVATIVES. *30002040




	 SAME.....	 _ -- -- 
	 .... *00002060
-_... C # *00002070
OY-ARRAY OF UIMENSIUN N WHICH HOLDS THE OERIVATIV
€
S OF *00002083
Y1 I),I=1,N WITH RESPECT
	 TO T. *00002090
- -- - E0 .... ------- - *30002100
C* _.	 ..	 11 O F FFUN MUST ALWAYS BE SUPPLIED.
	 IT COMPUTES THE DERIVATIVE*00002110
	 _-
C* .	 _-It-_ Y( 11	 WITH RESPECT TO Ts	 RETURNS
	 IT IN BY.( II	 Ta DIFSUB. *30002120-
C# _ *00002130
C* SUBROUTINE 11ATTNV ( PW.N.JI * 00072140
4	 r
*00002150
C* _. ..	 PW-ARRAY CONTAINING THE_JAGOAIIAN PASSED FROM DIFSUR. *P,O002i6o
C* t.	 DIMENSIONED PWiN,N1 *00002170
C* *00002180	 r
C# ._ N---THE SIZE OF THE SYSTEM.	 __ *JuJJ2190








C* _.._ ..._	 =1	 IF	 INVERSION OF PH	 SUCCESSFUL • II]ET(PW1.NE.O1. *70:1D2230
C* _	 _	 .. _, *00oiu2240
IF INVERSION OF PW UNSUCCESSFUL LDETIPW).EQ.0J_ *3CJ02250-..-
_.^_	 C*. _	 _	 ...---- *J03022u0
^_—... C* _. 	 .	 MAT INV MUST	 HE PROVIDED FOR STIFF METHOOSIMTH=1921 	 WHILE *DCO32170	 _.
C# __ ONLY A DUMMY SUBROUTINE	 IS NECESSARY FOR 1111'4-STIFF METH011S*)0JJ2250
-__ C* _._.._—_	 IMTH=01. MATINV	 INVERTS IHE JACOBIAN ANJ RETURNS THE 000302290
C* .__	 —.-.INVERSE IN PH TO OIFSUB. °JOJJ23U0
_	 C* _SUBROUTINE PEOERV(T.Y.PW.N1 0JC:02320	 _	 '





• Y- -ARRAY OF UEPENDENT VARIABLES AND FIRST SEVEN *OCnO2360
._ULKIVATIVES.	 THIS ARRAY	 IS THE SAME AS THE Y ARRAY FOR 010UJ2370
UIFSUd AND	 IS DIMENSIONED THE'SAME. *`.1OG02390
C* -- *;1Gv02390
C* _._PW--ARkAY DIMENSIONED N 0t 2 CONTAINING THE JACOBIAN BY *00JJ2400	 ..





_-._	 L# lL-.r1FtE.SIZE, OF	 THE	 SYSTEM-_ ._ -_ - .	 _ . -----	 --	 __-- *JCCu2430 r	 - --- --
_____.. C* —.-	 - «JL002440
_ Co ______. PEDERV MJST	 BE PROVIDED FOR STIFF .4ETHOOS(MTH=I.2) 	 HHILE +OLLG2450
C* _.	 ^._- pNLY A UUMMY SUBROUTINE	 IS REDUIRED FOR NON-STIFF METHODS *7GJ02460
{MTH=01. PEDERV COMPUTES THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF DYII1 *00002470
1 = I.N AND STORES THEM BY COLUMNS	 IN THE Fri ARRAY. 000002480
G-0_ PHIN*1J -11+I)= (D/UY(J)1DY(I1	 L = 1sN a	 J=L.N	 _.	 _ *7OUO2490
C*. __	 .._ *00002500	 _	 _
C*'AUTHOR /IMPLEMENTER *0000251D._-
*00002520	
-	 -	 -	 -	 -
^___	 C* -. --S.BAUDENOISTEL/G.LI.HAIGLER *00002530
C4 _	 __ *00002540
.^_ L" LANGUAG E *30002550	
-------
^_._ C* *000025bU
-__- -	 C* FORTRAN *00002570	 - ...	 ..	 -
C#	 1. #00002580
_	 Ca DATE RELEASED x00002590
Ca	 ` #::0002600






L a LATFST REVISION 0:lGG02630
-	 Ca a00J02e43
--	 _ --	 C*	 MAY	 25.	 1973 *DoJ02e.50
ap0002a60.
_.___	 f:aaaaa#aa#a*aaac#*aa****aa#a#«aa*aaaaasaaaaa«««*a aa «***a ** aa a a *a 41aaa"**a,co01670
_._	 .
30302x80
30017_,	 DIMENSION	 YIIJ.WKIIJaAI8JaPERTSt;421 3CL32a9^
_	 C JJL,:327Jo
_-.-	
C#4#a ##*a*#a#* sax*aaaaaaaaaa*aaaa«aaa*sax*a # *a4aaa**aaa*aaaao *aaoa*oaaUC,:^027LO
_-..	 La	 THE COEFFICIENTS	 IN PERTST	 ARL USED	 I's	 SELECTING IHE	 STZP AND 030.:J2120
_	








R,En	 IS USED TO CALCULATE F. 	 FOA	 STIFF	 SYSTEMS $30002770
000002780
1UU17	 DATA	 PERTST	 /2.3a4.5.7.333.13.42a13.7a17.15.1.0a 30002790
-..._	
Lana#a*aaaaaaaaaaaaaraa*00000x0«ataa*oaaaaaoo#x*aaaaaaaaa«aaa**aaaaaasaaJJ;1028UQ





C a THIS ROW	 IS USED T7 CALCULATE EUP FUR STIFF SYSTEMS #OCL62850
0J0002860.^
2	 3.O 06.0x9. L67 a 12.5 a 15. 98 . I. 0. 1. D. 3CJii2870
_._.__ . Gaaa****##aa«a*aa*aaaaaaataaaao*aa«#ataa*aasaoaaaaaaa*aaaaa*aaoa**ado**sOD^J238=
_^ --	 Ca THIS ROW IS USED T4 CALCUAATE EUP FUR NLIN-STIFF SYSTEMS *00002897
Ca *0D702v00
^_.. _.	 3	 12.0.24.0a37.89a53.33.73.08.87.97.1.0a 00u02910
Caaaaaaa^a#aaao^0aaaaaa*aa*aaa**aaa*aa**«aa aaa* aaa *«aaoa *saaaaoaaaaa:*aaoJC:,029Z0__--
_.....___.00	 THIS	 KOW	 15	 USEU	 FO CALCULATE	 EUWN FOK	 STIFF	 SYSTEMS *30002930
*00002940
_^ --	 4	 1..1..0.5a0.1667a3.04133a0.0082fs7.I.0a 00002950
_	 _	
C,aaa#a*aa*ar****aaaaa**aa**aaa***a*aa«aaa**aoaaaa«aaaaa«a«a**aa*«*awaa«#00302Y^0











D000cn_	 'F(Jszmar.Ls.oJuoro 25	 z000su*n
--_-__--_c****p*^*=p*+^^^*^********^****^**^^**^=**^*=**********°**********^p***"zcau^^^a
	 -_-	 _-	 - 	 --
c* BEGIN BY a*xIms Im p onnxrzom FOR p ossIaLE usSzARru AND c yAmoIws	 =aoouao^u
c* Ff s/ THE p 4crun n IF THE CALLER HAS cnumssu H. 	 ALL vux/AoLcu	 *30u03010
_-------	 -C* 0EPEmoemr ON o xusr ALSO BE cnAwaso. 	 *00003080
_ __--- 	 C* *n p w Is THE STEP sIzs THAT WAS USED ON THE L'ASF cALL.	 *uopoaoLo 
-' ---___ c***=^***=^*************^*^^^***=**********^*"^***=*^=^*^*************^^aoaoa^ao
aoua27-__	 s mm~w*u
0000zs	 oo zo I~z.mm	 uuJoo040
000uaa_ 	 zo	 wu/I`=,tll	 '	 oou()amsn
1300033-_	 eoLu=vmpa	 uouozufjo	 . 
000014 '	 xp/n.so.*oLuJsoTo 20	 00c00310 
u00036_	 zm nxCum=*nioco	 uuouJaua
^ouuan^-_'	rI~^


















^^ro ^^	 -	 -	 ooaoo^^u_	 '	 .	 _-	 '	
.	
__^ 
000J41	 25	 / p |Jsmxr ^o	 ^^suro sr	 oouua^^n.	 .  
c*^*v**************pp******. 	 ,***********^p*^^^*p**o*p*«v^p*********+*^*oon^u^/a
C* om ^^e ^xm^, xwn ^^Y ^unssooswr ^^^^ w^rn ^s^^xr=a.
	
r^^ unnfn zs	 "»cu^utu^ .	 ^'	
c^	 s p r ru z	 omm rxs	 ^m^Tz^^ usn^xur^x^a ons ^u^^u^^rso	 xex^v ^ccsus	 *uoaou^nu--__-_ 	 .	 \









uoon y e---	 mlz=mIu*w	 '	 nuuuu^^u
000057--__	 m13=wLa*v	 .	 uuuuozuu
zoomaO ' --_ ' - ' mx+=mI3+m	 mmJoua*o	 -	 -	
_





	 _	 00300320	 '	 ' 
)Q0066.---_mm=m*Lm+1*1 '---_-__-_--_'-_-__'____-'_---' --___'_ -_-_ _ 	 -	 0$000330-
300071_-	 _ oo ao I~t ° mm	 00000340
0000naa^ uu{^^~o	 ououua^o	 ^. _	 .	 - --- 






000077- .. • NN=N+1- 00000363
000100 _ DO 35 I,=,VU.NB 00000.370
000101-. 35	 Y1I1=0 t 00000300	 S
000105 -_ 00 40 I=1.N 00300390
_000106	 —_. 40	 WKtN12+I1=AMAXL(l..ABS(Y(I4J1-- 	 _	 -	 --.-- -.	 --	 _ 000Sa430 .	 _.	 _	 .---	 __-.	 --- _.._.--- -_ _ -	 .....
-DOOi	 i CALL 0IFFUNIT.Y.WK(N10P11) O^,000410
ODCL25 OO 45	 I = 1.N 00000:20
000132- tiF YIN+IJ=WK(N1O+iJ*H 000^j^430
_000141_. HNEW=H OCCO0440
000141.	 -,. K=2 70J3_450
-X00143-..._._ GOTO 5 0000044-0	 ---	 .----	 __ _-_—.---_-._-- _
C#^^+^s^xaaaaaaaaca^aa^x^^a^xaaaa +^ ^a^ #aaaaa^aaaa , ar^aaarcaaaacq * ata*aa*smaaaaaaapG ,I:,:ih7J
__. Ca REPEAT LAST STEP BY RESTORING SAVED INFORMATION. ¢COU00480
C*** **araa*aa*a**x,a********aa* a**a***t****a****a,xsaaaa:*****aa** *es *aaa CC,,Jil490
_1200.143_ 50 IF('4U.E0.NDDLDJJSTART = 1 00000500
.000146..-- T=TOLD 0O7i.J510
-0001.47 _ __ NQ=NUULD. 00..00520	 .__	 ---	 _	 -.. -- -- .	 .	 t
..000150 -_ _ K=NU+1 00JG35A0
.OQOl52 GIIT.l	 15 O9oG0540
4dFaxo ar. : V. *v 	 x*a*****#* 00003550
C* SET	 THE CU@rFILIENTS T HA T DETER^41NE THE ORDER AND THE METHOD *GDOGZ)!Ar0
Ca TYPE.	 CHECK FOK EXCESSIVE OR DER.	 THE LAST TWO STATE-ME:tiTS OF *OLJO0570
C* THIS SECIIUV	 SET IWEVAL .GT.0 IF THE JACORIAN I5 TO BE RE- --
____.___.._ C* EVALUATED BECAUSE OF THE ORDER CHANGE. 	 ANA THEN REPEAT THE ^000%J59O
C*	 I AITEGRATION STEP	 IF	 IT HAS NOT YET	 BEEN DUNE	 IIRET=11	 OR SKIP TO A *00000600	 --.
C* FINAL
	
4LAL(NG BFFURE FXIT	 IF	 IT HAS BEEN COMPLETED	 (IRET=21. *00000610
..._^---	 . ------C****a*as •Fxa****^*4**az*****a*+a *#* a*a qu a *c^**a*aax ** ahr^ ** so* aas * aa * r^ aasaaap G000b20 _
-000153.--- 55	 IF(HTH.EO * DJGOTO 70 00000630
_000:55_— .	 IF (NQ-2)130, 135.60 00000b40
-000157 60	 (F(NQ-41140.145.65 00000650
.000162.__ 65	 IF(NQ-61150.15500 000006bo
_000165 _ 70	 IFINQ-2995r1U0.75 00000670
_000174 -_ 75	 IF(NO-41105 * 110.80 00000680
1100173__ 80	 IF(NQ-61115.120.85 00000690
.000-176— ._._ 85_ IF(NQ.E0.7)f,0TO	 125	 . _----..__ .	 .--_-._..	 _-.---	 --	 ._ - - _--	 _	 _	 ..--	 -- --_-_-.- 00000700--
_000200 90	 IERR=-2 00000710	 --.-.
0,70202 _ RETURN 00060720	 --	 -.
..-._.-._
C**aaaasa*a*aaa*a*a**a***a*****a*a**^a*t*****s*asTa ,*sx#^*r^aasaau*t*aaatta0000u730 _	 _.
C* THE FULLOWING CBEFFICIENTS SHOULD BE DEFINED TO THE MAXIMUM *00000740
C* ACCURACY PEPMITTEO BY THE MACHINE. 	 THEY ARE.	 IN THE ORDER USED.. *00000753
-- C*	 _	 -	 .	 ...	 _ *OOUO0760
_-







r _ C# .-1./2a-1!"L. *00000800







3	 -. C* THE FOLLOWING ARE 'FOR STIFF METHODS *CGOCU70
-"^ C* *00f 5..78'30.
_ C*. -2/3,-1/3 *00^ 70yG0
-_-- G:* -6111r-6/1 1. -1/11 *00000910.
C« - 12izs.- 7rla.-^^s4-.li5a' ^^oau%yza
_ C* -120/274.--:85!274,-15/274.--1/274.22.5/274. 4100000.930
' Ca -180/441. -55163.-15/36,-25/252.-3/252,-1i1764 *00,10:3140'_^_
Ca,^k^ **^#a^*^* a*#eas*#### x*###*a*a*r^*#*eae #as*aaa#a#b **use*#*#a #se:#^*#axe #OGD+10950
---._._.	 _.._.
_ OQ20_ 95	 A11')	 _ --1.0 ac'^co^,e^a
-onQzo4 _ - GOTn 160 0o.7il0970
^:(1OQ204_._ 10x3. Ail)	 =	 -0.500000.000 0000o980
0f11}2,QS_ 4131	 - --U.500000000 00000990	 -
.!]F1o2nr _ G0111 160 00001000: -
.._C0c207 _ 105.AII1" -.-0.41(6666666666661>
	
_ ..._	 __ _.	
_ .	 .__- 00%OLt710
^UO21Q :-.. AI D1 = _6.75a066600 0000.1020
_000212.. A14,1. = :-0.. L666656666666667 00001030:
_.t10u21^i. _ .GnTO 160 04",301040
000214__. F '110" Al l) = ^-0.375000.00Q 0000.1050
^L7i12"]"5 ._A(31	 -0.91.666'666666666617 0Q0[}" 063
._nQG2UZ, _ ,, __r_ _Ai ^!' .-_	 0.333333333333333	 ._ _	 _____ __	 __.w	 _	 __	 T 0OC'0I t17^1 ^._. _
" _CiO:(l22t2-- A(51	 -0.041t)66666G"6666667 OO10:10ciD
-
,i
_OC1G2Z2_ .:. GOTO 160 00041090 ----
._000223 . 1.35 At 1') .	-0, 34861111I1111111 ODGO:11O0	 -__
,._01FO224 AI3 1 = ^-1.0416666666666667 0000111D
_00024,_ A141	 _ ••-0.48611.11111111111 [i:G0011Z0	 _._ _
^Q	 27 	_: A1510rc16666G66ca6667	 _	 _ _ . _	 _ _ __-._- o.c001 t3n
--.. -- ---_	 r------
i
_00.0231--_.. _ A( 6) = -3.00833:3333333333333 0000114.0
0002.33.:-.- GOTO 160 0.0301150
000233:...__ 120 All)	 = --0.329851111111I111 O..000.1160
. aAQ234.. _ _.- A(31 =--1.1416666666666667 06001170
-000236-. At 4'1	 -0.625006400 000011.80
_i3i502 2-,- ._ _At 51s -.1.1770833333333333 --. --.-
	 -	 __---.	 _ _ _ _ .	 - 0GU0.1190
g002^r1..---. , AIM =. ^-0.0250000000 QE00i200




	GOTO 160: . 	 0001220
000245
	
129 At b	 -0.31554 :193121693.12	 00001230
060246"	 A( 3'1	 = {-1.23,5000000:	 3000.1240::
0Ao280..`., 	 k(.41' _ `?o . 75`1Bx1 .`F15I8511S519	 OQQOI2:50
0"002 L._	 _	 AiS"!_ X, _0-2552083333333.333	 .-:	
_	
QCCO'i2bc
0103253	 A161	 = -O. O E161 .1111 . 1111L : L11	 0000/270
00'G25^r.
	
A(7'1',7.00rtti61 . i1i1LIIL1l1l	 0000`1280.
Oo l?5ti -_	 AI 81	 -0.00t) 19'841269 -84126984	 aovO1290 .
Dal. 6A..	 G,OT6 160	 00Q.13g0'




-	 :^	 GC3i q 	 .Ibfl	 _._	 _-	 ODu0132 
oi)62. 62`.	 135 :A( 1)	 = =0.6666666666666667 	 0C,'01330




.	 .000266	 .'	 ' 1.4.0: : Al"11	 -0+54 '54545454545fr55	 ;JC3D1-iu
D00267 ._	 A(3 r	 Q [ L 1	 O.W0 L370	 -.
_ 0(3^?	 71	 _	 :-.	 . A"( 41 • =	 -O. ,6§690949.D90909091 :.. __ _._._ __._	 _	 -.. __	 _ _	 __	 _._	 Jcju -3b0
{170273 _ _	 G(IT[7 .1.60	 0OUi3139G. .
t)Qt7273	 145	 A( I )' .=	 t7.4ui;000000	 000014UU
B(?t327^i, `	 AM	 = -0.100030.000	 00061410
43U276- 	 A(41	 -..200000000	 00001423
000277. 	 = _D.,026000OU0	 0000.1430
:^(1(3U3ffZ _ .
	 GUM 160
	 e _ -" "	 -	 - - -	 -	 - _ ._	 00001440-
_ 1700302--	 15'D At 1! = -J.43795,5204379562-
	
00001430
_ : ^n03A3::: ; 	Aj 31,	 -Q.; 82'116788321114788	 0000.14x.0'
'.0110'305.. :	 A(riI	 . •-D.310218978102"1898	 00001470
'_.OAf]31]ii
	 :A"(!)1	 ^-0.65474452`554744526	 00001480
[]	




Ot1031Z::::	 15S A! 11' _ -0.408.1632653061225 
	
O: CEO 1510
Q 1)Q.313. -	 At 31	 _ --0„ 92 X6344206349206 	 00001520	 _	
4
060314	 ¢{4.'1	 = -0.4146666666666667 	 0000.1.530
,.
..00031:6.	 A[5#	 _ -J. 0972063492063492	 30031540
0{}113'?0	 A(6)	 _ --0.0119047619047619	 06C)OI550
.00Q321	 _ _	 ='x171	 - "D.ODU566893424036282 	 0 COD 1560_. 
0003Z3	 163 K=NQ+I	 000015711	 s.._ .
_D(50325 .:.	 IOUs=K 	 000111580
-	
_
(	 ^ #:6^s#	 ##.#fix ## # uz?^x ##ztu#z ## #**#* ## xx##fix # #z#	 **# #*#** *#*# OUOO15190





Q0tZ326 ^. _ . _ 	 -ATYP='1	 00001620... _.





60331-	 B101=. 5WZQWN	 QQQOlo50





L=7.*-( MTYP- 11 i-NO 	 00001680
C##*#-###a*##r##*T*##*####s#*#,##### a*r#.** *##$#* #a*#a**###*#*#*JOQQ1690 ^__ • __-- - ___.__... _ ^_.. ___-._._. ..
C* E IS A
	
IS 01 FOR ERRORS OF THE CURRENT ORDER N0. EUP IS 	 g3QJJ1700	 }
Ca .TTI TEST FOR 'LNCREASING THE ORDER. EDNN FOR DECREASING THE ORDER. 	 *300317I0
^_ C#^^^s##m^u-^#*.#^z^#a#^#*#####^^z^##^t##u#a#a##a#*#t*s*####aa#at^a#aa^*^a#a#QC^7t1i72Q




.^Il(10355 -	 _;,. 1=OwN= (PERT ST ( L4-281*EPS)**2	 Doc-017: 50
.^,L►{1035L...	 IF(EDWN.. E0.0.1GUTO 430	 0000L760
^00036 {L^_.._..	 8tlD=5PS*ENQ3 /N'.	 0.4J01770
_^.Q40363.:-__. 165, TWEVAL=ATH 	 00001780	 b
`(1170364 _..._.	 IF{ IRET .GT .l lGlJTO 380	 oct)01790'
_ C'V THIS SECTION. CUMPUTES THE P . RE13ICTED VALUES BY EFFECTIVELY
_ C# M'1.LTIPL,YING THE SAV -D INFORMATION BY THE PASCAL TRIANGLE MATRIX 	 *OCU0-I820
_.	
L- r•ca#Yx # t#. *#aa #a'*#** a#*xz#^s a###asp **s##aa * ma###x#*##mix#4^ ##*e##xa*0000Iu3t1
	 itr` y.	 }
177 T=T+Ii	 DL00184.0
APQ37-i	 Ila 1 7 5 J 7,.K	 00001040



















-	 ----------_ --_.- -
C* UP TO 3 CORRECTUR ITERATIONS. ARE TAKEN. CONVERGENCE IS TESTED  BY	 *00001940	 - -
C# REQUIRING CHANGES TO-BE LESS THAN 8N0 WHICH 15 DEPENDENT ON THE 	 *00001950
	
_....C* ERROR TEST CONSTAN T,. THE SUM OF THE CORRECTIONS IS ACCUMULATED IN *3,00019.60: 	 y
C# THE ARRAY NM N13 +11. IT IS EQUAL TO. THE K-TH DERIVATIVE OF Y	 * 6 0x01970
G* MULTIPLIE()AY .H'^*K I( FAC,'TORI : ALEK- ' 11*A[K))G A ND IS PROPURTLONAL TO	 *000-n91i4





_ ... __ -
	 ---	
i t
t1^11]'x24	 on 180 1=1.N	 00002010
A00422^_ . 180 ivK(Ni3'r`I.)=Q. 	 00002020
	
- - --	 - -	 - -. _
	
•.	 : c




CALL i) IFFUN ( TsYtWKIhl0PL11	 D00D2040
G*k.?J`*+x *## r######*Wit'#*# ####^w#*#.a### ####s^*t## ## .f###**####^F#*c*kOQOD205Q-
_ ­G* IF' THERE HAS BEEN A CHANGE OF ORDER OR THERE HAS BEEN TROUBLE 	 *30002060--
C* WITH CONVERGENCE. THE.JACOBIAN 15 RE-EVALUATED PRIOR TO STARTING
	 *QOUO2070	 _.
'	 -.-... ,.,.^...-...-_ 	._...,..-;:^......<..	 -._,...,--ice,--_.U,_. -...... 	 -^... m.«P ...,,:.-
	 .-	
...	 ..	 .•, _,.	 ^ ..... ..... ...
	
..	 ....	 ..•	 _.	 .. ^.-..	 ...	 .-	 .,.-e	
.A _.	 -.	 ,.
^..:C# THE-LORREGTnR ITERATION IN THE LASE OF STIFF METHODS. INEVAL IS 	 *00002060
C* THEN SET TG.--1 AS. AN 1juDICA:TOR THAT IT HAS SEED DONE.	 *DC002090
_	
(:## # #####	 * # #*##### ###:*## ### ####** ##Safi*#*##A# ^F#*####**d*0 Ono 2100
000434__ _	 ' IF( 1WEVAI..LT.IJG0TO 220	 000021/0
DOl0442_,-_-.. - IF(HTH.lW.2)GOT0 200	 _....... _ _	 __	 - -.--.-	 00002120
^041J445:_.._CULL. PEQERV(T.Y,11K(N14Pl)rNJ 	 00302130 
­00.0452: 	 R=A( J *H	 30002140
000457	 NN=NON	 00002:150
._:040461 -	 Op 185 1=1.NN
000463::_,_	 185 WK ( NI, .". *- IJ=HK('N14+ I JTR	 00002 ,170.	 _--
-- -----..C^##*;aG#r^^i;^xa###^#^+##a##^atx*##xaa^###rya:##*#aa*a.#^*^#^**^*#*##*####**##a00L02,i^0 _.^..r.
	
-__ _. _._._ __.....---	 -- ---







194 NN= N13	 OOuA221Q	 -_.
. _000472._ .	 J1-.4+1- .:	 OG00222:0	 - -• .-	 .




000500 ..-. 195 : WK UNN J -1:. t WK ( NNJ 	 3 00u2250
i.:,00G54 'S_. _	 IWEVAL=- 1. 	 OU002260





a0+3U2Zts0	 _ ..	 _






„ •_ C* EVALUATE IHF. JACOBIAN: BY NUMERICAL DIFFEkENCING. R 1S THE CHANGE 	 *00002310





._... __..._,... C#6#atez^a#^######xz # ^!##^4#^:####m####x!xt ##mma#*####*#*a##s#eau **# ^r#a#a^a^sO0032340	 -	 _
.:00.C'522
	
200 00 205 I-=. 1.N	 OOUOZ350
^_00057A 	20.5. WK(NBtl)-YIll. _....	 _._	 - -- ..--. - _	 00002360
:TOl0'532—	 Ji=Nl3	 00002370
000533.._._ .	 00 215 J=1 •N	 000L23$0	 _. .
_000535 .:..	 R=EPS.#AMAX1(EPS.A8S(WKtN8tJ))J 	 0,0002.350
:.000544.._ _.	 Y,(J) =Y I J1:kR	 00002400
001154.7.,_ . 0=A(1J *H/R	 00042410	 -- -_




000553...._	 _ on 210 1-14 0 N	 ODOU2440 .
llOC156 ..^_ ..	 NN=J1+I	 00002450
.000566 ._ 	210 WK ( NNJ=IWK (Njl+I1-HKIN10+IJJ *D	 0.0002460
000602	 Z15 Y.(J) = wK(Eds 4-J J	 00002470
6006LU,	 GOTO 190	 000024110 _--
000b10<__- 220 lr( MT!l.NE.0JG13TD : 230	 00002h90
000612 _	 do 225 I=I.N	 000'?300	 _ _
:rr
_000613-	 22  'WK{ u84.1)= YIN4-1 i -WK IN10 + I)#H	 00002510
QD0625 .	 :GUTO '25f,1:	 00+302520
OQ,OFiZS _:.. _ 230 00 , 235 {T.=l :N	 OC-ODZ530
Y'000627 ._ 	 2.35 [aKIN11+1. 0=Y ( N+I)-WK f PIL0b : Ii*P'-	 3CJ32540
X0084]__.	 _ _...60.245 .i 	 00002550	 _....___.	 - --	 --_---•. _-_
-T013064z.._._ _	 0-0.-	 ^?0UQ25uJ
x:000643..:_	 NN=N13+I	 O.OGu2^70













.._..-_. - __ _.. ... . ._ . 	 _.
000664 : 	257 NF=N	 000J2624)
_	 Caaaa***^^**#^a^#^^#^*#****^#^**^#^*u*us***ea***z*a**a**a*t****o**aa****asJOg4b30
Ca CORRELT AND SEE IF ALL CHANGES ARE LESS THAN 3ND RELATIVE TO 	 *000f.2640
C* WKI;NIZJ-1,l: IF SU. THE CORRECTOR IS SAID TU HAVE CONVERGE ().	 *000u2650
	
^....:.^.^.--- Ca#a^aax^xa^a^a +^#a##*a#*#4asr^awa^##**# am^a* oaf*s # u##aaaanat * uasas*s gs*#*aa # a#3CuC^ubO	 -	 '
_0O06&5_-- _ . _Da 255 I=1.111	 _	 JCf-32670




Wk(Il13rI)=nn('IL3Ff . 1t4f!{41118t1!	 JGuJd7(,Q
010705 .
	




-0.02722-._	 ..IF{N(.LE.Q)G0Tq :285	 _ _- ----	 - - _	 GOOC27.30 ---.-	 -----	 -




E+*. TH.E C(JRRFCTOR IT ERATIUN FAILED TO CONVERGE IN 3 TRIES. VARIOUS	 OUCOU2760
_C# PCISSIBILITIES ARE CHECKED FIJR. IF H IS ALREADY HMIN AND THIS IS	 *L) . 0aD2770
^.C* EITfIER ADAMS METHOD. g2 THE STIFF HETHJD IN WHICH THE JACUSIAN HAS *3000278Q
_C* -ALREADY BEEN RE--EVA€'.JATEDs A NO CfINVERGENCE EXIT IS TAKEN. 	 *D0002190
_	 C# lTHER#ISE THE JAGLK + AN IS RE-EVALUATED AND/OR THE STEP IS. R. FOULEU	 o ocoazou0	 -




	 ---	 _. -.	 _
:'_000125	 26.5 T= TOLD	 00002830
i _.000721	 -.	 CFLH.:LE. HN-IN a1 ,30001 . AND.,I TWEVAL -MTYPI'.LT.-11G0Tfl 270 	 GOOOZ840
-IF I°1IH. ELI. 0. QR. IwE VAL. NE+UI RAE; UM^KRACUM #. 2ti _ ...	 -- .--_-..-- _ 00,(021350	 --- -•.
f Q04.52__	 [WEVAL=MTH	 30002360
4^Jt1 53:__.	 IRETI-=2.	 OCOOP-810
pg0755 ^.	 -GOTO 4L5	 00002880
1#0U75!L.__ 2TO IERR=- 3	 00002890
-- 000757:.._. 275 NN"N*K	 00002900
-.013 28.0 _1=1.NN _ . ._	 _ _	 _...	 00002910. _ -
QQA.3ti 3. ._ .	 280 :Y( I I = WKI I)	 GOOD4920 __-
Il^l(ITTD'..	 H=flf]LD	 00002930
w oaa.h-_ Na^arJln —.	 _.._.._ _ 00002940
003772.. 3S.TART=t+f.0 .. 00002.950
:__000.7.73 RETURN	 m- 30002960
_..	 _
C**^**^*^ax^**^k* ^x#**six.^^#^***^a* ^^z #a+o<.^##^*** * #^** z#+x#^tatta^z##*t##^z##s# OOUDZ9TO
C# THE: COARECTOR. .CONVERGEA ANO CONTROL. IS PASSED TO STATEMENT 300 #00002980
C* IF THE'; ERROR TEST I S O.K..	 'AND  TO 310 ' OTHERWISE. *34(,0 990
_. C* IF THE SI.EP IS O.K:.•	 IT IS ACCEPTED. IF IDUUO HAS 3EEN REDUCED #0^,030Q0
CV- TO JIVE,	 A TEST'' IS MADE:. TO SEE IF THE ST"EP CAN RE INCREASED * 300033710
C* AT THE CURRENT ORDER OR BY GOING TO UV ;E HIGHER OR ONE LOWER. *OCOJ3020
-C4 SUCH A CHANCE IS ONLY MADE IF THE STEP CAN OE INCREASED BY AT *30333J30
C* LEAS 'T:.1.1.	 IF NO CHANGE	 IS POSSIBLE	 IVOUB	 IS SET,	 TO 1.0 TtI	 --- #JGu03J4J
_._ C6 PREVENT FUTHER TESTING FOR.10 STEPS. *000J3050
Cc	 IF. A CHANGE-IS POSSIBLE • 	IT IS MADE AND	 I1UOUB 	IS SET TO *00. 203060
C* NO + 1 .	 TO PREVENT FURTHER FESING FOR THAT NUMBER OF STEPS. *00033070
C* IF THE
	
HAS TOO LARGE, THE OPTIMJM STEP SIZE FOR THIS OR *JGu33JH0	 -
_.	 ._C* LOWER ORDER IS COMPUTED. AND THE STEP RETRIED. 	 IF	 IT SHOULD *ODOQjL)90
_ Co	 FAI.L. TWICE	 4ORL	 IT-I-S	 AN	 INDICATIO N THAT	 THE DERIVATIVES	 THAT ..._. .	 *30303130
_ C# HAVE ACCUMULATED IN. THE Y ARRAY HAVE ERRORS OF Tr4E WRONG ORDER *JGt 03110
C* SO THE FIRST DE'RIV4TIVE5 ARF RECOMPUTED AND THE ORDER 	 1S SET TO 1.	 *30JG3120
..._.
G#xatd^a#?^r *#:$aao***#*##*4##*##***###^#*****#*a**aka*m*sr«+va * ** ^***a***JE3303130
_	 ffOZ?^^. 285.'U=O. 0 Wu3140
0007?5.. 031 295 I=1.N 00303150
._01102777 290:_O=0tl.WK'(Nl3tIJ/WK)N12f-IJJ**2 	 _	 _ OC•303160
-QO'tU.10:._. {WEVAL^a. 00OU3173
..	 O1ilA IF [ i],.GT.E ) GUTO 3I'0 00703180
CF{K .,LT.3J GOTU 300 0GO03190	 -
C*##:#4s.=.*##a*##a##*##^*##*** a##*##a*x#* z##*t,a*a*sue#***a*##*#a#ae.a#00003600
_	 _ C41 C IIMPLFTE THE. CORRECTION OF THE HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIVES AFTER A *OOJ03210
_ L# SUCCESFUL . .STEP, *00003220 _
C*.****#	 ,x4<+^a^zam#sC*aa^ ss	 ##* ****##****.a*za*e^*#a*x*#**as**#4*#*a*a *a^r^* aOUO32io
-	 00103G^. L=N 30J03240
> -0Ol0I74. Of) 295 J-3.K 0GO0.3250
...Oi1I:020-:_. . L=LtN.. 30003260
.:_00107.2• 00 295 I-1.v 00003270
_OBLOZ3:— _._.	 __NN=L*I CoDO3280	 _...-
_001024._.._ 295 YINN :I=V('1N)tA(J):*WK(Nl3+IJ 00003290
_001037— 303.. IFRR=t .l DC003300
00104. d:^._ .	 HNEW=H 00303310
.001D,4L_.__. _ _	 IFi I : OOUR.LE.1JGOTII 315 00003320
OOL044 : -. I0OU8 = IOPUB -r1 000033 .30
p 0X0 s ._ __ . __: IFI I1JUUSAT . 1)GO:TO 390 __.... _ 	 _	 _..._ .---. _ ...___ _ _.	 30003340
Dd.LD541... __. 00 305 I-:I.N 00003350
.:	 nnl - nri T:. ana	 lJ lrtNna.r1_ffKf Nll aa.Tr nRn!lx 3h n
bxQGR^- ..	 GOM 390:-,.. 00a03370
^. C* REDUCE T ,NFt"FAILURE FLAG CDUWr TO CHECK FOR MULTIPLE FAILURES. *0.000339D
=. COP E'STORE'T TO ITS ORIGINAL VALUE AND TRY AGAIN UNLESS THERE HAVE *00OU34.00
----C#. THREE. FAILURES.	 IN THAT CASE THE DERVAT IVES ARE ASSUMED TU HAVE
C* ACCIUMULATE(b ERRORS SO A " RESTART FROM THE CURRENT VALUES OF Y I5 *00003420
C* TRIED. *00003.430
rt- C##K## ** *##### k%########*####* #a##^ci ### x#####F#*## k#*f#,*#4tc$## a000t73"40
_OO1040-,, 310 IERR=i'ERR-2 000034.50
-D03,D62- IF IH.L.E6HKINI1.00001DGDTO 410 30003460
nnY^ti,w -	
_F-TOLD	 ._ 0.000.3470
003061 IF(IERR.LE.-51GLITO 400 3.03031r8D
'	 ^;- C##****##*^#*#*k##*:^^*#:?a#**^r*#*±^##* k*#*.#*a^:x^#**^x#*#**#*r4*#a#*##*#*##*##t}U003490
C' PR1	 PR'v AUD PR3
	
4ILL CONTAIN THE AMOUNTS BY WHICH THE STEP i:I,ZE *JOuD35UD
-
Ct SHCIULO OE DIVIDED AT ORDER UNE LOWER. AT THIS 3RDER. AND AT ORDER *00003510
'p
 4E- HUGHE.R RESPECTIVELY. *30303520
G# ## *####	 # ### t^+z*#.?^a*.*##*x *
 #**#**xa#****'A ** x#####*#*#**^k*#4F9[ ###*##00003530
_.._00,T Oi l: 315 PR2=0)/E1:* *ENQ2*I.2 0003540
-0410-76— PR3=.1. E+20 30303550
-00 110CL IF I NQ. GF,..MAXU] it iOR.IERR.LE.- I ) GOT0 325 00003500 _	 -
:113- _ UO 320 , 1=1 9 N b0^1035f10 —_ _ _-_
.II 3.L7?	 _. 320:.D=D+iLwKM1..3'+I1rWKIN9+ III 11MN12+11)#*2._ 00003.5913
-
661130- PR3='I0/EUPI*:*ENO3*1.4 OOGJ36UU - -	 -	 _- ...	 --	 -	 -	 _
QOf135.	 ^_ 325 PR1-,1.E+2n aC^CO3610	 _ _ ---	 _	 _..
-00.11.3.6 ._ :.IFINO-LC.IIGOTO--335






"AO`1]4fi.__._ NN=NN+i ^Ca03t,^n _.
DDr119D^_.. 330 fI= O+IYINN I /FlKIN12fI11 **2 00003670
^p 11x7 ._. P91-SD/EDhNI4*ENQ1`*1.3 00003680
. m. — 335 CONTINUE 00003690
..-0611-64. .	 _	 .	 IFIPR2.t:E..PR3IGUTa 365 6GOA',too __-.--	 -- --	 _
.AO:1.1.o	 _. 1,	 .. I PR3. L'T. PR'1 l GUTO 3 0003 71Q.
A011.71.— - 340'R=14/AMAXI (PRI.1 *E--04) 00003720 _.	 ..
NEWO=N0-1 30003:730
Dili:	 Qil;	 .__ 345 Iowu0=10 00003740
Tl(1i2p1:.^ . IF ( IERR.EA.I.AND . RwLT.1 . 11 GOTO 390 30L03750
IF (NE.IO..LE.NU) GD}`q 355 00003700 -
C^##i' a i *a ^aa s^#^^tx*. #^*ait#*###* k#dei^ct *### k#*aka*9^ ?d#^aE*#*#^'k#*h**###*# F^^#+*:^l-00003770
_	 ..._....	
_-_ _	 -- - •-
_ COMPUIE 13NE ADDIT IONAL SCALED DERIVATIVE IF OR D ER IS INCREASED. #000037MI
-.-	 __. C*#######^+^.amT.#a**##ua#.****a*# axe#a****#*#*##**t##a***#a*#***********#***Gb0U3790
	 ._..






r t112T5i NN=N'-W.VN. 00003,400
d0I21T Oq . 350	 J=I.IV 00043dio
^lfOL2zL `"	 Nl^zN^itlt .	 .- J0:1:03^3^0
C10L2$A 350 y  WKikl ^.i:) 	 B1:/K 00003d3,0
-.Woo 00U33840- - -
( D 123a I	 1:1 L4R.EtJ	 I )GQTO 315 0 GC,6335,0
01237 1+;A'CU;1	 ?i'AGU+1	 R 00003.9bO
_ 00 2'40 IRFTI=3 3G003ti10
r llOL^rrL ,. Gp7p.:4 	 5 JGSU3AbO—	 --.
T 0012r2.:.. 36-IF'[.NFW	 .E0..1*l^3lGGT©	 1TU 00,;03d90
m10:0i2^r^t__... .it3'=_>JI=^fO Q01b3x1;i0
_:001245.. GOT11 55.f CCJ03.91.0
(1'0124 ra. 3^b5	 lF'(PR2.GT.PR11 GOT0 '340.. il^7Q039Z0
_.sOQL251: _ . NE rlO-SLY. C) 00L).3
:Td^lL25L., R=1 ./A'MAXLIPR2,1.E- 04i. JOJO394Q
~3I?5 LigQ 345: . GOOa3950




r _..	 ..._	 ..	 ODOa39b'J
Wh12 .57— N=I- 1 JO:03970
40AL2b6, GpT^ 3k5 QQOU3yw4
0012[7 375	 IRET	 7':. 00L)03990.
R-{}ttI1JT11;.FiMAXlABS[1R17 	 .: 00.]tl!iU00
_ .	 01275.:, H= 1,i	 E2 U 0OU4010
IFIPjp '-9o-' NE-WQJG©TO 380 GOD0403a;	 --	 -.
. 0?g L30L_^ . N;?=^EWLf ooJ^f^ i:41] 	_	 -	 ..	 .
t {3 1301 `_ .. GOl0 55 _ 00OU405+7	 ^_ V
- [?^113CY2 .- _ 31id	 RL=L.	 . ^.:..	 ^, :- 0CG04l5bp:	 _	 ..	
- __	
..	 ^	 ^
..-001303.._ L	 _ 0OU04070.
v0 OU4080
0013061 1	 ".	 f L#E; : 0WO4093	 _..._:_...	
-
110L31.. L-1w.+1+1 00004L00
;A,Is131._^...... Il^'385 _L= 1.F1 00004110. i
_ALtl3i3:.. ^1E1 =L+i:.	 .... 00004120'
Q0L314:
	
'3$5 YINN1	 YLNNI*4:1 00004130
rl	 l3?3..r._<-:_._InUUS K 00.]D?.i4Q
.-Q p 1324 190	 nu 395:1--1 ON ,y 00004150




!30134 '-- ., ,: RETURN 000041LIO
0()L342
  ` 	 _..
400 IF 	 GUT.O. 430}; OCCO4190 
..	 =_ _, _ CALL: O'1FfUNCT. Y.WK NLOP1`! 1	 _	 ... G00042U0
130x35-__ R= ^iit^4.o oaQf,4^io	 — ------1	 - - - - .






—JOD136R._.	 Y(14 =4KlW 	 __ ._,	 _	 _. 0000!x230
^,^0	 3	 NN^rt +Y.. U004240
"._H015b3^=:. 	 _ 41K1 NN) 113LD *WKI(410*1! _ 00004250
	tom.,.;
fl0'I3 .70.__	 ^i05 ,YtNN1=WILINP71 ' R 0.0004260
-
.-QO'13T#i	 IE KR. = t L_	 .. 0 03042SO
13..Q1400:_;_	 G1 m	 55::, UDJU4290 .
AII7.tr01a::	 ..	 41:0. IEHR,=-1 :. 00004300:
0O144L .,-	 HNEW =H OC304310
- S7:E714Q3:,:	 .!START=ND OGuO4320
ts V^	 RETUFM :.^.. _.	 _ 00004330  
_	 C4	 ##d'##,^k:	 cati X^ #^x#	 ##^k	 k#s ##.### k#*:#1	 ##*#	 k#***4,04i****	 ##J00U4343.
C*, TH45 Sktll) .N SCALES ALL VARIABLES CONVECTED WITH H A14b RETURNS.	 *00704350
:__C# Tfl THE, ENTERI NG SECTI O N. *0.0004360
O; 40fi':-_. • Fi!5. RACUt4= 4 AXItABSI : HMIN%h1QLl3.JtRACUM) 00004380..
^C'147	 _ -_OACLIII=4-M'INII KACt1 ItA$5 (HCIAX/HULDJ . ).	 .r .. _ .. _	 _._.. _ - -__--- -.._- __, _ _	 _ _.	 00004390.-__
40142 IT 	 ItI=1....'' 00004400	 +	 ±--^ -
._.{lI}1.422:.:_	 1.^0 06004410	 _	 -










. p{} rr3Zw_.	 42.Q,YlNN1 = WK.lNN)*Ft1=. O.GU04470
_00L447_^ 	 li= HDL'O*RACUM'. 00004480
D14^t4. ^_	 !713, 425	 L=i .N 00304490
_II4L rr45^	 429 .Y 1.11=WKiA1	 -.: L b004500 .-	 -
•^171?^ Is ^a 






003453 - : r	 IF fJ RETI^-212001.76, 360 00GO4520
flahit56	 ._	 43,0 ^1ERR = 4 : J.GuL4530	
-	
4
_ oolz*66 ,	GE3Tl3 275,.x_, D.CGG4340














C*	 SUBROUTINE DIFFUN IS USED TO COMPUTE THE SCALED DERIVATIVES
CA' -	 USED BY DIFSUB. FLAGS MAY BE SET BY THE USER TO CHOOSE THE
C* —	 DERIVATIVES FOR PENDULATI'O1 q . TUKSI0%4A%D CORIOLIS EFFECTS IN
C4 -_-..ANY_. COMBLNATION DESLRED. THE INDIVIDUAL CUN7RLBUTIUNS ARE THEN





	 CALL DIFFUNt "T YrDY1 * _




C*	 ...Y-=-ARRAY _ LIF DEPENDENT VARIABLES AND THEIR SCALED DERIVATIVES
_. -
C*	 DY--ARRAY OF THE DERIVATIVES OF Y -
Gvl
_ Cdr REOUI REII ROUTINES.
-	
C	 —.P-END. TORS, CURL * DAMP
.0*- AU'THORLIMPLEMENTM.. +^
GP	 11. R„DORSFY.UR — B.SEAY
w	 DU E RELEASED *
_	 ._-
_	 C* * !'










C	 -- ..I--- .a 0 . . OFF FLAG	 _ _-
C	 I--- = 1	 ON FLAG
--_-_. ___--••-_ Gaaamaaa###aaaaa# aa#aam#aaaa#aa#a###a#aaaatuaa^aaaaoa#ausr#aaa #4#*aaaaa*a
_..000006._	 COMMUNI TESTC/ 1PEND.ITURS.ICOR•L
`t` ,^Il0L1El Ofi—_.	 _ . OI ME.I" ION, Y l 127d l . D Y I l u l-
_..000006__..	 DIMENSION DYP(IG),IJYT(16)99YCIl6)
—__	 C
_-- ---_-._.._. f,aYaaa^aaa^a#a^^a#^aaaaa a*##aa###+aaaa*s.***#a+aca##a**$aa***aa****aa *aaaas
--	 -	 C
_..0000106-1.	 DO 10 1=1.16
^OOODO7 ---..—I)YPII1=0.0-
-800010__ _	 DYT( I1=0.0 -
0000 1 1-
— 000012	 1 :1 G Y.T [ 01F
C-•-- _._PENIUULATION MODULE ------- --- --
--000014-_	 IFIIPE Nl1.F0.01) GO TO 30
_..000015--	 CALL . PENDIT .Y.DYPa
<.
—__- —_—. C--- TORSION 14(IDULE




.,OOO.Q 3	 ...6i1.IF(ICURL.EQ.0) .GO—




C . -- SUM UP CONTRIBUTIONS TO GET TOTAL DY ­ IF A MODULE WAS NOT
C--•- USLD. [ TS CONTRIBUTION HAS BEEN PRESET TO ZERO*
G_._-
000030._.	 U0.1J0 I=1.16
000034 ___ 	100 DYIIJ = DYPIII +OYTIII +OYCIII
+	 --.	 ., •}.	 _r	 ',r-.w.	 .-.v.	 -	 _	
.T =	 J_..._»._._...-w__^.n.Y.—,.—_._.a...w+Y«..-.+r_....».a-..c^.•^—^^^^__sa_r.c—.--.r..l ..^^___»..e-- _.-..._.-_,.«_ «-.-»-. v..-._.—..v n-..-.n ^.4.— ..............._..•...a_..._.»af
	
i,^. _ ° _.' _'	 `_ i	 '_ ^ ^ ..._ - __ _.._._._.._._ 	 n- ...._ ...	 -	 ..,._.^ -
	 __^._^__	 -	 - .,_.. N_.., -----_.,^.,.^.,.._,._. b	 -	 -	 =fib•--.—....
^..	 _	 ^- h





_ _.^.. _ _^—..
^W.. __.	 _.._..^^.. .-.^
__..	 ^^--..^_. ____,__.
^...F	 ^_. __ _	 ..	 .._
__.. _____._
....	 _ ^




_...._..-^^	 __	 - ^.	 -	 -
_.J. ^.
...`. ... _.. .^^	
^^.t_
...^..^^__._	 _ _._	 ___.___.__...
_ .	 _. _	 __ ..	
_
_,_.--.. .^^.,..	 __.^^_	 _._
._
^ t {
lam.	 •;:. ^. ^'	 ^	 ^'	 "^ _	 ..	 .,._	 ._... ^.:	 .,	 .i......_	 _.	 _.	 _	 ._	 -.	 ,_ _.___	 _	 ^..._.,.	 _	 _	 ._.	 ..,^. _ ^.._	 Re_,_	 ..._	 ^.._.._ _sy^..a.._e_...._..::..^.,s^^...a„_..Y.J^,^ ..rs..._
rSUPRJUTrI :g E	 PE1;D(T.Y.JYJ
C
__	
Cea#^#^$###^#;^$#^r*^###^#$###$#a#r# #i-e+ tra# o *^# #a#^oaoaa: :ax^ax*#^^+coaac=^
SUBROUTINE	 PENIS	 INTEG-;ATLS	 THE	 OYNAMICnLLv	 Lt1JPLFD LAGAA*%GIAI.
C Y EOUATtQ.%	 NF	 MaETION	 FC1k	 THE	 PLtiJl1LAT[: RY	 MiITJ ' 3`:.	 !JS IN!	 ii'.F
METHOD OF	 OETkCHED	 COFFFICIENTS	 I S u ti.t 0 J T I N i-	 L57SS1	 TG OFC0UPLE c
THE.E1)UATIONS	 BEFC: Rf	 .1 NT L 5M AT ION	 VISCP,Ji	 JA 4 P 1 N U 11iY	 do #
I'V CL WUI I).	 IF	 DLS IRtU.
—	 --	
C P 	 IFT•1RY ¢
----	
Cr 4
--	 _____	 L = tJSE #
CALL	 P EuJ I T. Y. DY J
P Met AMETERS
-- . _-.-•- _ _	 C* T---T I MF
__.	 .._	 L^
L* V---- ARR;tY	 OF ULPENUENT VARIAk3tES A N40 SCALED DERIVATIVES
— -- --	
C4 ¢
C* UY--ARRAY OF	 UERtVATIVES (JF Y	 WITH RESPECT	 TO T
C* REQUIRED ROUTINES #
-----	
C* aC* DAMP +^
C*
C# AUTHJR/IMPLEMENTOR
--C* D.R . L)JRSEY.JR. – B.SEAY






















































































p. C onvnnyrlue ozpnsm
c	 *^**^	 4*p*	 4	 ***pdi*	 ~ 'CL **°*"*^*^*p"^*	 .
_	 -- cr *
-_--___ c* puRmsee	 *
c~ ouvxmoTIws oa ppEm nc p ImFs THE DER tvArIVES ^L-u p ctx	 r/ us useu	 *
0- im m« p suu.	 *
-_--___ - c*
u rnIS p xuuR^M cox p urEs	 /nt usxmxTIvLs u,	 v/1)	 /~L.zt. In/Tn xcS p sx'	 Tu
c r	 PLACES THE
	
p f-SvLrs	 IN ovl 1)	 I=L. 10	 AND	 oLIuw~S TO L)Ipsuo




















^	 --	 - c
_ 000«05_
^	 - f) 00 opl=l./lzn~l~l
-Ooouxa ypt=l.nx+~1.1
C	 FORM TIDE A MATRIX
C
__0001t6_ . .. 10	 A( 1. 11 =I.0
A(192)=AIL*4)=A(2ol)=A( 3t2)=A(3.41=AI4,31-A15,61=A(5,o)=A(6,51=
C	 SET UP THE	 INITIAL VALUES
C
_000162 C1=Se/(m(41*RR)
1)1 = 8131 C A I
-.0001b7, E I	 rl'L I	 ?	 L
A00173 C, I = R F1 6 T Ff E r A 3
-000175---. Ji I = A I * T N F T AS	 -
000177 W = R B * P I i I Fl









Af2 9 &I=FI- 1H6T4P*C1
.000232--- Al2.fJ=F14,PHIE#Cl





_000240 A( 3, 1) =A8*Cl
D002-42 CI=Clfm(3)




0003'36 At T. I ) =,R:I*Cl






-Cl=SEI/(P i T HET4E)
-0-00354. M i. 1) =1`124ACI
-000355 1 1}.21 =Gltcl
-OM57 At 6, 3) =4L I*I IHIS*C I
-000361 A( IWO =HL.	 4: Cl
-050365---' Al. 8. lil =L41 THE TAP:;,Cl
L
G	 PnRM THE B-44TRIX
C





' I II S21S- lUT S*JQ I S 4 1 HE TAS
—O003Z3. 01 P 2 T P = Of, T P 0 0 T P	 T	 IE T A P
-OaCj37%--- flOF2TE=nOT E Ij D T E	 T H L T A E
C
Pf)'iTD B=Dol q*TDUTb
--0.00401-- PUSTVS=DJ Sg - TOOTS
_0 00_403 _ Pf)PTDP=I)UT P*TUIITP
_000 .0.5--_. PDLTOE=DOTEOWOT•
c
-DO040Z-- PBMPP = PH113-p til p
000413 - - PSIAPP= PHI S-Pill P
000414— PSMPE=PHIS-PHIS
c
...JD 0 041 f3L - — -TBt47P=THETAB-THLTAP









.000:262....._ _ M4. I)= H20C1	 _	 _-
E` .AI)0263 - AI4.2) =GMI
C
-.	 -.-- C RESET Cl
000265.. CI=CL/M(3)
-000267	 -- At 4-.5) zELIPPH I P*G1
.000271. A(4.0 =El *THETAP*CI
-	 Qf10273 A(4.71 =F) *PHIS*C1
:"--.0 00275 - At4,m8)=FL # THETAf*^CI
G RESET Cl
.1700277. C1=SP/L
- , i00 p 301 _ A[ 5.l 1 = ti^S^CI
-000302 A(5.2)=GL*(PH I P- PHIB)*CL 	 -
;' :_O p;i05 At5*33i(I	 CL





_B00313_.. A( 5.71 =FI*C1
L
C RESET	 Cl -. _
A003i5-_ C1=SP1/tL*THETAPi
. '00032.0 At 6.11 =H2*C1
—00032L Al 6. 21 =GI*C1
- M'00323 At6.31 =AL*PHIS*C1




111 70326	 t.1 . 1I ,11 1)
060310	 Alr,.i)-F	 Et(.I
a0'0^3Z	 A1 =.. ^=};e ,tiIAL*CIr
000425- R1=L.f(Mz41*RSl
- 000430 R7=M(21*L
(:. 000432 R3 -M( L A:P
000414 R4=Md31*AL
G Rlm	 L11.	 AND Wl WILL VARY WHEN NECESSARY
-	 -	 -
C
L COMPLITE THE	 t!-MATRIX




_-..000466_ ^;k=-2. /Tt1E TAfi
__000470 312)=01*SI+1*[RL*(R4*PUSTUS+tt2oPOPTDP+RS*PDE]t)E1tPOPTJ9!
-000501 R1=1. /Al
-000503 wt =! ./Af 31
f.
CO^3505 19(31=SS*t Pi)52TS-RL *((-P.L'*POB2T8+G*TKE TAS1
_ 1	 +k1n142*1TU!1TP9,(2.*UUTP*PSMPPI.IUUTPWT5HTPI-POf'2Til1
2	 ._	 +R3*1TUJTE*(2.*ULttL*P5MPE+T30IE*TSt.1TL-1-POE21LII 	 I
_.DO053-S - U1=101*THETAUI/THE3AS
-.000540+ ._ RL=R1*wl
^0054L_ 6( 4)= u1*SS1*IRl*(M(3)*RLI*PUBTDi1+R2*PUPTUP+A,3¢PDETUt:1+PJSTUS)
C. ___- -	 -
--00.0553 ___ -. R1=2./L
C _...000555-.- _ W1=1./M(21
_ C
_000557- B 1 5)- SP*IPOPZTP-RL*IRB O ( iD078*(2.*JOTR*(-PBMPP1+TDOTB *(-TUMTP})-
___ 1	 P Ub1Tti1
2._.____I}Al *(TDUTS*(2 * *DOTS*l - PSMPP}+1UOiS*( -TSMIP:	 - Pt)52TS1





_!}.0061	 -_..__ 8161..:.D1aSPI*(RL*LM ( 21*( RE* PDHTDB+, AI*PDSTDS I *R3* POET UE)+POP TOP)_
_C
0013630 _. RI=L./ P
1000631..1.	 B 71= E# !PDEZTE-RI IRB : *I TOUTS * 1 2-*LUT B,*f-PCMPFIt - TDOTR*( - TB't41E71-
^.--	 I ..	 - f PUti2TB1




_OII41b65 .__. 	ti181=0I *SE I* I R I*IRI*ROBTD8 .1,AI PUSID5 + L*PUPTVPI+PD£TDE1
_	 C
C ___ ADD. IDI. DAMP ING CUNTRI13UTIUN




_0047III.-_ ..	 on 20 K= L . 8
.-AIII10,7.0S----_-- 20 8(K1-(i(K)f-U(K1	 - -
-000I11_--.. .30 CQhT fNUE
C




-no llI13 _	 - -C( [.9J=11((1
_:0007t-rk- .,	 DO 40 J=1.8
-DD0I16-	 40 C1I._ll = A(l.J1
._.0-0.02310--... - _	 CALL- 13055 I C. N.O1
L	 THE DERIVATIVES ARE FORMED AS FOLLOWS
c---.--
ODU732—.	 DD 50 1=1.8
_000736—	 DYIII=Yll+B)
-400I4L._._	 DY(1+9)=D(I)
.J3aU42— _ _50_ CONTINUE
.4Up74.4–	 RETURN
_0041745_._.._. 	 END
-	 _I	 SLISROUTLIi4E TURS ( T.Y.DY)	 F--
_..._ ^.--- C






SUOROUTINE TORS INTEGRATES THE TL)RSiUNAL 'EQUATIONS OF M,^ I TION.	 #
C*	 DAMPING IS ALREADY INCLUDEII. THESE EDU-ATI (JKS HAVE ON L Y STATIC	 #
C*	 COUPLING ANU CAN BE ItNTEGRATE0 U l IKECTLY BY UI#-SLPI.
C*
L* PROPRIETARY	 *	 j
-- ---. 
_—_ C*
	 iC 4 	...NONE
---_._ — Co	 *	 I
C* USE




,.-.. ._ ..._._.	 4^	 i --- TIME	 a
L*	 Y---ARRAY OF DEPENDENT - VARIABLES AND SCALED DEkIVATIVES




C*-	 0Y--ARRAY OF DERIVATIVES OF Y WITH RESPECI TO T
C* REQUIRED RnUTINES
C*	 MINE	 #	 -
C*	 r--
-_ 	
C* AUTHOR / IMPLEMENTOR
C*
C*	 D.R.uuRSFY . JR - B.SFAY
C*
.^	 C* DATE RELEASED	 *	 I^
C*	 SEPTEMBER 19.1973	 s--
_
-_C* LATEST REVIcION	 *	 ",
..	 Cq.









.	 c	 ^ 
-------'--^^^^*e^****^^=^**^******^*****^*^^**********~^^^=**^**^*****^°*"^**=^**
_
--oODDmm' --	 cnmmom y Cowsr / wa.Ms^nP,ms.m~om"ux.L°p,uS,np.ns.G.nou°*u^m,
*sv,*p^*e
_--_&s4L'*8".MS,Mpvwe.w.L.mu























_......__.. C* DRVRUUTINE UIFTUR DEFIiNES THE DERIVATIVES FOR TORS TO BE USED =
IN ' DIFSUB.
_.-..	 .._ ^— . C'^?a#####^Y###tea###4**^r*#A#?#4.^#4#a#s+#^kx^a +R4%Sri%i+ Laaaa#A*as * 4##4a#aaaaFSa4
T. _._	 _._ r C 31
.0 PHE DERIVATIVES ARE COMPUTED AS FOLLOWS
000113..... Mill	 =0.0
_Q.OQ114-_i DY(2)	 =Y110)
110011^_ DY (31 . =0.0	 _- -	 -	 -	 -----	 __
000116- I)Y(4)	 =Y(12)
.000120 I}Y(5)	 =3.0
O001z1 ,aY [61	 =Y114)
00022 OY171	 =0.7
000i43 Dy181	 =Y(1(j)
,i . aDQ L2a—... [)Y ( 9)	 =0.3 _
.00012b... DY110.1=1./A1'ia(-ETAB*'Y(101-TAUS*(Y(21=YI4))J
.000134- UY(1()=G.a
_0001.35. DY ( 12)=1./AISV( -ETAS*Y(12)+TAUS *( Y(L)-Y(4 3 1-TAUP * lY(4) -YI61))
-00015u UY(131=0.0
_aoot51.._ D'I[141= 1-/A1P*(-EIAP *Y(14.)+TAUP*( Yl4)-Yi6J) - TAU,E*IY ( 6)-Y{B11I


























c*	 swaxuurIwe CURL ImrsGn«reS THE a-u Euuxraums or *^T`xw p mm THE	 =




c4m ^ xm^so^^T*o DIRECTLY ax m^^s u mu o^^vzwo ^^ }wc^ o^n 	 *^	 u	 c	 u .	 .	 '	 u	 .
c t.




c^ yae - *
col CALL cuaLIr " v " mv» *
c* *
c* rAn^wcrr q u *
c* *
r---TImk *
_---__-_' co Y--- ARRAY OF mL p swocmz VARIABLES mwu SCALES mExlvx/l»ES *
c* . /xr--AnRuv DF DLRCVATIVES uF V WITH RESPECT TO r
c* memmz RED_ mouTmwaS *
CO..
u* moms *
' c= m)r yoe/xm pLemsmrmx *
c*





C*	 sspzaoe*e 1.*.1973	 *
---_____- c*
__-_-__--cl^'LxreSr ns y IsIom	 *
C4_^^^
	












[,- ^^^^ *# ^#,^#^+#^rar:r###^##+^####p #### R4q # y4rio ####. a44#,t4t #### 4b#####
	




-.000006i. COMM O N-1 CORID / OMEGA.LAMUA
_i1Q09Q#^— C[lMM[Y / CuNST	 /	 1N8. 11S . MP.MEr![. !t-B AL.L . P.RS•RP,R ' E.GrRHU.MUeYr
HS*HP.HE
-000006i. __. UTMENSION Yfl281.M(4).UY(14}
CQUOiIb _. RF.AC Md,t4S 9 MP.ME . M.L.MU.LAMUA
.-00QaD6-.- _ REAL MUB.MUS . MUP.MUE
-- -... ^^. Cr# ^a#Y^a^^a^^aas:^^^#za##u^r#^u^a^^a ##a#a####sxa#i+^+#z^ #^^a »r#a#aa# ###arara ^sj
--
SET UP XI*S AND MU*S




-_XIP=Y( 13) # Y(6 .1FY(14) a Y(5}
--
— -;- -310(}022-__. XIE=Y(}5J#Y(8J+Y(16J#YI7J tj
_^aa0a7___... MU8=Y(4'1-Yf.10}#Y(IJ#Y {2J
6;. 1)00033_- MU-%=Y(LL)-Y(12)*Y(31*Y(4J ^At
is —00004iJ___. MI1P=Y(13J—Y(14J*Yl5J#Y(61
MfJL=Y(15)—Y(Ib)0Y(71*Y(8J
.SET . UP	 INITIAL VALUES
r0R1J0 L— ,.. T1=2.#'MR#f1MEGA*RkJ*Rh
_3J(IR055^__ - .._ SLAM=2•. 4cS I NiL AMU AI
000066 _ _ CLAM= Cl2S(LAMUAJ








-__--_-__ C* mnVROuTIms ot p cwn DEFINES THE oEoIvxrzvss FOR c gRL TO BE USED p
IN DIFau y . * 
c* . *
----____ u THIS p aooRA V cunrursS THE oEumvxrzVss or Y|Il
	 1=1 " 16 WITH «cs p ecr TO
_c T p LAcss Tws RESULTS	 IN oYIzJ
	
1~1.1a Amu xuruRws TO UIpSm* .
` -__-__--- c .
C SET u p THE f-!wSr mLmIvATIVss




























000164---	 QY(141 »T.2*u( -SLAH*(.XI14YI6)+XHUII*Y1511
C
C	 RESET O. ST INITIAL VALUES
C
-D'j'oE72-	 TLa7L+2-.#13EI10MEGA .-	




	 XMUI = MU1+P*MUE-
C















- C*	 _	 #
--_ Ca	 SUBROUTINE DAMP DEFINES THF. VISCUUS/AERL)DYNAMIC DAMPING EFFECTS
co
	
THAT MAY BE INCLUDED IN SUBROUTImE PEND. THE DAMPING VALUES






C a 	CALL. DAMPLY)
C a PARAMETERS	 -.
_	 - - C#
- C4, -	 Y-.--ARRAY.OF DEPENDENT VARIAILES AND SCALED DERIVATIVES 	 *	 -.._
-	 --- C* R'FQUIRED ROUTINES	 #
C*	 _	 NONE-'-
C 4 AUT.HgRtlMPLEMENTOR
_ G*	 11. R.DORSEY..IR- - B.SEAY
_--_—. C a DATE-RELEASED..
_.C* ....SEPTEMBER-14.1973-
_ C* LATEST REVISION




---. _.	 -.-	 _. _
C
n	 +
..	 .-_._..T G$$^a'^'1^$^t}T^?1!^a'^^.-ib ^^&^?^ $Y^$$^$$^{$td*$$.t'fR^Gf $ ^F$L''i^8$$$$$$$$7^$^L$IR$a $$*$$1^^iBa^$$$^F	 _ ..
-._.__.—__ Lea*aa**aa#*spa*^****ea*asa*s*as*o^aaa**aaam*a*a#e*aa^*a*a**+a*aa^aac.a.aa^a
p dD4fl3 ._. 	 _ CDmMON . 1 CONST / MBPMS * MP ► MEeM• R9.Al . LrPoRSPRP*,RE . Go-RHOPMUrNs
_.-	 HS.HP.HE
- OOOQ03 _._ 	 C(IMMON / OAMPC f ASCS . APCP . AECE . D(BI.IDAMP
{}(jpQp3	 COMMON f SBSPE / S'H.SS.SP9SE.SB1aSS1.SP1.SE1
..0dom _ 	 RFAL MB.MS . MP:ME . M.L.MU
Il11 pQd3____. _	 _0LHENS .ION. H14).Y112B)--
_-_C
-_ ..-_...._ {:^a^^i^ ####a^au#Qa^eo^s**^4#^^^? ^^1^^^^Pa^a * sa?3t^^a^^4aa^RO^^asRta^h^RB^L^^^ *^4aaa^^
- -- L
_ ._ ._ _ _t__
_ C 1A1I71ALftE VALUES FOR B- MATR IX
AODD .03_ _-RHDM = 2.S*SOKT ( RHO#MUl	 ---_ -	 ----	 _-A—­_
Ji(lD[}iD_._.. ATUOTB=ABS(Y(9))
00.(1 13_ SATDB=SQRT(ATDOT BI_
k':	 _DQI1D15___ 011)=RHOM*RB*RB*SATDB* Yi91/M ( 41*S9	 - --	 --	 -	 -	 -
r:	
_ Di10024 _-- _ Ai)FlT B- AflS (Y 110) 1 	 _...	 -	 -
11Q4 _ 5AU@ = 5URT( ADOT9! i-













il306A	 _. -._. YII=PB *Y(11*Y( 1pltAL *Y(31*Y(12)
dddo6s ._ _ AYII = ABS!YIt l
ddda?l— 	 _._...- (1(41=RAC * LI*YI2 / IM(3)*Al*A1 *Y(31*Y.i3)I*SS1	 _	 - -"	 - --• -	 ----'------_	 _	 __._
...------^...4._.-r-.^--...--....-..	 ..,.^.;.r;Z-4_.._+H^a^a'^r+c.P.i'eus-.^^san+• 	 —,^—.	 _
F
2
--_00[1140-- -	 RAC=0. 5*RHO#APCP- -
000102	 ZL=Z 1+1_	 --..
00OL7k- _	 XI I=X I14+L*Y123i
_-0001107___	 AXI1=ABS[X11f
000210-	 __-XLZZAX L 1*x I,2 __ __ 	 - --- . -----	 ----- ----	 --	 --	 ^_	 -
_Sl00L12	 Ilf 51-[tAC*ZL#XL2/LI3L21*L*L1*SP
_0001H_ _	 Yf 1=Y[1+L*YL14)*Y[5)






--00012-5-__ --- - DL6)=RAC * L1*Y12/L14121 *L*L*Y:LSI *YLSJ) gSP1L------	 --------	 --- -	 :._ __









_OOOt44	 _..-. _x1 L l►X1L^RIL _	 _. _ _ ^_	
- _ _-	 -- _ _
	
- -- ----.._.___._. w ___-___. ^^yM_- _
.	 i




0G016.0_____ . _ _ YI2=AY I1 *Y I1-
_..AA01(^L	 .----OIBl=RACOZ . 1*YIZ^L^1'L11.*L*L*YL213Y_Lll!*SQL-	 -	 --	 ^--_----	 - - -	 _-..._^_	 _-^..___.. -._ ^--•
-OOOLZA ___ -.	 -.-.RETURN_.
_00017 1
	 -hNI1_








___^ L* __SUGRUUTINE BUSS EMPLOYS THE METHOD OF DETACHED COEFFILIENTS TO _- -
__ 	 Ct* SOLVE A SYSTEM OF REAL LINEAR EQUATIONS REPRESERtko BY THE
 
MATRIX*
Cc EQUATION	 AX-B . WHERE A 15 A SQUARE MATRIX OF COEFFIICIENTS& 	 X IS*
C* .,-_.IHE—SOLUTION VECT €1R, ANII _ 8 1S THE RHS CONSTANT VECTOR.
'•	 _-. r_	 - ..C# PROPRIETARY
—	 — ff
C* NON E...— —_
C* CALL_ BOSS( he N*O)
Cl P &RAMETERS .
Ca_
_ ..—A ^	N _ AIIGMENTED--INPUT MATRIX CURTAINING THE LHS MATRIX - OF-__
COEFFICIENTS IN THE FIRST N COLUMNS' - AND THE RHS CONSTANT
--	 L* __- VECTOR IN THE [ N*11-ST COLUMN. THIS MATRIX MUST BE
PIMFNSIONED AT LEAST	 IN • Nrll	 IN THE CALLING PROGRAM.
c o N_.__ THE NUMBER OF ROWS IN THE A MATRIX.
C* it _.. THE SOLUTION VECTOR. THIS VECTOR MUST BE DIMENSIONED AT '► 	 _	 . _





























_	 c* LATEST atvz"lam	 -	 *




-----	 --- '--'-' -``- ---`	 `









_D80012L-- ' '.a13=xt 1.3o/Allot)	 ''-	 _	 ----.	 _	 - -	 .	 ooSSame*
000015- 81+=o<1°4)v4/L.L) uussjuws
.000821 ' o15=4f L,5»/x(l.1) WcssQua6
- 0DOD24-' a1m=4<1.6)/4(l"L) aosSuuur
000030 --- u17"Al1.71/o/1.1 aljsso^)ua
-ou000a oossoaus
oossu^)10-_--_-
' oouu+2- 1122~xx42.21-*^a.l^*ax^^ mm^uuwu	 _	 --	 _
' ommosx_ an3=(xfe°31-m2"1j*al3) um!)Sao L2
_u000at ' - 132*=(Alr.+1-x<2.1`w8L4) uuuuo^^^
aoasuo14
	
_--	 -_-_--'	 --	 -'
-0wJI0U-_ 8z(j=(uIa.6J-u$2.1)*uxa) uass ajic5
-000147 -8ar='ut2.7)-u(2~1)*Bz71__-_-^-__---_--__-_______-' 13oSSuo16--
-uu0117- u2a~(«(2.8)-4(2.1)*nz8x uusuuao 	 .	 _
-000126-- ' 82e=zux2,9)-x(2.1)*el9) '	 suuuuV^o	 _..	 -
AV0186-_- - 832"(A(3,Zl-w(3,L)*8l2)	 -	 - '	 6 OSSuu ,1n	 _ 	 -
-000 145— u33~(4x3.3)-uu3.lj*ux3j 	 _	 -	 -_ _	 mosaoouo-
-0001,55- -- a34^/u13.+3-A(-i.11=61+1
-oo0L64^- '' _ -_^^5=^4^^"^^-^^s.z^*e^^^	 --___'_---_-- ---	 805SOu22-_-





' 000213- _ n3a=(443.B)-Al3.l)*mleJ nnssouZs
_Oo0223- u39=lx(i^9)-xt3,1j*(31e) nossuaau
_000a3a-- - ^^^	 842=<4(+.21-^<+.^^*aza^
	 -	
' oosSJUar
-00024 1 1+"3 )-A(4.LJ *m13)
-000251_ m44=(uI4.41-A<+"1)*ul4) omsa0029 	 _
000260 ' _ o*5=/x(*.5)-4I4.W*u15) nossooao
o0027a_- H4*=(x(+.6)-«a4,1)*olu) ouSS0031
.0002-77 '	 u*7=oAC4.7»-u(4 " m+e17x BosS0032
oomaon_- - _	 u48=t4x4.8o-u^4,I)*uLu»	 ' Bossu033
	
-
-0uoa1u-_	 ___- ag^=Im1+.g1-»^^"1^^u^yo -'__--_- --'-__----___-__---- - _-	 -	 aosso034____
"	 0ooaZa es^=^uxs ^ ^^-^^n " ^^^ux^x ' ^os^n^^o
onm^n^ =	 ^sxsn/u-^+u/^.11*o,a^ o/nxqnnIa
000345- 854=(A(5.4)-A(5.1J#B14) BOSS0037
000354 855=fAf5.5!-Ai 5.1!'815! n'nSSQ038 t_
..000364 B56=(A1:5.61-AJ591)*KI6) BOSS0339
000373 B57=1A;5.71-A(5.1J*B17) BOSS0040
;':	 -AOp403_-_ 3158=fAi5.8}- 4[5.11 *8181	 _-- ..-- --	 _	 --	 - -	 __-	 ---	 .-.	 _  BOSSCJ41
000412. 859-(4(5.9)-A(591)*B191 8OSS0042
000427-_ B62-(A(6.2J-A(h.11*BIZ) ROSS 3043
_00043L
	 _., 863=iA(6+3)-A(b,II*813:J LIOSS03'44
000441 864=1A16.4)-A(6.11*8141 BUSS0045








0 553u47 -------	 --




000477--	 _ B68-(A16.8)-A(6.1)#8:181 9OSSOU49
000506-_. 069=(A16,91-A(6.1)*1319) BOSSu050
000516- B72=(A(7.2)-A(7.1) *B12! ROSS0051 3
a0057i_. 873=1A(7.31-A17.1)*8131 BClSS0u52
-000535---. 	
_. __ B.74=f A (7..4)-AI 7. 1J *BI41
000544.. B75=(Al?.5)-A(7,11*B15) BO5SOJ54,




000573 B78=IA(7.81-AI 7. 11 *BL8J BOSSO057
.000602.._. 479=(Af7.91- A17.11*819! BUSSU058
_040612 ^	_ .882=fA(d.21-A(8.11*1312)	 -.--_.._...	 __---._--	 --,-__-- ------	 -._	 B05S0054.-_-___ter_
000621 B83=1A(B.31-A(8.11*8131 flOSS.iObJ	 -- _-
_00063L
	
..	 .. B84=LA18.4J-A18.1J*8141 BFJSS006L
	 -	 -	 --








000676._ --B89=lAi(8a9)-Aid,1J*6L9) BOS50066	 _	 -
000706__ 3':23=BZ3/B22 B0550Ob7 i
.An0710	 ... G24=d7.4/822 BOSSO'068
.00071L--. C25=BZ51fs22 BOSS0069
-000713- __.. G26=0261622 BOSSU070
. _ _ B OSS U071_
OOQ71h __ ._ C28=828/H22 BOSS0072
MOM - C29=B29/622	 _. -	 -. - __	 BOSS0013
-
006721..-._ Gl3=(B13-B12*C231 BOSSOJ74
000724-._- _ C14=1814-BL2*C24)	 _ BOSS0075
000777. _ _	 ._. GI5= (1315-812*C25)	 _ _	 BIISS0076
BOS50077.-_-
000735._.-_. C17=tHI7-812*C27J BOSS00T8
000740 __	 _ C18= (8 L8-1412 *C281 	 _ BUSS 0079
;'	 r
_D¢0743-,---. cL9=xmLn-Bj2*c29x HosSOaou .
000746 .03=033- B.32*C23) .
_	
BOsyuuSl
000751 ' '	 C34=fa3/i-u3J*C2+»	 '	 .	 . uoSSooua
.
-000T5+. ` _	 [35~035-BU*C25) oosSu083
---__-_-----__Bass auu^
Csr=:usr aossn005
^	 _000765-_-. c38=(o38-oJZ*C2u» oossnoma000170 . c3,9=xg39-m32*c29J oossuoy7
oo0773 c+3=1843-6+2*c23J uosuo0uo
uIc:76 c4+=10*+-n*etc2+1 moSSuuue	 - - --'	 _-








-OOL0IZ- f.48=1 d48- 	 '	 -	 -	 -- '	 ^csaj093 .
^	 A010:15 c49=(a+9-a+a*^^y^ _ -- 	 - _	 omsyrJJe*
- .001020 ' C53=(151-o52*cZyI	 -_	 '- ' -_	 eaSSo0e5
--
c54=/a54-*5e*c24 oxS0096.
y	 -00102a o51^~("55-m52*c251	 -	 __'-	 -  eo^uuVw
.oaco-Ix---
^ -0nL03 q _ 157~(a57-852*c27»	 - uoss0099	 - -	 -	 -	 --- 	 ^








_001053-_- -	 C64= 1.11 eosao103
-ooaoaa_-' -C65=(865-e62*c25J	 -	 ' yousU104
-001056_-' C6(j~(66u-G6?*c2mJ
	
-_	 '	 - -	 oOuyuIoS	 '











-_- o7+=l87+-B72=C2+)	 _- - --	 _'-	 _- --	 .- -	 -	 '	 ooSS3uo
-OoLlOo_- c75=(u75-973*c25)	 - '	 '	 _ ooSSuILl
'n11i8^-_- -C7o~/0Tu-a7a*cau>	 - noss0112
^	 -001106_- . -	 c77=(e7p'ar2*c27»	 -	 '	 '	 ' _	 mDSs0113
^ _QzmJJJ_______-JC7m=la y0-u72*c28) ^-----__'-_-_-_---_---_----____'__-_ BOsso11
-001L14- ' cJv=(urn-uzu*Caw»	 . moss0115
-0ouuL-I-_-'	 . - -c83=(8e3-8uZ*c33) ' ooSSm114.
'	
' 901122___ ' _	 C$+=08*-W*c241 _-' ' 5OSSOIIy
-001125_ '_-_-- cns=1aas-nu^*^a^o	 _-	 _	 - -	 mouuuL%a







- . 001144---	 --	 - -	 D3 ,*i=C134/C33 . --	 -... _. __-. _ _._.	 _ BOSS3123
,01)1146 035=C35/..33	 _ BOSS0124
001150__.. 036=C36(/C33 BUSSO125
001151_ . _ 037=CJ 7/C33. __	 _ ROSS0126
D38=C3B/C33 _--_	 ___..--	 .___ __ _-- - _ --	 --	 _ .. _	 -- _ --	 _ .	 BOSS0127






001167- D17= (C 17-C L3Q37J - BOSSO132
01)1172--,- 1713=ICIR-CI34D383__.— 	.- -	 ----___ -..--	 ----	 .. . 	 8055J133-.- -•----	 '	 In
-031175	 .-_ D19=(C19-C13#03LJJ	 _ BUSSOL34	 --
.001200_ 1124=(C24-C13*D34) 90550,135
OJiZ03__ 1125=(C25-CZ34,D_i5J bCSSO136
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C# PURPOSE ._ _ _ 	 #
Ca	 SUBROUTINE PLOTS GIVES PLOTS OF THE SOLUTIONS OF THE EDU 'ATiONS
C#	 OF MI) TION . I.E.sPLOTS OF THE ANGLES AND ANGULAR VELOCITIES AS A
	 #
—_	 Ca	 FUNCTION O F TIME. PLOTS OF IHETA VS PHI ARE ALSO PRUVIUED. 	 #
Ca PRGPRIETARY-. ---
C'
_	 C4	 NONE_. _ -.----.
C* 11SE_._
C*	 .CALL-.PLOTS	 i
r* P AKAMETER.S _	 m	 #
i#	 NONE
C# AdITHOR/ IMPLEMENTOR.






------- CO LATEST REVISION *	 --	 --
_ C# #
C* _ SEPTEMBER 14.1473
qt
_.	 C ..	 ..THIS IS A DUMMY SUBROUTINE T4 SATISFY THE LOADER.
C
___.- IT HAS BEEN DECIDED THAT THE PLOTTING ROUTINES FOR PROGRAM
_	 C.. ...- LACATE CAN BEST BE HANDLED AS POSTPROCESSOR ROUTINES RUN
EPARATELY . FROM LACATE. . FOR PLOTS OF THE SOLUTIONS OF THE .-
^. 	 C EQUATIUNS OF MOTIQN . REFER TO PROGRA14 AVPLOT. FOR THE TWO-


















Figure la. IACATE Bal-± oon System -- General Structure
y1 2
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Figure 2., Geometry Definitions For Gust Model
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Figure 4. Planar Stacked Gust Profile Parallel to Azimuth
Plane
Figure 5. Planar Stacked Gust Profile Rotated about
Azimuth Plane
Figure 6. General Three Dimensional Gust Profile
In Form of a Body of Revolution
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